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vABSTRACT
In this work, progress is made towards modeling of differential molecular diffusion
for resolved simulations with detailed transport, and for flamelet-based reduced-
order combustion models.
For resolved simulations with detailed transport, the validity and the limitations of
the constant non-unity Lewis number approach in the description of molecular mix-
ing in laminar and turbulent flames is studied. Three test cases are selected, includ-
ing a lean, highly unstable, premixed hydrogen/air flame, a lean turbulent premixed
n-heptane/air flame, and a laminar ethylene/air coflow diffusion flame. For the hy-
drogen flame, both a laminar and a turbulent configuration are considered. The
three flames are characterized by Lewis numbers which are less than unity, greater
than unity, and close to unity, respectively. For each flame, mixture-averaged trans-
port simulations are carried out and used as reference data. The analysis suggests
that, for numerous combustion configurations, the constant non-unity Lewis num-
ber approximation leads to small errors when the set of Lewis numbers is chosen
properly. For the selected test cases and our numerical framework, the reduction
of computational cost is found to be minimal. Two different methods of evaluating
the Lewis numbers are tested, with both performing well, and neither consistently
better than the other.
Next, modeling of differential molecular diffusion for reduced-order combustion
models is analyzed. The flamelet-based chemistry tabulation technique is a popular
reduced-order chemical model for non-premixed turbulent flames. In this approach,
the correct choice of the species Lewis numbers in the flamelet equations plays
an important role. Experimental results have highlighted that, in turbulent non-
premixed jet flames, turbulent transport becomes gradually dominant over molec-
ular mixing with (i) increasing axial distance from the burner exit plane, and (ii)
increasing jet Reynolds number. In the current work, this transition is character-
ized and a priori models for the effective species Lewis numbers in turbulent non-
premixed flames are assessed.
First, a flamelet-based methodology is proposed to extract these effective Lewis
numbers from data sets of turbulent non-premixed flames. For each flame and each
downstream station, two flamelet parameters are extracted, including an optimal
stoichiometric scalar dissipation rate, χoptst , and the parameter γ
opt , which is related
vi
to the effective species Lewis numbers through Lei,eff ≡ (1 + γopt )/(1/Lei + γopt ).
This methodology is then applied to the Sandia methane/air jet flames B, C, D,
and E (R. Barlow, Int. Work. Meas. Comput. Turb. Non-Prem. Flames, 2003). The
effective Lewis numbers are found to transition from their laminar values, close to
the burner exit plane, to unity further downstream. Previously-suggested scalings
for γopt are then assessed. The limitations associated with the experimental data,
including large uncertainties, limited spatial resolution, and relatively few measured
quantities, prevent a conclusive assessment of the models for γopt , and suggest that
Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) data should be used.
To overcome these limitations, a campaign of DNS of Sandia flame B is carried out.
A baseline grid is carefully designed, and grid independence is assessed through
simulations using refined grids in the axial, radial and azimuthal directions. Ra-
diation and differential diffusion effects are systematically isolated by considering
radiating and unity Lewis number cases, respectively. The DNS database is then
validated using available measured statistics for flame B, and comparisons to the
higher Reynolds number flames are carried out. The effective Lewis numbers ex-
tracted from the DNS data are found to transition towards unity with increasing
downstream distance. Finally, flame and turbulence parameters are recomputed
from the DNS data, and scalings for the parameter γopt are assessed.
vii
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INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
Most of the world’s energetic needs are met through the combustion of fossil fuels,
which account for about 80% of global energy production [1]. Recent projections
from the U.S. Energy Information Administration suggest that they will still account
for 77% of global energy use by 2040 [2]. Unfortunately, the combustion of fossil
fuels has several negative implications, such as the emission of green-house gases,
nitrogen oxides, sulfur dioxide, unburnt hydrocarbon compounds, and soot, which
have been shown to affect both the environment [3] and human health [4–6]. The
uneven distribution of these resources is also a cause of geo-political tensions [7].
For all these reasons, efficiency improvements to combustion processes are of great
importance.
While combustion devices exist in a wide range of configurations, most share the
same fundamental complexities. In these systems, the combustion of practical fuels
may be represented by hundreds of species and thousands of reactions [8], and typ-
ically takes place under turbulent conditions [9]. Turbulent combustion is divided
into three fundamental modes, including premixed, non-premixed, and partially-
premixed [10]. In premixed turbulent flames, the fuel and the oxidizer are com-
pletely mixed before they are consumed through combustion. Typical applications
include spark-ignition engines, lean-burn gas turbines, and household burners. In
non-premixed turbulent combustion, the fuel and the oxidizer are initially sepa-
rated, and mixing must occur to have chemical reactions. Turbulent non-premixed
flames are also known as diffusion flames, since diffusion is the rate-controlling
process. They are typically found in furnaces, diesel engines, and gas turbines. In
partially-premixed combustion, the fuel and the oxidizer are partially mixed before
the combustion takes place. Common applications include aircraft gas turbines and
gasoline engines with direct injection.
1.2 Challenges in turbulent combustion
In turbulent combustion, mixing plays a central role and a close interaction of tur-
bulence and combustion takes place. A schematic diagram is shown in Fig. 1.1.
The largest eddying motions are controlled by the size of the combustion device,
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bulence: volume expansion,
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Figure 1.1: Diagram illustrating turbulence-chemistry interactions (adapted from Bray [9].)
while the smallest scales are determined by the dissipation of turbulent energy by
viscosity. The largest scales, which contain most of the kinetic energy, entrain and
bring into contact the reactant species. Turbulent motion at intermediate scales is
then responsible for stirring the iso-concentration surfaces, which greatly enhances
molecular diffusion processes. This increases the rate of depletion of the reac-
tants, the production of product species, and the attendant heat release. The heat
release then strongly affects the turbulence through dilatation, shear and pressure
changes. Thus, from this simple diagram it is clear that an accurate description
of turbulent flames requires a simultaneous understanding of turbulent mixing and
combustion [11]. That is why modeling of these systems has proven to be a ma-
jor challenge, and the subject of many studies over the past few decades (see for
example the reviews of Bilger [12, 13] and Peters [14]).
1.2.1 Differential diffusion effects and soot formation
An important parameter when considering the transport of species in mixtures is
the Lewis number, defined as
Lei =
λ
ρcpDi,m
, (1.1)
where λ is the mixture thermal conductivity, ρ is the density, cp is the mixture
specific heat, and Di,m is the mass diffusivity of species i with respect to the mixture.
In practical combustion devices, heavy hydrocarbons such as gasoline, diesel, and
kerosene are typically used [15]. The combustion of these fuels is characterized by
a wide range of species Lewis numbers, and significant differential diffusion effects
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are observed [16]. The Lewis numbers for large hydrocarbon species are typically
much larger than one. For example, in Ch. 3 a turbulent n-heptane/air flame is
considered, where the fuel Lewis number is 2.9.
Representing differential diffusion effects accurately when a large number of
species is considered, such as for the combustion of large hydrocarbon fuels, can
be a challenging task. More specifically, molecular diffusion processes occur at the
smallest scales, and either these scales must be fully resolved, or some reduced-
order model must be used. In Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS), where all scales
of motion are represented on the computational grid, the diffusion fluxes must be
computed for each species in the mixture, at each spatial location, and at each time
step. The computational cost of this type of simulation is prohibitive for all but
the simplest configurations. For these simulation, neglecting differential diffusion
effects represents a crude, yet effective cost-reduction approach [17]. A practical
alternative to DNS is to resolve only the large scales of turbulent motion. For these
simulations, chemical reactions, molecular diffusion processes, as well as their in-
teraction with the turbulence are not resolved, and reduced-order models must be
used. Unfortunately, physics-consistent models for differential diffusion are either
crude, or have yet to be developed [18], and these effects are often neglected alto-
gether by considering all species diffusivities to be equal [19–25].
However, while neglecting differential diffusion typically only has a small impact
on major combustion products, such as H2O and CO2, it can more seriously affect
the concentration of species with Lewis numbers significantly far from unity [26].
That is important for a variety of phenomena that present a high sensitivity to differ-
ential diffusion, such as soot formation [27]. Soot is made of black carbon particles
formed during the incomplete combustion of hydrocarbon fuels [28], and its nu-
cleation rate is known to present a quadratic dependence on the concentration of
so-called soot precursor species [29, 30]. Unfortunately, the yield of these species
(such as acetylene and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, or PAH) is strongly af-
fected by differential diffusion.
1.2.2 Computational cost of detailed species transport
Great strides have been made towards the simulation of reacting flows of ever in-
creasing complexity, which have extended the realm of problems that can be tack-
led [31–33]. Nonetheless, the computational cost of simulating practical configu-
rations often remains beyond the reach of available resources, and approximations
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must be accommodated within reacting flow codes. In other terms, large scale sim-
ulations represent a constant trade-off between relevance to engineering problems
(high Reynolds number, large domain, etc.) and fidelity to the physical processes
simulated (combustion, radiation, turbulence, etc.). Within this framework, using
an accurate but overly expensive model comes at the cost of more realistic simula-
tions. An essential question arises: what level of fidelity is sufficient?
In simulations of multicomponent mixtures, a large fraction of the computational
cost is associated with the evaluation of the species mass diffusion fluxes, ji [34].
These appear in the species transport equations, which read
∂
∂t
(ρYi) + ∇ · (ρuYi) = −∇ · ji + ω˙i, (1.2)
where u is the velocity, Yi and ω˙i are the ith species mass fraction and chemical
source term, respectively, and in the energy conservation equation. The most ac-
curate formulation to compute the diffusion fluxes ji for gas mixtures, involves the
solution of the so-called multicomponent diffusion equations, which require the in-
version of linear systems at each computational node and each time step. Efficient
implementations have been proposed, such as EGLIB, a Fortran library for cost-
effective and accurate evaluation of multicomponent transport coefficients in gas
mixtures, developed by Ern and Giovangigli [35]. The multicomponent approach
remains, however, an expensive choice, and the benefits stemming from the greater
accuracy do not always justify the high computational cost. That is why multicom-
ponent mixture computations have been used mostly for one- and two-dimensional
simulations [34, 36–38], and its extension to three-dimensional flames remains cur-
rently impractical.
For typical hydrocarbon flames, the use of mixture-averaged diffusion coeffi-
cients represents an effective approximation to the full multicomponent transport
model [39]. In this formulation, the transport coefficients, including the dynamic
viscosity, the heat conductivity, and the mixture-averaged diffusion coefficients, are
computed using an averaging procedure [40]. This approach represents the first-
order approximation to the full multicomponent transport equations [34]. The re-
sulting species diffusion mass fluxes are computed using the Curtiss-Hirschfelder
approximation [41]
ji = −ρDi,m YiXi∇Xi − ρYiuc, (1.3)
where
uc = −
∑
i
Di,m
Yi
Xi
∇Xi (1.4)
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is the correction velocity, which ensures zero net mass diffusion flux, i.e.,
∑
i ji = 0.
Yi and Xi are the ith species mass and mole fractions, respectively, and the diffu-
sivities Di,m are computed by summing over all other species
Di,m =
1 − Yi∑
k,i
Xk
Dk,i
. (1.5)
In Eq. (1.5), Dk,i is the binary diffusion coefficient of the kth specie relative to the
ith species.
Despite the great simplification introduced by the mixture-average framework over
the full multicomponent transport model, the associated computational cost can be
significant when large chemical models are used. More precisely, the cost associ-
ated with the computation of the Ns mixture mass diffusion coefficients scales as
O(N2s ), as all other species must be considered in the computation of each species
diffusion coefficient, and this operation must be repeated at each node and at each
time step. In comparison, both the mixture conductivity and viscosity may be eval-
uated accurately with O(Ns) expressions [42, 43]. This quadratic cost represents
a computational bottleneck, especially when large chemical models with hundreds
of species are used [15, 44, 45]. Moreover, the effort required to compute the dif-
fusion fluxes at a greater accuracy may be nullified in turbulent combustion, where
enhanced mixing through turbulent transport reduces the influence of the molec-
ular diffusion coefficients on the physics of the flame [10, 46–48]. Hence, many
applications require a further reduction in the computational cost.
A common strategy to reduce the computational cost is to use reduced chemical
kinetics, i.e., to reduce the number of species [49, 50]. This can be done with ei-
ther a pre-reduced chemical model, or with the use of dynamic reduction [32, 51,
52]. Nevertheless, to capture all the relevant chemical timescales, the number of
species remains typically large (20-40 species), with only a modest cost reduction.
To overcome this limitation, one could pursue an adaptive chemistry (AC) strategy,
whereby the mechanism is chosen from a library of pre-generated mechanisms de-
pending on the local properties of the mixture [53]. Unfortunately, the use of AC is
limited by the ability of the pre-chosen mechanisms to span the domain of possible
reacting flow conditions. A more recent approach to bypass this issue is the use of
dynamic adaptive chemistry (DAC) [54].
Independently of whether or not chemical models may be reduced, a practical
technique to reduce significantly the computational cost associated with evaluat-
ing species diffusivity coefficients is to take advantage of the small variation of the
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Lewis numbers [55], by approximating them with constant values. It is common
practice to prescribe the mass diffusion coefficients through a set of constant Lewis
numbers [55–58]. For example, Hawkes and Chen [59] performed calculations
of laminar strained premixed methane-air twin flames, showing that the mixture-
averaged calculations were well reproduced by constant-Lewis number simulations
over a wide range of strain rates. In many applications, using constant Lewis num-
bers can provide significant savings of computational cost, releasing resources that
can be used to tackle more complex problems [60]. These Lewis numbers are usu-
ally extracted from one-dimensional simulations with multicomponent or mixture-
averaged properties, following some criterion such as selecting the values corre-
sponding to the maximum temperature.
Yet, the validity of the constant non-unity Lewis number approach should be inves-
tigated systematically for a wide range of configurations, including laminar and tur-
bulent, premixed and non-premixed flames. Further, criteria to pre-compute these
constant Lewis numbers should be assessed. That is the subject of Ch. 3.
1.2.3 Reduced-order modeling of turbulence-chemistry interaction
Turbulent combustion is characterized by a wide range of length and time scales,
which results in complex interactions. The cost of performing DNS of these flows,
for which even the smallest scales must be resolved, remains prohibitive for all but
the simplest configurations. That is why reduced-order turbulence and combustion
models must be used when configurations of practical relevance are considered.
An effective alternative to DNS, is Large Eddy Simulation (LES) [61]. In LES,
the spectrum of turbulent scales is divided into large-scale resolved motions and
unresolved small-scale fluctuations through a filtering operation. While this greatly
reduces the computational cost, closure must be provided for the sub-filter pro-
cesses [62–64], such as the chemical source terms and the turbulence-chemistry
interactions. In this work, an emphasis is placed on reduced-order modeling of
the effects of turbulent mixing on the flame structure, as will be explained in the
following sections.
Flamelet-based chemistry tabulation
One popular reduced-order chemical model for non-premixed turbulent flames is
the flamelet-based chemistry tabulation technique [61]. In this approach, the one-
dimensional flamelet equations [65, 66] are solved, and the fluid and flame proper-
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ties (such as density, viscosity, heat diffusivity and temperature), are tabulated with
respect to the mixture fraction, Z , and either its scalar dissipation rate, χ, or the
progress variable, C [20, 67]. The mixture fraction variable is a non-reactive scalar
that describes the rate of mixing of fuel and oxidizer [10]. In a two-feed system,
Z is 0 in the oxidizer stream and 1 in the fuel stream, and satisfies the following
conservation equation
∂ρZ
∂t
+ ∇ · (ρZu) = ∇ · (ρD∇Z ), (1.6)
where D is the diffusivity of mixture fraction. In this work, D is taken to be equal
to the mixture heat diffusivity, α. The scalar dissipation rate is defined as
χ ≡ 2D |∇Z |2, (1.7)
and the progress variable is typically defined as a linear combination of the mass
fractions of major intermediate and product species [68], such as
C = YCO2 + YCO + YH2O + YH2 . (1.8)
In generating the individual flamelets to populate the chemical table, the choice of
the species Lewis numbers plays an important role [55]. Yet, a popular assumption
in LES of turbulent combustion is to set all Lewis numbers to unity when generating
the individual flamelets [20–25].
Differential diffusion and turbulence-chemistry interaction
In turbulent non-premixed flames, differential diffusion effects on the flame struc-
ture are observed to transition from a laminar, molecular diffusion-controlled
regime, to a turbulence-dominated one. This transition is well illustrated in the work
of Drake et al. [69, 70], for experiments involving H2/air turbulent diffusion flames,
and Barlow et al. [46, 71, 72], for a set of piloted CH4/air flames of increasing jet
Reynolds numbers. In these studies, species measurements show a decrease of dif-
ferential diffusion effects with (i) increasing axial distance from the issuing nozzle
and (ii) increasing jet Reynolds number. The extremes of this transition are exem-
plified in Fig. 1.2, taken from Barlow et al. [46], where it is shown that flamelets
can be well representative of the flame structure at both limiting regimes. More
specifically, the figure on the left shows conditional mean species measurements at
15 diameters downstream of the burner exit plane of a low Reynolds number jet
flame (Rejet ≈ 8200). The figure on the right represents measurements at 45 diame-
ters downstream of the burner exit plane, for a jet flame at a much higher Reynolds
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As a posteriori justifications of this assumption, flamelet calculations by Oevermann [132] and
Pitsch [70] have shown that assuming unity Lewis number for all species gives the best results for the
temperature and all the major species when compared with the hydrogen-air flame of Pfuderer [133].
Additionally, Large-Eddy Simulations (LES) using flamelets with unity Lewis number performed by
Pitsch have shown good agreement with experimental measurements [113].
As a priori justifications of the unity Lewis number assumption in turbulent reacting flows,
Ferreira [134] has compared OH concentration measurements from Barlow and Carter [135] with
two different solutions of the flamelet equations. The two solutions are obtained using the mean
scalar dissipation rate extracted from the experiments [135], with unity Lewis number and non-unity
Lewis numbers, respectively. Only the use of the flamelet equations with unity Lewis number shows
a good agreement (See Fig. 3.17 in [16]).
More recently, the competition between differential diffusion and turbulent transport has been
systematically studied in a series of piloted methane/air jet flames [63, 136]. The complete se-
ries (flame A to flame F) includes laminar, transitional, and turbulent flames spanning a range
in Reynolds number from 1,100 to 44,800. The evolution in the relative importance of molecular
diffusion and turbulent transport in this series of piloted flames is illustrated in Fig. 5.1 (Fig. 1
in [63]). Conditional mean values of experimentally measured mass fractions are compared against
results of steady opposed-flow laminar flame (flamelet) calculations. This comparison indicates that
(a) Flame B (Re '8200) at x/d = 15. (b) Flame E (Re '33,600) at x/d = 45.
Figure 5.1: Measured conditional means of species mass fractions (symbols) compared with laminar
opposed-flow flame (flamelet) calculations including full molecular transport (dashed lines) or equal
diffusivities (solid lines). These figures are taken from Barlow et al. [58].
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number (Rejet ≈ 33600). For the former, species profiles are found to be in excel-
lent agreement with a flamelet calculation with full differential diffusion. For the
latter, a unity-Lewis number flamelet calculation was found to be representative of
the flame structure. These examples can be considered to be at the extremes of the
transitioning behavior of the flame structure. However, a continuous transition be-
tween these cases is expected to occur. While these well-known experiments shed
light on the role of differential diffusion in turbulent non-premixed flames, several
questions remain unanswered. First, what are the flame and turbulence parame-
ters that control the transition between these two limiting regimes? Second, can
flamelets be used to represent the state space between the limiting cases? If that
is the case, then for which parameters can flamelets achieve this goal, and what is
their correct a priori modeling? In this work, progress is made towards answering
these questions. That will be the subject of Chs. 4 and 7 of this thesis.
Modeling differential diffusion with effective Lewis numbers
While several reasons have been suggested for the strong jet near-field differen-
tial diffusion effects [19], including (i) the presence of a laminar mixing layer, (ii)
the possibility that for certain species the turbulent diffusivity is comparable with
the molecular diffusivities, and (iii) that the thickness of the mixing layer may be
smaller than the Kolmogorov scale, the mechanisms involved with the transition re-
main elusive, and relatively few models are available from the literature. Pitsch [19]
modeled this transition with a Lagrangian flamelet model [66], using laminar Lewis
numbers for the initial laminar mixing layer, and then switching to unity Lewis
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numbers past the end of the potential core. While an improvement over the use of
a single unity-Lewis number flamelet, this approach assumes that the local mixing
steady-state is described by either a laminar flamelet, or an equal diffusivity model,
and requires a priori knowledge of the transition point.
An alternative approach to account for turbulent mixing can be found in the theo-
retical work of Peters [10]. There, chemical reactions are assumed to occur in a nar-
row layer embedded within two, non-reacting, turbulent mixing layers. By filtering
the transport equations for the reactive scalars and mixture fraction and perform-
ing a two-scale asymptotic expansion, a filtered form of the flamelet equations was
derived. These equations are formally identical to their non-filtered counterpart,
except for the replacement of the Lewis number by an apparent Lewis number [10]
Lˆei =
DT
DT + Di
, (1.9)
where the turbulent diffusivity DT comes from the gradient transport assumption.
For increasing turbulence intensities, Eq. (1.9) tends to unity, justifying the equal
diffusivity assumption. Unfortunately, this method requires the solution of these
separate flamelet equations (lean region, rich region, and the reaction zone) and is
impractical for arbitrary chemistry [10].
Inspired by Eq. (1.9), Savard & Blanquart [47] found that the average chemical
structure of a turbulent premixed flame can be mapped onto that of a laminar flame
with the appropriate choice of effective Lewis numbers
Lei,eff =
α + αT
Di + DT
, (1.10)
where αT is the eddy heat diffusivity (assumed to be equal to DT ). With this as-
sumption, Eq. (1.10) can be rewritten as
Lei,eff =
1 + γ
1
Lei
+ γ
, (1.11)
where γ is the ratio αT/α. The general form of γ is unknown, and requires mod-
eling. Savard & Blanquart [47] extracted γ from DNS data of lean H2/air and
n-C7H16/air [74] turbulent premixed flames, and a posteriori models for γ as a
function of the local Reynolds and Karlovitz numbers were proposed.
Recently, Wang [75] proposed a modeling framework for differential diffusion in
turbulent non-premixed flames. In his Nonlinear Differential Diffusion (NDD)
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model, Wang [75] introduced a modified Lewis number, which is equivalent to
Eq. (1.11), and obtained this expression through a simplified flamelet analysis of
a turbulent mixing layer. The quantity DT was estimated a priori by using a k-ε
model, and does not include any flame-relevant parameter.
While Eqs. (1.10) and (1.11) are used uniformly in past studies [10, 47, 74, 75], the
exact value of DT (and αT ) and its physical meaning remain unknown. Furthermore,
it is important to recognize that not all scales of turbulent motion may contribute to
mixing at flame length and time scales [76], and a physically-consistent model for
γ must be representative of this.
These previous studies suggest that the parameter γ in Eq. (1.11) may be ex-
pressed as a function of the turbulent Reynolds number (Savard & Blanquart [47],
Wang [75]), the Karlovitz number Ka, (Savard & Blanquart [47]) or the Damkhöler
number Da, (Han et al. [77]). These dimensionless numbers are representative
of different effects, and are defined using different quantities. More specifically,
Savard & Blanquart [47] investigated effective Lewis numbers for lean premixed
turbulent H2 flames at different turbulent Reynolds numbers
ReT ≡ u
′l
ν
, (1.12)
where u′ is the rms velocity, l is the integral length scale, and ν is the kinematic
viscosity, and different Karlovitz numbers
Ka ≡
(
lF
η
)2
, (1.13)
where lF is the flame thickness and η is the Kolmogorov length scale (addi-
tional definitions for the Karlovitz number will be discussed in the following
chapters). It should be noted that, for the simulations analyzed in their work,
the turbulent Reynolds number and Karlovitz number were related by the scaling
ReT ∝ Ka2/3. Han et al. [77] investigated the dependence of differential diffusion
on the Damkhöler number
Da ≡ τF
τC
, (1.14)
where τF is a flame time scale, taken to be τF ∝ χ−1st , and τc is a chemical time scale,
taken to be τc ∝ χ−1st,q, where χst,q is the extinction scalar dissipation rate.
From this lack of consensus, it is clear that a more quantitative description of
the transition from molecular, diffusion-controlled mixing to turbulence-dominated
transport is warranted.
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1.3 Objectives and outline
The specific goals of this thesis can be identified as follows:
1. to systematically investigate the validity of the constant non-unity Lewis
number assumption, and to quantify the associated computational savings;
2. to propose and evaluate two methods to select these constant Lewis numbers;
3. to propose a methodology to extract effective Lewis numbers from experi-
mental and numerical data sets of turbulent non-premixed flames;
4. to characterize the transition from a molecular-diffusion controlled mixing,
to turbulence dominated transport in turbulent non-premixed jet flames using
effective Lewis numbers;
5. to assess previously-suggested models for these effective Lewis numbers;
6. to carry out a well-documented DNS of a canonical, laboratory-scale turbu-
lent non-premixed flame, with extensive validation using experimental data;
7. to extract effective Lewis numbers from the DNS data, and assess models for
the effective species Lewis numbers.
This manuscript is organized as follows. Chapter 2 provides a description of the
governing equations, the numerical approach, and an overview of the flamelet
model. Chapter 3 presents a discussion of the validity of the constant Lewis num-
ber assumption for chemically reacting flows. In Ch. 4, a flamelet-based method-
ology to extract effective Lewis numbers from data sets of turbulent diffusion
flames is proposed; this methodology is then applied to the Sandia piloted CH4/air
flames [72]; finally, the validity of previously-suggested models for these effective
Lewis numbers is assessed. In Ch. 5, a campaign of DNS of Sandia flame B is
carried out. More specifically, a detailed a priori analysis of the grid resolution
is carried out, followed by an analysis of grid independence. Chapter 6 provides
detailed comparisons of the DNS with available measurements. In Ch. 7, effective
Lewis numbers are extracted from the DNS data base, and the results are compared
to the observations from Ch. 4. Major conclusions from the present work and future
research directions are summarized in Ch. 8.
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1.4 Summary of contributions
First, the validity and the limitations of the constant non-unity Lewis number ap-
proach in the description of molecular mixing in laminar and turbulent flames is
systematically assessed for a wide range of configurations of practical interest. To
carry out this analysis, three test cases are selected, including a lean, highly unsta-
ble, premixed hydrogen/air flame, a lean turbulent premixed n-heptane/air flame,
and a laminar ethylene/air coflow diffusion flame. For the hydrogen flame, both a
laminar and a turbulent configuration are considered. The three flames are char-
acterized by fuel Lewis numbers which are less than unity, greater than unity, and
close to unity, respectively. For each flame, mixture-averaged transport simulations
are carried out and used as reference data. The results of this analysis suggest that,
for numerous combustion configurations, the constant non-unity Lewis number ap-
proximation leads to small errors when the set of Lewis numbers is chosen properly.
The two constant Lewis number-extraction criteria are found to perform well, with
neither consistently better than the other. For the selected test cases and our numer-
ical framework, the reduction of computational cost is found to be minimal. This
work is the subject of Ch. 3.
Second, the transition in the flame structure of turbulent non-premixed flames from
a molecular diffusion-controlled regime to a turbulent transport-dominated one is
characterized, and a priori models for the effective species Lewis numbers are as-
sessed. More precisely, (i) a flamelet-based methodology is proposed to extract the
effective species Lewis numbers from data sets of turbulent non-premixed flames;
(ii) this methodology is applied to the Sandia non-premixed methane/air jet flames
B, C, D, and E; (iii) and previously-suggested scalings for the effective Lewis num-
bers are assessed using the same experimental data set. This work is discussed in
Ch. 4. For each flame and each downstream measurement station, two flamelet
parameters are extracted, including an optimal γ value, “γopt”, and an optimal
stoichiometric scalar dissipation rate, “χoptst ”. For the four turbulent flames con-
sidered, the evaluated effective Lewis numbers are found to transition from their
laminar values close to the burner exit plane (γopt→ 0), towards unity further down-
stream (γopt→∞). Previously-suggested correlations for the parameter γ with both
Reynolds and Karlovitz numbers are compared to the extracted γopt values. Large
experimental uncertainties and the limited number of measured quantities prevent a
conclusive assessment of these models.
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Next, a campaign of DNS of Sandia flame B is carried out. Several simulations are
considered, including a baseline case (BL), three refined cases, where the baseline
grid is refined twice in the axial (Res-x), radial (Res-r) and azimuthal (Res-z) di-
rections, a unity Lewis number case (UL), and a radiating case (RAD). A careful
a priori description of the grid design process is carried out. This is followed by a
detailed a posteriori assessment, including (i) a comparison of the chosen grid res-
olution with the smallest turbulence and chemistry scales, (ii) an assessment of grid
independence though comparisons with refined cases, and (iii) an extensive valida-
tion with available experimental data. This work is the subject of Chs. 5 and 6.
Optimal flamelet parameters are extracted from the DNS data base. For case RAD,
which is used for comparisons with the experimental data base, the χoptst and γ
opt
values are found to follow the same trends observed for the parameters extracted
from experimental data for flames B-E. However, χoptst and γ
opt from case RAD are
found to under-estimate the corresponding values extracted from the experimental
data of flame B.
The radial flame location, rF , and the jet half-width, r12, are analyzed for case RAD,
and compared to the measurements for all flames. The comparison suggests that the
rF and r12 profiles from flame B are approximately equal to those from the higher
Reynolds number flames only after normalization with respect to the stoichiometric
flame tip. Significant differences are found for u′/Ujet and l/r12 at rF from case
RAD, when compared to the fits used in Ch. 4. Given these differences, the local
Reynolds number is re-computed for flame B using case RAD. The γopt values from
case RAD are then plotted with the ReT values, at the radial flame location rF . The
slope found for case RAD is lower than that of flames C-E. Similarly to flames C-
E, these values are found to not fall within the range estimated from the k-ε model
coefficients.
Three expressions to compute the flame length scale, lF , are tested. An optimal
expression is selected to compute the flame Karlovitz number. It is shown that the
flame thickness estimates used for the experimental data, lexpF , under-predict lF . It
is observed that when the lexpF values are used to compute the Karlovitz number, the
evolution of γopt from case RAD has a similar trend to the γopt values extracted
from the experiments. However, when correcting for the flame thickness, a signifi-
cantly different slope is found. This slope was observed to be close to the predicted
flame length scale-based scaling for γ, i.e., γ ∝ Ka2/3.
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C h a p t e r 2
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK AND COMPUTATIONAL
METHODOLOGY
All two- and three-dimensional simulations considered in this work were carried
out using the low-Mach number code NGA [78], while the one-dimensional simu-
lations were carried out using the FlameMaster code [79]. The governing equations
and the numerical approach are presented in this chapter.
2.1 Direct Numerical Simulations
2.1.1 Governing equations
The flows considered in this work are governed by the Navier-Stokes and scalar
transport equations. The low-Mach number approximation is considered [80, 81].
This is a valid assumption for a wide range of combustion systems, and allows
large density variations while removing acoustic effects. For example, Mach num-
bers found in laminar and turbulent non-premixed flames are typically well below
0.1 [82].
Conservation of mass and momentum read
∂ρ
∂t
+ ∇ · (ρu) = 0, (2.1)
∂
∂t
(ρu) + ∇ · (ρu ⊗ u) = −∇p + ∇ · σ + f , (2.2)
respectively, where p is the hydrodynamic pressure, u is the velocity, σ is the stress
tensor
σ = µ(∇u + ∇uT ) − 2
3
µ(∇ · u)I, (2.3)
where µ is the dynamic viscosity of the mixture, and f represents all volumetric
forces, including a gravitational term. The viscosity µ is computed as [43]
µ =
1
2
*.,
∑
i=1
Xiµi +

∑
i=1
Xi
µi

−1+/- , (2.4)
where the ith species viscosity is computed using its kinetic theory definition [83].
The transport equation for the ith species, which was introduced in Ch. 1, and is
repeated here for clarity, reads
∂
∂t
(ρYi) + ∇ · (ρuYi) = −∇ · ji + ω˙i, (2.5)
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The mixture-averaged diffusion coefficients of species i, Di,m, are calculated either
by supplying a set of Lewis numbers, Eq. (1.1), or by using a mixture-averaged for-
mulation, i.e., using Eq. (1.5). The binary diffusion coefficients Dki are computed
using classical molecular gas theory [40]. In this work, Soret and Dufour effects
are not considered. The energy equation reads
∂
∂t
(ρT ) + ∇ · (ρuT ) = ∇ · (ρα∇T ) + ω˙T − 1cp
∑
i
cp,i ji · ∇T + ραcp ∇cp · ∇T, (2.6)
where T is the temperature, cp,i is ith species specific heat at constant pressure, and
ω˙T = −c−1p
∑
i hi (T )ω˙i is the temperature source term; hi (T ) are the species specific
enthalpies at temperature T. The heat diffusivity α is computed as
α =
λ
ρcp
, (2.7)
where λ is computed using [42]
λ =
1
2
*.,
∑
i=1
Xiλi +

∑
i=1
Xi
λi

−1+/- . (2.8)
In Eq. (2.8), the species thermal conductivities λi are computed using the modified
Eucken formulation [83]. The equation of state is given by the perfect gas law
ρ =
WP0
RT
, (2.9)
where W is the mixture molecular weight, P0 is the thermodynamic pressure, and
R is the universal gas constant.
2.1.2 Radiation model
For some simulations, radiation heat transfer is considered. This is done by means
of a radiation source term added to the energy equation, i.e., q˙rad/cp, where q˙rad is
modeled according to the RADCAL model of Grosshandler [84]
q˙rad = −4σ
∑
i
piap,i (T4 − T4∞), (2.10)
where σ = 5.669e-08 W/m2K4 is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, pi and ap,i are
the partial pressure and the Planck mean absorption coefficient of the ith species,
respectively, and T∞ is the background temperature. The ap,i coefficients are fitted
as functions of the temperature for CO2, H2O, CH4, and CO, which account for
most of the radiation heat losses. This model assumes that the gas is optically thin,
and all radiation heat transfer is dispersed to the background.
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In this work, radiation heat losses are included for two flames. The first, which
is discussed in Ch. 3, is a laminar N2-diluted C2H4/air-coflow pressurized diffu-
sion flame, which is one of the target flames of the International Sooting Flame
(ISF) Workshops [27, 85, 86]. The purpose of Ch. 3, is to assess the validity of
the constant non-unity Lewis number assumption over a wide range of combustion
configurations. While the optically-thin RADCAL model may not be the ultimate
choice for the laminar C2H4/air flame, it is used consistently across all four cases,
and does not impact the outcome of that analysis.
The second is Sandia flame B, a CH4/air, partially premixed, turbulent jet flame,
discussed in Chs. 5, 6, and 7, which is one of the target flames of the Interna-
tional Workshop on Measurement and Computation of Turbulent Nonpremixed
Flames (TNF) [72]. While RADCAL is the suggested radiation model for both
flames [72, 86], enabling a computationally-inexpensive treatment of radiation, the
optically-thin assumption is known to overpredict the radiant fraction for hydro-
carbon flames [87]. Frank et al. [87] performed radiant fraction and multiscalar
measurements for Sandia flames C-F. In their work, radiation calculations using
RADCAL were coupled with temperature and species mean profiles, and it was
found that, for Sandia flame D, the total radiant power for the emission-only case
was 39% greater than emission/absorption computations. It is suggested that this
over-prediction of radiative heat losses is due to the strong absorption by CO2 at
the 4.3 µm wavelength [87–89]. However, the emphasis of the work of Frank et
al. [87] is on the prediction of nitric oxide (NO) formation, which is known to be
highly sensitive to the radiation model [90–93]. For the simulation of Sandia flame
B discussed in Chs. 5, 6, and 7, the NO chemistry is not considered in the chemistry
model. While not the primary goal of those chapters, radiation heat loss is consid-
ered to assess if a good agreement with experiments can be achieved. Further,
in Ch. 7 it is shown that including radiation heat loss does not affect the analysis
carried out in that chapter. For all these reasons, the RADCAL model is a valid,
practical choice for the present work.
Scalar transport is controlled by a balance of three main contributions, including
convection, diffusion, and the scalar source term. For the flames considered in
this work, the radiation source term, q˙rad/cp, is expected to be small compared to
the dominant terms in Eq. (2.6). For instance, the radiant fraction, f rad, values
measured for the Sandia flames C-F by Frank et al. [87], were found to vary from
6.4% for flame C, to 3.0% for flame F. In their work, the radiant fraction was defined
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as the ratio of the total radiated power, S˙rad, to the power released in the combustion
reaction
f rad ≡ S˙radm˙fuel∆Hcomb
, (2.11)
where m˙fuel and ∆H are the mass flow rate of the fuel and the heat of combustion,
respectively. The reduction of f rad with increasing jet Reynolds number was pri-
marily ascribed to the reduced residence time [87]. For Sandia flame B, f rad should
be higher, yet close to the measured value for flame C, which is relatively small.
For reference, the reported energy release of the pilot flame in flames C-F is only
approximately 6% of the main jet [72]. It will be shown in Ch. 6 that the maximum
temperature for the radiating simulation is about 70K less than the adiabatic case
(which is approximately a 3% reduction).
2.1.3 Numerical approach
The governing equations are solved using the finite differences, discretely energy-
conserving code NGA, designed for the simulation of variable density laminar and
turbulent flows [78]. The low-Mach Navier-Stokes equations are solved using a
fractional step approach [94], whereby the momentum, scalar, and density fields
are staggered in time. Time marching is carried out using a semi-implicit Crank-
Nicolson scheme, where the integration of the chemical source terms is carried
out using the preconditioned iterative method of Savard et al. [95] (four subit-
erations are used). With this semi-implicit time-stepping, the time step is con-
strained by the stiffness of the chemical source terms in laminar flames, while
for the turbulent flames the convective CFL becomes more restrictive. Conser-
vation of mass is then enforced through a pressure Poisson equation. For most
simulations, the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratories HYPRE libraries are
used for the pressure solver [96]. In the present work, the scheme used for the
Navier-Stokes equations is second-order accurate both in space and in time. The
scalars (Yi, T) are transported using the third-order accurate Bounded QUICK
(BQUICK) scheme [97], which ensures boundedness of the transported scalars.
The one-dimensional flames are solved using the FlameMaster code [79]. NGA
and FlameMaster give the same simulation results in one-dimensional calculations.
The NGA code has been extensively tested to verify the order of accuracy of the
numerical methods. Desjardin et al. [78] simulated a range of canonical, constant
density flows, to assess the influence of the order of the spatial numerical schemes
on the solution. Savard et al. [95] considered one-dimensional premixed flames to
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assess the order of accuracy of the preconditioned iterative method for the integra-
tion of the chemical source terms. The BQUICK scheme has been tested consid-
ering constant density canonical problems [98]. Tests involving laminar diffusion
flames have not been performed, and should be the subject of future work. One
promising configuration is the one-dimensional counterflow diffusion flame, which
is already implemented in several benchmark codes, such as FlameMaster [79],
CHEMKIN [99], and Cantera [100].
For each flame considered in this thesis, a description of the computational domain
and the boundary conditions is provided in the respective chapter.
2.2 The flamelet model
In this section, the flamelet model is reviewed. Here, only the species flamelet
equations will be discussed, but an analogous equation for the temperature can be
derived. Detailed derivations may be found in the work of Xuan [82] and Xuan &
Blanquart [101]. For simplicity, constant non-unity Lewis numbers are assumed.
2.2.1 Generalized coordinate transformation
As a first step towards deriving the flamelet equations, the following coordinate
transformation is considered
(x1, x2, x3, t) → (Z (x1, x2, x3, t), Z2(x1, x2, x3, t), Z3(x1, x2, x3, t), τ), (2.12)
where Z2 and Z3 are curvilinear coordinates chosen such that
∇Z · ∇Z2 = 0 and ∇Z · ∇Z3 = 0 (2.13)
everywhere in the domain. Equation (2.13) ensures that Z2 and Z3 lie within the iso-
surface of mixture fraction Z. A two-dimensional sketch of this coordinate transfor-
mation is shown in Fig. 2.1.
2.2.2 Transformed species transport equations
Using the coordinate transformation given by Eq. (2.12), as well as the transport
equation for the mixture fraction given by Eq. (1.6), the species transport equations
given by Eq. (2.5) can be written in the local (Z, Z2, Z3) reference frame
ρ
∂Yi
∂τ
+ ρ
3∑
k=2
[
∂Yi
∂Zk
(
∂Zk
∂t
+ u · ∇Zk
)]
︸                                  ︷︷                                  ︸
Lagrangian transport Lt
+
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z=const
z(x,y)
z2(x,y)
Figure 2.1: Two-dimensional schematic of the coordinate transformation (adapted from
Xuan & Blanquart [82]).
(
1 − 1
Lei
)
∇ · (ρα∇Z) ∂Yi
∂Z︸                             ︷︷                             ︸
convection in mixture fraction CZ
(2.14)
=
ρχ
2Lei
∂2Yi
∂Z2︸     ︷︷     ︸
normal diffusion DZ
+ ω˙i︸︷︷︸
source S
+
+
3∑
k=2
ρχk
2Lei
∂2Yi
∂Z2k
+
2ρα
Lei
(∇Z2 · ∇Z3) ∂
2Yi
∂Z2∂Z3︸                                                   ︷︷                                                   ︸
tangential diffusion Dt
+
+
1
Lei
3∑
k=2
∇ · (ρα∇Zk ) ∂Yi
∂Zk︸                           ︷︷                           ︸
tangential convection Ct
+
+ ∇ · (ρYiuc,i)︸        ︷︷        ︸
correction terms R
, (2.15)
where
χ ≡ 2D |∇Z |2, (2.16)
and
χk ≡ 2D |∇Zk |2, for k = 2, 3. (2.17)
In Eq. (2.15), the second and third terms on the left hand side (LHS) represent the
Lagrangian transport of the flamelet in the Z2 and Z3 directions, and the convec-
tion in mixture fraction, respectively. The first term on the right hand side (RHS)
represents normal diffusion in mixture fraction. The second term on the RHS is the
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source term of species i. The third and fourth terms on the RHS represent tangen-
tial diffusion and convection along the iso-surfaces of mixture fraction. The fifth
term represents convection in mixture fraction. The last term on the RHS is the
unprocessed correction terms from Eq. (2.5).
2.2.3 Convection in mixture fraction
The convection in mixture fraction term CZ is present only with non-unity Lewis
numbers. Following Xuan [82], the normalized velocity in mixture fraction space
can be split in the sum of two contributions
∇ · (ρα∇Z ) = n · ∇(ρα |∇Z |) + ρα |∇Z |∇ · n, (2.18)
where the normal unity vector to the mixture fraction iso-surface n is
n =
∇Z
|∇Z | . (2.19)
The first term on the RHS of Eq. (2.18) can be expressed as
n · ∇(ρα |∇Z |) = |∇Z | ∂
∂Z
(ρα |∇Z |) (2.20)
=
(
χ
2α
) 1
2 ∂
∂Z
[
(ρα)
1
2
(
ρχ
2
)]
(2.21)
=
1
4
(
∂ρχ
∂Z
+
χ
α
∂ρα
∂Z
)
. (2.22)
Considering the local curvature of the mixture fraction iso-surface
κ = ∇ · n, (2.23)
the second term on the RHS of Eq. (2.18) can be written as
ρα |∇Z |∇ · n = ρκ
√
χα
2
. (2.24)
Finally, the convection term in mixture fraction CZ can be written as the sum of two
contributions (
1
Lei
− 1
)
∇ · (ρα∇Z) dYi
dZ
=
(
1
Lei
− 1
)
ρκ
√
χα
2
dYi
dZ︸                        ︷︷                        ︸
curvature CK
+
(
1
Lei
− 1
)
1
4
(
∂ρχ
∂Z
+
χ
α
∂ρα
∂Z
)
dYi
dZ︸                                        ︷︷                                        ︸
normal convection C1
. (2.25)
In Eq. (2.25), the first term on the RHS represents normal convection, while the
second term accounts for the effect of curvature on the flame.
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2.2.4 One-dimensional curved flamelets
If all derivatives in Z2 and Z3 can be neglected, i.e., if one-dimensionality can be
assumed in the new coordinate system (Z, Z2, Z3), then the exact flamelet equations
given by Eq. (2.15) can be simplified to
ρ
∂Yi
∂τ
+
(
1 − 1
Lei
) [
1
4
(
∂ρχ
∂Z
+
χ
α
∂ρα
∂Z
)
+ ρκ
√
χα
2
]
∂Yi
∂Z
=
ρχ
2Lei
∂2Yi
∂Z2
+ ω˙i, (2.26)
where the correction terms are not shown for clarity.
2.2.5 One-dimensional flat flamelets
If one further neglects the curvature effects from Eq. (2.26), then the flat flamelet
model of Pitsch & Peters [66] is recovered (in their derivation the Lewis numbers
were not considered to be constant in mixture fraction space)
ρ
∂Yi
∂τ
+
(
1 − 1
Lei
) [
1
4
(
∂ρχ
∂Z
+
χ
α
∂ρα
∂Z
)]
∂Yi
∂Z
=
ρχ
2Lei
∂2Yi
∂Z2
+ ω˙i . (2.27)
It should be reminded that the Lewis number of the mixture fraction, LeZ ≡ α/D is
set to 1 in the present work. A flamelet equation for the temperature analogous to
Eq. (2.27), may also be written. In this thesis, steady-state solutions of Eq. (2.27),
with unity, constant non-unity, or mixture-averaged Lewis numbers, are considered.
If one further assumes unity Lewis numbers, the original flamelet model of Pe-
ters [65, 102] is recovered
ρ
∂Yi
∂τ
=
ρχ
2
∂2Yi
∂Z2
+ ω˙i, (2.28)
where the correction terms are dropped for clarity. In other words, under unity
Lewis number and thin flame, curvature does not affect the flamelet solution.
Unity Lewis number flamelets are a popular reduced-order model for chemistry
tabulation in simulations of turbulent flames, due to their simplicity. The typical
justification for this approach is that for large enough Reynolds numbers, differen-
tial diffusion effects have a small impact on the average flame structure, and can be
neglected altogether [46, 103]. However, a large body of work over the past four
decades has shown that differential diffusion effects cannot be neglected at mod-
erate turbulence intensities (see for example Bilger and coworkers [13, 104, 105]),
and may only disappear at very high Reynolds numbers [19, 56, 106, 107]. As dis-
cussed in Ch. 1, differential diffusion effects in turbulent non-premixed flames are
observed to transition from a molecular, diffusion-controlled mixing regime, to a
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turbulence-dominated one with (i) increasing axial distance from the issuing nozzle
and (ii) increasing jet Reynolds number [46, 69–72]. Thus, while offering a signif-
icant simplification, the unity Lewis number flamelet model may represent a harsh
approximation. This will be discussed in the following chapters.
2.2.6 Flamelet-based modeling of turbulent non-premixed combustion
The flamelet equations represent a popular reduced-order model in turbulent non-
premixed combustion [10]. They provide a constitutive relationship between
thermo-chemical quantities and a small number of scalars, including the mixture
fraction, and either its scalar dissipation rate or a progress variable [20, 67]. More
precisely, the reactive scalar profiles, ψ, obtained from the solution of the steady-
state flamelet equations [65], can be written as
ψ = ψFM(Z, χst ), (2.29)
Where the superscript “FM” stands for “Flamelet Model”, and χ has been parame-
terized by its stoichiometric value,
χ(Z ) = χst
f (Z )
f (Zst )
. (2.30)
Several analytical expressions for f (Z ) are available from the literature [56, 65,
108]. In general, the parameter χst will change depending on the spatial location,
x, and time, t. In an LES formulation, which represents a popular application of the
flamelet model [61], the resolved reactive scalars, ψ˜, can then be computed through
a subfilter pdf approach
ψ˜ (x, t) =
"
ψFM(Z, χst ; x, t)P(Z, χst ; x, t)dχstdZ, (2.31)
where P(Z, χst ; x, t) is the joint filtered pdf of Z and χst , and quantifies the unre-
solved turbulence-chemistry interactions. It should be noted that the steady-state
flamelet model is just one approach to provide a constitutive relationship between
ψ and a limited number of scalars. In Eq. (2.31), the joint filtered pdf is un un-
known, and is generally obtained through transported pdf methods [109], or through
a presumed-pdf approach.
The focus of this work is on the flamelet closure given by Eq. (2.29). In Chs. 4
and 7, it will be shown that a single steady-state, non-unity Lewis number flamelet
can be well representative of the conditional mean flame structure of a turbulent
non-premixed jet flame. However, two flamelet parameters must be chosen prop-
erly, including an optimal χst value, χ
opt
st , and an optimal γ value, γ
opt . The γopt
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values determine the effective species Lewis numbers (Eq. (1.11)) used to solve the
flamelet equations.
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C h a p t e r 3
ASSESSMENT OF THE CONSTANT NON-UNITY LEWIS
NUMBER ASSUMPTION
Chapter 3 has been adapted from:
• N. Burali et al. “Assessment of the constant non-unity Lewis number assump-
tion in chemically-reacting flows”. Combust. Theor. Model. Vol. 20, No. 4
(2016), pp. 632-657, doi:10.1080/13647830.2016.1164344.
3.1 Introduction
In many practical combustion systems the correct representation of differential dif-
fusion effects is of crucial importance. In this chapter, the validity of two common
assumptions, namely constant unity and constant non-unity Lewis numbers, is sys-
tematically assessed for several configurations, spanning a wide range of operating
conditions.
The objectives of this work include (a) understanding how much the Lewis numbers
fluctuate, (b) investigating in which circumstances these fluctuations are relevant,
and (c) comparing two constant Lewis number extraction methodologies. In ad-
dressing these questions, one should be mindful of the full spectrum of combustion
configurations, including (but not limited to) differences between premixed and
diffusion flames, laminar and turbulent flames, light fuels and heavy fuels. The
study should consider not only major species, but also minor ones, especially soot
precursors. The work presented herein is focused on multi-dimensional and un-
steady flames, which present significant computational challenges. While some of
the theoretical analysis will be done using one-dimensional flames, the objective is
not to suggest changes to one-dimensional, steady-state codes (such as Chemkin,
FlameMaster, and Cantera). Furthermore, the analysis presented in this chapter
considers only ideal gases, and does not include trans-critical effects.
To carry out this analysis, three test cases are investigated, including a lean, highly
unstable, premixed hydrogen/air flame, a lean turbulent premixed n-heptane/air
flame, and a laminar ethylene/air coflow diffusion flame.
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This chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 presents a description of the
chosen flames. These include a lean premixed H2/air flame (Sec. 3.3), a lean n-
heptane/air flame (Sec. 3.4), and a pressurized, laminar, C2H4/air-coflow diffu-
sion flame (Sec. 3.5). For each flame, a one-dimensional analysis is performed
to estimate the variation of the Lewis numbers and to show a comparison of two
Lewis number extraction methodologies against both a mixture-averaged transport
benchmark and a unity Lewis number simulation. The one-dimensional analysis
is followed by multi-dimensional simulations. Section 3.6 provides a discussion
of the computational cost of constant Lewis number simulations compared to their
mixture-averaged counterparts. Finally, a summary of the observations will be dis-
cussed in Sec. 3.7.
3.2 Test cases and chemical models
3.2.1 Selected flames
To explore the validity of the constant non-unity Lewis number approach, three
flames have been investigated, which are representative of common engineering
configurations, but at the same time present strong differential diffusion effects.
First, a premixed H2/air flame has been selected, with an equivalence ratio of 0.4,
close to the extinction limit. The small molecular weight of the fuel translates
into a Lewis number close to 0.3, and, consequently, strong differential diffusion
effects. This flame corresponds to a highly unstable configuration, albeit with a
simple chemistry, which is ideal to study the effect of the choice of the diffusion
coefficients on the evolution of the flame. Two freely propagating configurations
have been considered: a two-dimensional laminar flame, and a three-dimensional
moderately turbulent case. More details will be provided in the following sections.
The second test case is a turbulent premixed, slightly lean (φ= 0.9), n-heptane/air
flame, which is considered to study the interaction between intense turbulent
transport and differential diffusion. This flame is characterized by a fuel Lewis
number larger than unity (about 2.9) and a high unburnt Karlovitz number of
Ka = (lF/SL)(ε/ν)
1
2 = 220, where lF and SL are the laminar unstretched flame
thickness and flame speed, respectively, ε is the dissipation of turbulent kinetic
energy, k, and ν is the kinematic viscosity. In this work ε is defined as u′3/l, where
u′ is the root mean square (rms) velocity, and l is the integral length scale.
The third flame is a pressurized, laminar, C2H4/air-coflow diffusion flame. This
configuration was chosen as it is one of the target configurations of the 2014/2016
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International Sooting Flame (ISF) Workshops [27, 85] (Target Flame 3), and exper-
imental data is available for comparisons. Under the given conditions, this flame
does not produce significant amounts of soot, which is not considered in this work.
The radiative heat loss associated with strong soot production would significantly
impact the temperature field and, hence, the transport properties. The large Lewis
numbers of typical soot precursors are expected to play an important role (for ex-
ample, the Lewis number of naphthalene for this flame is around 3.0), and the focus
is placed on the formation of these soot precursors.
In summary, with these three cases, we have covered both laminar and turbulent
flames, light, medium, and heavy fuels, and finally, major and trace species. Given
the large range of conditions considered, the conclusions to be drawn should be
general. It should also be noted that the three configurations were selected to ex-
aggerate the effects due to differential diffusion. However, it should be noted that
they all contain a large fraction of N2 as a diluent.
3.2.2 Lewis numbers
For each of the selected flames presented in Sec. 3.2.1, four different test cases
are compared: one using mixture-averaged transport properties (i), which is used
as a benchmark, two simulations with constant Lewis numbers (test cases (ii) and
(iii)), and a fourth simulation with unity Lewis numbers (iv). The two sets of con-
stant Lewis numbers (test cases (ii) and (iii)) are extracted from one-dimensional
FlameMaster simulations.
Evaluating Lewis numbers from one-dimensional flames requires particular atten-
tion. In test case (ii), the Lewis numbers are taken at the maximum temperature.
In test case (iii), the Lewis numbers of intermediates are taken at their peak mass
fractions, while the maximum temperature criterion is used for the reactant/product
species. The two Lewis number-extraction criteria of cases (ii) and (iii) are sug-
gested on the basis that (ii) most of the chemistry occurs at higher temperatures,
and that (iii) mass diffusion fluxes are expected to be the strongest where the species
mass fractions are close to their peak values. As intermediate species present a peak
close to the flame front, the two methods are expected to yield similar results.
As an example of the quality of the two test cases (ii) and (iii) at predicting global
quantities, Fig. 3.1 shows a comparison of the relative change of SL and lF , with
respect to the benchmark (i), against equivalence ratio for one-dimensional hydro-
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Figure 1. Relative change of laminar flame speed (a) and laminar flame thickness (b) with respect
to the benchmark test case (i). Test cases (ii)–(iv) correspond to the blue, green, and red lines,
respectively.
flames. While not being the optimal, test case (iii) predicts SL and lF with about half the
errors of test case (ii).
4. Premixed hydrogen/air flame
Thefirst configuration corresponds to a thermo-diffusively unstable lean hydrogen/air flame.
The selected equivalence ratio of φ = 0.4 is characteristic of conditions investigated in
low swirl burners [47,48]. Before presenting the two- and three-dimensional simulations, a
one-dimensional analysis of this configuration is discussed in the following section.
4.1. One-dimensional preliminary analysis
Figure 2(a) shows the Lewis numbers against temperature obtained from a one-dimensional
mixture-averaged calculation. As can be seen, the Lewis numbers have a limited variation
between the unburnt mixture and the burnt products (the species presenting the greatest
change is H, with an excursion of about 35%). This is in part a consequence of the large
fraction of molecular nitrogen (inherently present in air).
Figure 2(b) and 2(c) show a comparison of the mass fraction of the fuel and its source
term obtained from one-dimensional simulations corresponding to test cases (i)–(iv). Cases
(ii) and (iii) are in excellent agreement with the benchmark (i), while the simulation with
unity Lewis numbers (iv) predicts a radically different profile. The results are not surprising,
as Figure 2(a) shows that the Lewis numbers present limited excursion through the flame
(10–20%). From these results, it would seem that the location (in the flame) where the
Lewis numbers are evaluated has little influence on the results.
4.2. Two-dimensional simulations
4.2.1. Configuration
The laminar H2/air flame is simulated using the two-dimensional domain shown in Figure 3,
with the numerical parameters given in Table 1. The initial two-dimensional data file is
generated from a one-dimensional unstretched flame, obtained using the FlameMaster
code with mixture-averaged transport properties. The one-dimensional solution is then
(a) Relative change of SL .
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Figure 1. Relative change of laminar flame speed (a) and laminar flame thickness (b) with r spect
to the benchmark est case (i). Test cases (ii)–(iv) correspond o the blue, green, and red lines,
respectively.
flames. While not being the optimal, est case (iii) predicts SL and lF with about half the
errors of test case (ii).
4. Premixed hydrogen/air flame
Thefirst configuration corresponds to a thermo-diffusively unstable lean hydrogen/air flame.
The selected equivalence ratio of φ = 0.4 is characteristic of conditions investigated in
low swirl burners [47,48]. Before prese ting the two- and three-dimensional simulations, a
one-dimension l nalysis of this configuration is discussed in the f llowing section.
4.1. One-dimensional prel minary nalysis
Figure 2(a) shows the Lewis numbers gainst temperature obtained from a one-dimensional
mixture-averaged alculation. As can b seen, the Lewis numbers have a limited variation
between the unburnt mixture and the burnt products (the sp cies prese ting the gr atest
change is H, with an excursion of about 35%). This is in part a consequence of the large
fraction of molecular nitrogen (inherently present in air).
Figure 2(b) and 2(c) show a comparison of the mass fracti n of the fuel and its source
term obtained from one-dimensional simulations correspo ding to test cases (i)–(iv). Cases
(ii) and (iii) are in exc llent agreement wit th benchmark (i), while the simulation with
unity Lewis numbers (iv) predicts a radically different profile. The results are not surprising,
as Figure 2(a) shows that the Lewis numbers present limited excursion throug the flame
(10–20%). From these results, it would seem that the location (in the flame) where the
Lewis numbers are evaluated has little influence on the results.
4.2. Two-dimensional simulations
4.2.1. Configuration
The laminar H2/air flame is simulated using the two-dimensional domain shown in Figure 3,
with the numerical parameters given in Table 1. The initial two-dimensional data file is
generated from a one-dimensional unstretched flame, obtained using the FlameMaster
code with mixture-averaged transport properties. The one-dimensional solution is then
(b) Relative change of lF .
Figure 3.1: Rel tive hange of laminar flame speed (a) and laminar flam thickness (b) with
respect to the benchmark test case (i). Test cases (ii)-(iv) correspond to the blue, green, and
red lines, respectively.
gen/air premixed flames. While not being the optimal, test case (iii) predicts SL and
lF with about half the errors of test case (ii).
3.2.3 Chemical mechanisms
F r the sim lations consid red in this chapter, three che ical models are used.
The combustion of hydrogen uses the 9-species, 52-reaction mechanism of Hong et
al. [110], without argon. The mechanism for the ethylene flame is the full Cal-
techMech version 2.0 [111], which contains 171 species and 1835 reactions (for-
ward and backward reactions counted separately). Finally, the heptane flame uses
a 35-sp ci s, 217 reaction (forward and backward r action counted separately) re-
duced version of the mechanism of Bisetti et al. [16] (aromatic species have been
removed).
3.3 Premixed hydrogen/air flame
The first configuration corr spo ds to a thermo-d ffusively unstable lean hydro-
gen/air flame. The selected equivalence ratio of φ= 0.4 is characteristic of condi-
tions investigated in low swirl burners [112, 113]. Before presenting the two- and
three-dimensional simulations, a one-dimensional analysis of this configuration is
discussed in the following section.
3.3.1 One-dimensional preliminary analysis
Figure 3.2a shows the Lewis numbers against temperature obtained fro a one-
dimensional mixture-averaged calculation. As can be seen, the Lewis numbers have
a limited variation between the unburnt mixture and the burnt products (the species
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Figure 2. Variation of the Lewis numbers through the lean laminar premixed H2/air flame (a), fuel
mass fraction (b) and its source term (c) against temperature for mixture-average transport (black),
unity Lewis numbers (red), and Lewis numbers corresponding to Tmax (blue) and Yi, max (green). The
blue and green lines are overlapping in both plots. These data were obtained from one-dimensional
flame calculations.
interpolated to build the two-dimensional initial data file. The two-dimensional grid is
uniform in both directions, and the ratio of the laminar flame thickness to the spacing
between nodes is approximately 15, which was found to be sufficient to represent the flame.
Figure 4 shows the dimensionless source term of OH along the centreline of a data file
corresponding to a two-dimensional simulation with mixture-average properties, at 10 ms.
As can be seen, the grid spacing is such that there are about 20 grid points per OH layer, as
suggested by Hawkes et al. [49].
Figure 3. Sketch of the computational domain for the two-dimensional H2/air flame simulation.
(a) Lewis numbers.
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Figure 2. Variation of the Lewis numbers through the lean laminar premixed H2/air flame (a), fuel
mass fraction (b) and its source term (c) against temperature for mixture-average transport (black),
unity Lewis numbers (red), and Lewis numbers corresponding to Tmax (blue) and Yi, max (green). The
blue and green lines are overlapping in both plots. These data were obtained from one-dimensional
flame calculations.
interpolated to build the two-dimensional initial data file. The two-dimensional grid is
uniform in both directions, and the ratio of the laminar flame thickness to the spacing
between nodes is approximately 15, which was found to be sufficient to represent the flame.
Figure 4 shows the dimensionless source term of OH along the centreline of a data file
corresponding to a two-dimensional simulation with mixture-average properties, at 10 ms.
As can be seen, the grid spacing is such that there are about 20 grid points per OH layer, as
suggested by Hawkes et al. [49].
Figure 3. Sketch of the computational domain for the two-dimensional H2/air flame simulation.
(b) Fuel mass fraction.
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Figure 2. V r ation of the Lewis numbers throug th lean lamina premixed H2/air flame (a), fuel
mass fraction (b) and its sourc term (c) gainst temperature for mixture-average transport (black),
unity Lewis numbers (red), and Lewis numbers corresponding to Tmax (blue) and Yi, max (green). The
blue and green lines are overlapping in both plots. These data were obtained from one-dimensional
flame alculations.
interpolated to build the two-dimensional initial data file. The two-dimensional grid is
uniform in both directions, and the rati of the laminar flame thickness to the spacing
between node is approximately 15, which was found to be sufficient to repr sent the flame.
Figure 4 shows the dimensionless sourc term of OH along the centreline of a data file
corresponding to a two-dimensional simulation with mixture-average properties, at 10 ms.
As can b seen, the grid spacing is suc that there are about 20 grid points per OH layer, as
suggested by Hawk s et al. [49].
Figure 3. Sketch of the computational domain for the two-dimensional H2/air flame simulation.
(c) Fuel source term.
Figure 3.2: Vari tion of the L wis numbers through the lean laminar premixed H2/air fl me
(a), fuel mass fraction (b) and its source term (c) against temperature for ixture-average
transport (black), unity Lewis numbers (red), and Lewis numbers corresponding to T max
(blue) and Yi, max (green). The blue and green lines are overlapping in both plots. These
da a were obtained from one-dimensional flame c culations
presenting the greatest change is H, with an excursion of about 35%). This is in part
a consequ nce of th large fraction of molecular nitrogen (inherently present in air)
Figures 3.2b and 3.2c show a comparison of the mass fraction of the fuel and its
source term obtained from one-dimensional simulations corresponding to test cases
(i)–(iv). Cases (ii) and (iii) are in excellent agreement with the benchmark (i), while
the simulation with unity Lewis numbers (iv) predicts a radically different profile.
The results are not surprising, as Fig. 3.2b shows that the Lewis numbers present
limited excursion through the flame (10-20%). From these results, it would seem
that the location (in the flame) where the Lewis numbers are evaluated has little
influence on the results.
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Figure 2. Variation of the Lewis numbers through the lean laminar premixed H2/air flame (a), fuel
mass fraction (b) and its source term (c) against temperature for mixture-average transport (black),
unity Lewis numbers (red), and Lewis numbers corresponding to Tmax (blue) and Yi, max (green). The
blue and green lines are overlapping in both plots. These data were obtained from one-dimensional
flame calculations.
interpolated to build the two-dimensional initial data file. The two-dimensional grid is
uniform in both directions, and the ratio of the laminar flame thickness to the spacing
between nodes is approximately 15, which was found to be sufficient to represent the flame.
Figure 4 shows the dimensionless source term of OH along the centreline of a data file
corresponding to a two-dimensional simulation with mixture-average properties, at 10 ms.
As can be seen, the grid spacing is such that there are about 20 grid points per OH layer, as
suggested by Hawkes et al. [49].
Figure 3. Sketch of the computational domain for the two-dimensional H2/air flame simulation.Figure 3.3: Sketch of the computational domain for the two-dime sional H2/air flame sim-
ulation.
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Table 1 Parameters for the two-dimensional H2/air flame simulation.
Tu (K) P (atm) φ lF (mm) nx × ny 
x = 
y (mm) lF/SL (ms)
298 1 0.4 0.65 1888 × 472 0.0424 3
Figure 4. Normalised OH production term against grid spacing.
The initial flame front is perturbed according to
xf,0 = E + A
∑
i=1,2
cos
(
2πkiy
H
)
, (11)
where xf, 0 is the initial flame position, E is the average flame position, k1 and k2 are two
coprime modes, y is the vertical coordinate, and H is the height of the domain. A is set to
10−4 m, and k1 and k2 are 20 and 13, respectively. The two modes produce an asymmetric
initial perturbation, which is intended to trigger the thermo-diffusive and Darrieus–Landau
instabilities quickly. This flame was selected as its evolution is strongly dependent on the
choice of the initial perturbation [50], and any deviations (even due to minute differences
between the four cases) will undoubtedly lead to different flame evolutions.
An inflow velocity is provided to match the unstretched laminar flame speed of the
benchmark case (i). However, due to the development of cellular structures, the flame burns
faster and, hence, propagates to the left. Yet, the length of the domain is sufficient for
the simulation time. A convective outflow condition is used for the right boundary, while
periodic boundary conditions are used in the vertical direction.
4.2.2. Results
In this section, the four two-dimensional simulations corresponding to the four cases (i)–
(iv) are compared. All four simulations start from the same initial flow field (shown in
Figure 3), and share the same grid (discussed in Section 4.2.1).
Figure 5(a) shows the average flame position for the four simulations,which is calculated
by averaging a progress variable in the vertical direction, and selecting the horizontal
coordinate corresponding to a predetermined value. The progress variable is YH2O, and
Figure 3.4: Parameters for the two-dimensional H2/air flame simulation.
3.3.2 Two-dimensional simulations
Configuration
The laminar H2/air flame is simulated using the two-dimensional domain shown
in Fig. 3.3, with the numerical parameters given in Table 1. The initial two-
dimensional data file is generated from a one-dimensional unstretched flame, ob-
tained using the FlameMaster code with mixture-averaged transport properties. The
one-dimensional solution is then interpolated to build the two-dimensional initial
data file. The two-dimensional grid is uniform in both directions, and the ratio
of the laminar flame thickness to the spacing between nodes is approximately 15,
which was found to be sufficient to represent the flame. Figure 3.5 shows the di-
mensionless source term of OH along the centerline of a data file corresponding to
a two-dimensional simulation with mixture-average properties, at 10 ms. As can be
seen, the grid spacing is such that there are about 20 grid points per OH layer, as
suggested by Hawkes et l. [114].
The initial flame front is perturbed according to
x f ,0 = E + A
∑
i=1,2
cos
(
2pikiy
H
)
, (3.1)
where x f ,0 is the initial flame position, E is the average flame position, k1 and k2
are two coprime modes, y is the vertical coordinate, and H is the height of the
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Table 1 Parameters for the two-dimensional H2/air flame simulation.
Tu (K) P (atm) φ lF (mm) nx × ny 
x = 
y (mm) lF/SL (ms)
298 1 0.4 0.65 1888 × 472 0.0424 3
Figure 4. Normalised OH production term against grid spacing.
The initial flame front is perturbed according to
xf,0 = E + A
∑
i=1,2
cos
(
2πkiy
H
)
, (11)
where xf, 0 is the initial flame position, E is the average flame position, k1 and k2 are two
coprime modes, y is the vertical coordinate, and H is the height of the domain. A is set to
10−4 m, and k1 and k2 are 20 and 13, respectively. The two modes produce an asymmetric
initial perturbation, which is intended to trigger the thermo-diffusive and Darrieus–Landau
instabilities quickly. This flame was selected as its evolution is strongly dependent on the
choice of the initial perturbation [50], and any deviations (even due to minute differences
between the four cases) will undoubtedly lead to different flame evolutions.
An inflow velocity is provided to match the unstretched laminar flame speed of the
benchmark case (i). However, due to the development of cellular structures, the flame burns
faster and, hence, propagates to the left. Yet, the length of the domain is sufficient for
the simulation time. A convective outflow condition is used for the right boundary, while
periodic boundary conditions are used in the vertical direction.
4.2.2. Results
In this section, the four two-dimensional simulations corresponding to the four cases (i)–
(iv) are compared. All four simulations start from the same initial flow field (shown in
Figure 3), and share the same grid (discussed in Section 4.2.1).
Figure 5(a) shows the average flame position for the four simulations,which is calculated
by averaging a progress variable in the vertical direction, and selecting the horizontal
coordinate corresponding to a predetermined value. The progress variable is YH2O, and
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Figure 5. Average flame positio (a) an fuel consumption-based flame speed (b) for the four
simulations of the two-dimensional lean H2/air flame. Snapshots corresponding to ti es B, C, and D
are shown in Figure 6, while time A was shown in Figure 3.
the value corresponding to the flame is set to 0.04. Figure 5(b) shows the corresponding
consumption-based flame speed, Sω˙H2 (t), defined as
Sω˙H2 (t) =
1
ρuYH2,uA
∫
V
−ω˙H2(t) dV, (12)
where ω˙H2 is the H2 source term, V is the computational domain, A is the cross section, and
ρu and YH2,u are the unburnt density and fuel mass fraction, respectively. Figure 6 shows
the snapshots marked B through D, which correspond to 50, 100, and 150 ms, respectively.
The initial snapshot, A, was shown in Figure 3.
In all cases, the initial perturbations disappear, leading to an almost smooth flame front.
This initial transient (represented by the vertical section of the lines in Figure 5(b)) lasts
for about 10 ms, after which test cases (i)–(iii) rapidly develop instabilities, and accelerate
towards the inflow at a flame speed greater than the respective SL (Figure 5(b)). After about
5 ms, the unity Lewis number test case propagates towards the inlet with a flat flame front
(up to about 70 ms), and at the unstretched laminar flame speed (Figure 5(b)). At 70 ms,
there is a change of slope in Figure 5(a) of the unity Lewis number test case, corresponding
to the appearance of the Darrieus–Landau instabilities, and a consequent increase of the
average burning velocity. As can be seen from Figure 5(b), despite the initial shift of about
4 ms, both cases (ii) and (iii) remain qualitatively and quantitatively very close to the
mixture-averaged case (i) up to 40 ms. After that, the three cases deviate from each other,
as is expected in very sensitive unstable dynamical systems. As expected, the unity Lewis
number test case (iv), shows smaller fluctuations than the non-unity Lewis number cases.
In summary, while cases (ii) and (iii) are in reasonable agreement (both qualitatively and
quantitatively) with the benchmark (i), the unity Lewis number simulation (iv) displays a
radically different behaviour, resulting from the absence of the thermo-diffusive instabilities.
(a) Average flame position.
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Figure 5. Average flame position (a) and fuel consumption-based flame speed (b) for the four
simulations of the two-dimensional lean H2/air flame. Snapshots corresponding to times B, C, and D
are shown in Figure 6, while time A was shown in Figure 3.
the value corresponding to the flame is set to 0.04. Figure 5(b) shows the corresponding
consumption-based flame speed, Sω˙H2 (t), defined as
Sω˙H2 (t) =
1
ρuYH2,uA
∫
V
−ω˙H2(t) dV, (12)
where ω˙H2 is the H2 source term, V is the computational domain, A is the cross section, and
ρu and YH2,u are the unburnt density and fuel mass fraction, respectively. Figure 6 shows
the snapshots marked B through D, which correspond to 50, 100, and 150 ms, respectively.
The initial snapshot, A, was shown in Figure 3.
In all cases, the initial perturbations disappear, leading to an almost smooth flame front.
This initial transient (represented by the vertical section of the lines in Figure 5(b)) lasts
for about 10 ms, after which test cases (i)–(iii) rapidly develop instabilities, and accelerate
towards the inflow at a flame speed greater than the respective SL (Figure 5(b)). After about
5 ms, the unity Lewis number test case propagates towards the inlet with a flat flame front
(up to about 70 ms), and at the unstretched laminar flame speed (Figure 5(b)). At 70 ms,
there is a change of slope in Figure 5(a) of the unity Lewis number test case, corresponding
to the appearance of the Darrieus–Landau instabilities, and a consequent increase of the
average burning velocity. As can be seen from Figure 5(b), despite the initial shift of about
4 ms, both cases (ii) and (iii) remain qualitatively and quantitatively very close to the
mixture-averaged case (i) up to 40 ms. After that, the three cases deviate from each other,
as is expected in very sensitive unstable dynamical systems. As expected, the unity Lewis
number test case (iv), shows smaller fluctuations than the non-unity Lewis number cases.
In summary, while cases (ii) and (iii) are in reasonable agreement (both qualitatively and
quantitatively) with the benchmark (i), the unity Lewis number simulation (iv) displays a
radically different behaviour, resulting from the absence of the thermo-diffusive instabilities.
(b) Consumption-based flame speed.
Figure 3.6: Average fla position (a) and fuel consumpti n-base flame speed (b) for
th four simulations of the two-dimensio al lean H2/air flame. Snapshots corresponding to
times B, C, and D are shown in Fig. 3.7, while time A was shown in Fig. 3.3.
domain. A is set to 10−4m, and k1 and k2 are 20 and 13, respectively. The two
modes produce an asymmetric initial perturbation, which is intended to trigger the
thermo-diffusive and Darrieus-Landau instabilities quickly. This flame was selected
as its evolution is strongly dependent on the choice of the initial perturbation [115],
and any deviations ( ven due to minut differences between the four cases) will
undoubtedly lead to different flame evolutions.
An inflow velocity is provided to match the unstretched laminar flame speed of
the benchmark case (i). However, due to the develop e t of cellular structures,
the flame bu ns faster a d, hence, propag tes to the l ft. Y t the length f the
domain is sufficient for the simulation tim . A convective outflow condition is used
for the right boundary, while periodic boundary conditions are used in the vertical
direction.
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Results
In this section, the four two-dimensional simulations corresponding to the four
cases (i)-(iv) are compared. All four simulations start from the same initial flow
field (shown in Fig. 3.3), and share the same grid.
Figure 3.6a shows the average flame position for the four simulations, which is
calculated by averaging a progress variable in the vertical direction, and selecting
the horizontal coordinate corresponding to a predetermined value. The progress
variable is YH2O, and the value corresponding to the flame is set to 0.04. Figure 3.6b
shows the corresponding consumption-based flame speed, Sω˙H2 (t), defined as
Sω˙H2 =
1
ρuYH2,uA
∫
V
−ω˙H2 (t)dV, (3.2)
where ω˙H2 is the H2 source term, V is the volume of the computational domain,
A is the cross section, and ρu and YH2,u are the unburnt density and fuel mass
fraction, respectively. Figure 3.7 shows the snapshots marked B through D, which
correspond to 50, 100, and 150 ms, respectively. The initial snapshot, A, was shown
in Fig. 3.3.
In all cases, the initial perturbations disappear, leading to an almost smooth flame
front. This initial transient (represented by the vertical section of the lines in
Fig. 3.6b) lasts for about 10 ms, after which test cases (i)-(iii) rapidly develop insta-
bilities, and accelerate towards the inflow at a flame speed greater than the respec-
tive SL (Fig. 3.6b). After about 5 ms, the unity Lewis number test case propagates
towards the inlet with a flat flame front (up to about 70 ms), and at the unstretched
laminar flame speed (Fig. 3.6b). At 70 ms, there is a change of slope in Fig. 3.6a of
the unity Lewis number test case, corresponding to the appearance of the Darrieus-
Landau instabilities, and a consequent increase of the average burning velocity. As
can be seen from Fig. 3.6b, despite the initial shift of about 4 ms, both cases (ii) and
(iii) remain qualitatively and quantitatively very close to the mixture-averaged case
(i) up to 40 ms. After that, the three cases deviate from each other, as is expected in
very sensitive unstable dynamical systems. As expected, the unity Lewis number
test case (iv), shows smaller fluctuations than the non-unity Lewis number cases.
In summary, while cases (ii) and (iii) are in reasonable agreement (both qualitatively
and quantitatively) with the benchmark (i), the unity Lewis number simulation (iv)
displays a radically different behavior, resulting from the absence of the thermo-
diffusive instabilities.
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Figure 6. Snapshots of the temperature field corresponding to t = 50 ms (B), t = 100 ms (C), and
t = 150 ms (D). The initial field is the same for all simulations (Figure 3), while B, C, and D, show
a comparison of the four test cases (i)–(iv).
4.3. Three-dimensional simulations
Hydrogen flames under moderate levels of turbulence have been shown to present a stronger
sensitivity to differential diffusion [51]. For this reason, the constant Lewis number as-
sumption is also tested in a three-dimensional configuration with low-intensity turbulent
conditions.
4.3.1. Configuration
A schematic of the three-dimensional configuration is shown in Figure 7. The reader is
referred to Savard et al. [19,20,37,52] for more details on the configuration. Only a brief
overview is given here. The domain has a square cross-section, where depth and width
are of size L = 8.35 mm. The total length is 8L. The grid is uniform, with a cell size
of 0.0424 mm, which is the same as that used for the previous two-dimensional laminar
flames. The unburnt gas is injected with a low turbulent kinetic energy, and is generated
through a separate homogeneous isotropic turbulence simulation. A velocity forcing is
used to reach the desired level of turbulence intensity for each streamwise location between
0.25L and 6.5L from the inlet [52–54]. The average inflow velocity is set to a value close
Figure 3.7: Snapshots of the temperature field corresponding to t = 50 ms (B), t = 100 ms
(C), and t = 150 ms (D). The initial field is the same for all simulations (Fig. 3.3), while B,
C, and D, show a comparison of the four test cases (i)-(iv).
3.3.3 Three-dimensional simulations
Hydrogen flames u der moderate levels of turbulence have been shown to present
a stronger sensitivity to differential diffusion [116]. For this reason, the constant
Lewis number assumption is also tested in a three-dimensional configuration with
low-intensity turbulent conditions.
Configuration
A schematic of the three-dimensional configuration is shown in Fig. 3.8. The reader
is referred to Savard et al. [47, 48, 95, 117] for more details on the configuration.
Only a bri f overview is giv n here. The domain has a square cross-section, where
depth and width are of size L = 8.35mm. The total length is 8L. The grid is uni-
form, with a cell size of 0.0424 mm, w ich is the same as that used for the pr vi us
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Figure 7. Schematic of the three-dimensional H2/air simulation configuration (sketch adapted from
Savard et al. [19]).
to the turbulent burning velocity, so that the statistically-planar flame is almost stationary.
The unburnt Karlovitz number for the benchmark test case is Ka = 149. The unburnt
turbulent Reynolds number is Ret = u′l/ν = 289. The ratios l/lF and u′/SL are 2 and 18,
respectively, and the eddy turnover time, τ = k/, is about 500 μs. The integral length
scale, l, is computed as 16% of the domain width [54]. These conditions are close to case C
from Aspden et al. [51]. It should be noted that the definition of the Karlovitz number used
in the current work differs from the definition used by Aspden et al. [51] (in their work, Ka
= (u′/SL, fp)3/2(lF, fp/l)1/2, where the subscript ‘fp’ stands for ‘freely-propagating’).
4.3.2. Results
Four three-dimensional direct numerical simulations corresponding to cases (i)–(iv) are
carried out. Each simulation is advanced for about 30 eddy turnover times. The statistics
shown in this section correspond to the last 20, after any transient effects are gone. As was
done for the two-dimensional case, two global parameters are shown: the average flame
position (Figure 8(a)) and the normalised fuel consumption-based turbulent flame speed, ST
(Figure 8(b)), which are shown against the number of eddy turnover times. As can be seen,
both flame position and flame speed of test cases (i)–(iii) remain close for about 3τ . After
this initial phase, the three test cases can be seen gradually drifting apart (Figure 8(a)),
and the respective turbulent flame speeds fluctuate differently (Figure 8(b)). Table 2 shows
that test cases (ii) and (iii) have a slightly larger mean and RMS ST fluctuation than the
benchmark (i), while test case (iv) has a much reduced mean and RMS ST. The unity Lewis
Figure 8. Average flame position (a) and fuel consumption-based flame speed normalised by the re-
spective laminar unstretched flame speed (b), for the four simulations (i)–(iv) of the three-dimensional
lean H2/air flame.
i re 3.8: Schematic of the three-dimensional H2/air simulation configuration (sketch
adapted from Savard et al. [48]).
two-dimensional laminar flames. The unburnt gas is injected with a low turbulent
kinetic energy, and is g nerat d through a separat homogeneous isotropic turbu-
lence simulation. A velocity forcing is used to reach the desired level of turbulence
intensity for each streamwise location between 0.25L and 6.5L from the inlet [117–
119]. Th average inflow velocity is set to a value close to the turbulent burn-
ing velocity, so that the statistically-planar flame is almost stationary. The unburnt
Karlovitz number for the benchmark test case is Ka= 149. The unburnt turbulent
Reynolds number is Ret = u′l/ν = 289. The ratios l/lF and u′/SL are 2 and 18, re-
spectively, and the eddy turnover time, τ = k/ε, is about 500µs. The integral length
scale, l, is computed as 16% of the domain width [119]. These conditions are close
to case C from Aspden et al. [116]. It should be noted that the definition of the
Karlovitz number used in the current work differs from the definition used by As-
pden et al. [116] (in their work, Ka= (u′/SL, f p 3/2(lF, f p/l)1/2, where the subscript
‘ f p’ stands for ‘freely-propagating’).
R sults
Four three-dimensional DNS corresponding to cases (i)-(iv) are carried out. Each
simulation is advanced for about 30 eddy turnover times. The statistics shown in
this section correspond to the last 20, after any transient effects are gone. As was
done for the two-dimensional case, two global parameters are shown: the aver-
age flame position (Fig. 3.9a) and the normalized fuel consumption-based turbulent
flame speed, ST (Fig. 3.9b), which are shown against the number of eddy turnover
times. As can be seen, both flame position and flame speed of test cases (i)-(iii)
remain close for about 3τ. After this initial phase, the three test cases can be seen
gradually drifting apart (Fig. 3.9a), and the respective turbulent flame speeds fluc-
tuate differently (Fig. 3.9b). Table 3.10 shows that test cases (ii) and (iii) have a
slightly larger mean and RMS ST fluctuation than the benchmark (i), while test case
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Figure 7. Schematic of the three-dimensional H2/air simulation configuration (sketch adapted from
Savard et al. [19]).
to the turbulent burning velocity, so that the statistically-planar flame is almost stationary.
The unburnt Karlovitz number for the benchmark test case is Ka = 149. The unburnt
turbulent Reynolds number is Ret = u′l/ν = 289. The ratios l/lF and u′/SL are 2 and 18,
respectively, and the eddy turnover time, τ = k/, is about 500 μs. The integral length
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= (u′/SL, fp)3/2(lF, fp/l)1/2, where the subscript ‘fp’ stands for ‘freely-propagating’).
4.3.2. Results
Four three-dimensional direct numerical simulations corresponding to cases (i)–(iv) are
carried out. Each simulation is advanced for about 30 eddy turnover times. The statistics
shown in this section correspond to the last 20, after any transient effects are gone. As was
done for the two-dimensional case, two global parameters are shown: the average flame
position (Figure 8(a)) and the normalised fuel consumption-based turbulent flame speed, ST
(Figure 8(b)), which are shown against the number of eddy turnover times. As can be seen,
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that test cases (ii) and (iii) have a slightly larger mean and RMS ST fluctuation than the
benchmark (i), while test case (iv) has a much reduced mean and RMS ST. The unity Lewis
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(a) Average flame position.
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in the current work differs from the definition used by Aspden et al. [51] (in their work, Ka
= (u′/SL, fp)3/2(lF, fp/l)1/2, wher the subscript ‘fp’ stands for ‘freely-propagating’).
4.3.2. Results
Four three-dime sional direct numerical simulations corresponding to cases )–(iv) are
carried out. Each simulat on is advanced for about 30 eddy turnover times. The stati tics
shown in this secti n correspond to the last 20, after any tra si nt effects are gone. As was
done for he two-dime sion l case, tw glob l paramete s are shown: the verage flame
p sition (Figure 8(a)) and the normalised fuel consumption-based turbulent flam speed, ST
(Figure 8(b)), which are shown against the number of eddy turnover time . As can b seen,
both flame p sition and flam speed of test cases i)–(iii) remain close for about 3τ . After
this initial phase, e thr e test cases can b seen gr dually drifting apart (Figure 8(a)),
and the respective turbulent flam speeds fluctuate differently (Figure 8(b)). Table 2 shows
that test cases (ii) and (iii) h ve a slightly larger mean and RMS ST fluctuation than the
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Figure 8. Average flame p sition (a) and fuel consumption-based flame speed normalised by the re-
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(b) Consumption-based flame speed.
Figur 3.9: Averag flame position a and uel cons mption-based flame speed normalized
by the respective laminar unstretched flame speed (b), for the four simulations (i)–(iv) of
the three-dimensional lean H2/air flame.
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Table 2. Laminar unstretched flame speed, SL, mean and normalised mean turbulent flame speed,
denoted by ST and ST/SL, respectively (where each test case is normalised by the respective SL),
and RMS turbulent flame speed, S ′T, for test cases (i)–(iv).
Test case SL (m/s) ST (m/s) ST/SL S ′T (m/s)
Mix.-av. (i) 0.22 6.5 29.5 1.0
Lei @ Tmax (ii) 0.22 7.2 32.7 1.3
Lei @ Ymax (iii) 0.21 7.7 36.7 1.8
Unity (iv) 0.41 4.0 9.8 1.2
Figure 9. Turbulence statistics of the four three-dimensional hydrogen–air flames corresponding to
test cases (i)–(iv). The top row shows the area-weighted conditional means of the fuel mass fraction
(a) and its normalised source term (b); the bottom row shows the PDF of the fuel mass fraction (c),
and its normalised source term (d) at the temperature of the maximum mixture-averaged fuel source
term (1191 K). The black line corresponds to case (i), while cases (i)–(iv) are shown by the blue,
green, and red lines, respectively.
number test case (iv) presents an instantaneous drop, which reduces ST/SL by a factor of
about three.
Amore quantitative comparison of the four test cases (i)–(iv) is made in Figure 9, which
shows various turbulence statistics of the fuel mass fraction, and its (normalised) source
term. Figure 9(a) and 9(b) show a comparison of the area-weighted conditional means of the
fuel mass fraction and its normalised source term, respectively, for the four cases (i)–(iv)
Figure 3.10: Laminar unstretched flame speed, SL , mean and normalized mean turbulent
flame speed, denoted by ST and ST/SL , respectively (where each test case is normalized by
the respective SL), and RMS turbulent flame speed, ST , for test cases (i)-(iv).
(iv) has a much reduced mean and RMS ST . The unity Lewis number test case (iv)
presents an instantaneous drop, which reduces ST/SL by a factor of about three.
A more quantitative comparison of the four test cases (i)-(iv) is made in Fig. 3.11,
which shows various turbulence statistics of the fuel mass fraction, and its (normal-
ized) source term. Figures 3.11a and 3.11b show a comparison of the area-weighted
conditional means of the fuel mass fraction and its normalized source term, respec-
tively, for the four cases (i)-(iv) (the reader is referred to Lapointe et al. [43] for a
description of the averaging procedure). These conditional means reveal that test
cases (ii) and (iii) are both in good agreement with the benchmark. Test cases (ii)
and (iii) have some minor differences with respect to the benchmark (i) in regions
of high curvature, corresponding to the hot spots (T > 1400K). As expected, the
conditional mean fuel mass fraction and source term of the unity Lewis number test
case are zero above 1400 K.
Finally, as predicting mean qu nti ies is often not enough, Fig. 3.11c and 3.11d
show a compariso of the probability density functions (PDFs) of the normalized
fuel mass fraction and of its normalized source term, respectively, taken at the tem-
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and its normalised source term (d) at the temperature of the maximum mixture-averaged fuel source
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number test case (iv) presents an instantaneous drop, which reduces ST/SL by a factor of
about three.
Amore quantitative comparison of the four test cases (i)–(iv) is made in Figure 9, which
shows various turbulence statistics of the fuel mass fraction, and its (normalised) source
term. Figure 9(a) and 9(b) show a comparison of the area-weighted conditional means of the
fuel mass fraction and its normalised source term, respectively, for the four cases (i)–(iv)
(a) Conditional means of YF .
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number test case (iv) presents an instantaneous drop, which reduces ST/SL by a factor of
about three.
Amore quantitative comparison of the four test cases (i)–(iv) is made in Figure 9, which
shows various turbulence statistics of the fuel mass fraction, and its (normalised) source
term. Figure 9(a) and 9(b) show a comparison of the area-weighted conditional means of the
fuel mass fraction and its normalised source term, respectively, for the four cases (i)–(iv)
(b) Conditional means of ω˙F/ω˙F,lam.
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number test case (iv) presents an instantaneous drop, which reduces ST/SL by a factor of
about three.
Amore quantitative comparison of the four test cases (i)–(iv) is made in Figure 9, which
shows various turbulence statistics of the fuel mass fraction, and its (normalised) source
term. Figure 9(a) and 9(b) show a comparison of the area-weighted conditional means of the
fuel mass fraction and its normalised source term, respectively, for the four cases (i)–(iv)
(c) PDF of YF/YF,u.
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Figure 9. Turbulence statistics of t e f r t r i
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and its normalised source ter (d) at t t r t
term (1191 K). The black line corres s t ,
gree , and red lines, respectively.
number test case (iv) prese ts a i t t , i / t
about three.
A ore quantitative co aris f t f r t st s s (i) (i ) is i i r , i
shows various turbulence statisti s f t f l ss fr ti , its ( r lis ) s r
term. Figure 9(a) and 9(b) s a c aris f t e rea- ei te c iti al ea s f t e
fuel ass fractio and its nor alised sourc ter , respectively, for the four cases (i)–(iv)
(d) PDF of the ω˙F/ω˙F,lam.
Figure 3.11: Turbulence statistics of the four t r e- mension l hydrog n-air flames cor-
responding to test cases (i)-(iv). The top row shows the ar a-weight d condition l means
of the fuel mass fraction (a) and its normalized source ter (b); the bottom row sh ws the
PDF of the fuel mas fraction (c), and its normalized source term (d) at the temperature of
the maximum mixture-averaged fuel source term (1191 K). The black line corresponds to
case (i), while cases (i)-(iv) are shown by the blue, green, and red lines, respectively.
perature of peak lam nar source term (1191 K). Once again, test cases (ii) and ( ii)
pr vide g od agre m nt wi h the mixture-averaged benchmark, with only minor
differences in the shape of the PDF. On the other hand, the unity Lewis number
simulation has a completely different profile, with the mean centered around unity.
3.4 Turbulent premixed n-C7H16/air flame
Under high turbulent conditions, the assumption of unity Lewis numbers has often
proven adequate [46, 120]. It is important, however, to shed light on the transi-
tion occurring from a molecular diffusion controlled process to one where turbulent
transport dominates. In Sec. 3.3, a hydrogen/air turbulent flame was studied. In
this section, the effect of the constant Lewis number assumption is evaluated in a
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Figure 10. Lewis numbers for the n-C7H16/air flame, obtained from a mixture-averaged one-
dimensional flame (a), fuel mass fraction (b) and its source term (c) against temperature, for the
four cases (i)–(iv) using one-dimensional flames with an equivalence ratio of 0.9.
Table 3. Parameters for the turbulent premixed n-C7H16/air flame of Savard et al. [19].
Tu (K) P (atm) φ lF (mm) nx × ny × nz 
x = 
y = 
z (mm) lF/SL (ms)
298 1 0.9 0.39 1408 × 128 × 128 0.018 1.08
As for the previous configurations, four three-dimensional direct numerical simulations
corresponding to cases (i)–(iv) are carried out. Each simulation is run for about 50 eddy
turnover times. The statistics shown in this section correspond to the last 35, after any
transient effects are gone.
Figure 11 shows various turbulence statistics of the fuel mass fraction, and its (nor-
malised) source term. Figure 11(a) and 11(b) show a comparison of the area-weighted
conditional means of the fuel mass fraction and its normalised source term, respectively,
for the four cases (i)–(iv). Both conditional means reveal that test cases (ii) and (iii) are both
in excellent agreement with the benchmark. The unity Lewis number case (iv) is close to
the benchmark case at low temperatures, where the turbulence is strong, but leads to large
relative errors in high temperature regions, especially close to the flame front.
Finally, Figure 11(c) and 11(d) show a comparison of the PDFs of the normalised fuel
mass fraction and of its normalised source term, respectively. The PDFs are taken at the
temperature of peak mixture-averaged laminar source term (1240 K). The analysis of the
(a) Fuel mass fraction.
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Figure 10. Lewis numbers for the n-C7H16/air flame, obtained from a mixture-averaged one-
dimensional flame (a), fuel mass fraction (b) and its source term (c) against temperature, for the
four cases (i)–(iv) using one-dimensional flames with an equivalence ratio of 0.9.
Table 3. Parameters for the turbulent premixed n-C7H16/air flame of Savard et al. [19].
Tu (K) P (atm) φ lF (mm) nx × ny × nz 
x = 
y = 
z (mm) lF/SL (ms)
298 1 0.9 0.39 1408 × 128 × 128 0.018 1.08
As for the previous configurations, four three-dimensional direct numerical simulations
corresponding to cases (i)–(iv) are carried out. Each simulation is run for about 50 eddy
turnover times. The statistics shown in this section correspond to the last 35, after any
transient effects are gone.
Figure 11 shows various turbulence statistics of the fuel mass fraction, and its (nor-
malised) s rce term. Figure 11(a) and 11(b) show a comparison of the area-weighted
conditional me ns of the fuel mass fraction and its normalised source term, respectively,
for four cases (i)–(iv). Both conditional means reveal that test cases (ii) and (iii) are both
in excellent ag eement with the benchmark. Th unit Lewis number case (iv) is close to
the benchmark case at low temperatures, where the turbulence is strong, but leads to large
relative errors i high temperature r gions, especially close to the flame front.
Finally, Figure 11(c) and 11(d) show a comparison of the PDFs of the normalised fuel
mass fraction and of its normalised source term, respectively. The PDFs are taken at the
temperature of peak mixture-averaged laminar source term (1240 K). The analysis of the
(b) Fuel source term.
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Figure 10. Lewis numbers for the n-C7H16/air flame, obtained from a mixture-averaged one-
dimensional flame (a), fuel mass fraction (b) and its source term (c) against temperature, for the
four cases (i)–(iv) using one-dimensional flames with an equivalence ratio of 0.9.
Table 3. ara eters for the turbulent premixed n-C7H16/air flame of Savard et al. [19].
Tu (K) P (atm) φ lF (mm) nx × ny nz 
x = 
y = 
z (mm) lF/SL (ms)
298 1 0.9 0.39 1408 × 128 × 128 0.018 1.08
As for the previous configurations, four three-dimensional direct numerical simulations
corresponding to cases (i)–(iv) are carried out. Each simulation is run for about 50 eddy
turnover times. The statistics show in this section corr spond to the last 35, after any
transi nt effects are gone.
Figure 11 shows vario s turbulen e statistics of the fuel mass fraction, and ts (nor-
malised) sourc term. Figure 11(a) a d 11(b) show a compari on of the are -weig ted
conditional means of he fuel mass fraction and its normalised source term, respectively,
for th four cases (i)–(iv). Both conditional m ans reveal that test cases (ii) and (iii) are both
in excellent agreement with the benchmark. The unity Lewis number case (iv) is close to
the benchmark case at low temperatures, where the turbulence is strong, but leads to large
relative errors in high temperature regions, especially close to the flame front.
Finally, Figure 11(c) and 11(d) show a comparison of the PDFs of the normalised fuel
mass fraction and of its normalised source term, respectively. The PDFs are taken at the
temperature of peak mixture-averaged laminar source term (1240 K). The analysis of the
(c) Fuel source term.
Figure 3.12: Lewis n mber for the n-C7H16/air flame, obtained from a mixt re-averaged
one- dimensional flame (a), fuel mass fraction (b) and its source term (c) against temper-
ature, for the four cases (i)-(iv) using one-dimensional flames with an equivalence ratio of
0.9.
turbulent, premixed, slightly lean (φ=0.9), n-C7H16/air flame, where the fuel Lewis
number is greater than one.
3.4.1 One-dimensional preliminary analysis
Once again, before an lyzing the results of the ree-di ensional simulations, an
analysis of one-dimensional flames is performed.
Figure 3.12a shows the Lewis numbers of selected species in temperature space,
obtained from the simulation f a o e-dimension l flame with mixture-averaged
properties. Despite the wide range of Lewis numbers, which is expected given the
variety of molecular weigh s involved th fluctuations for e ch species are limited.
The species presenting the largest variation is the fuel, with a Lewis number falling
in the range 2.77-3.22.
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Figure 10. Lewis numbers for the n-C7H16/air flame, obtained from a mixture-averaged one-
dimensional flame (a), fuel mass fraction (b) and its source term (c) against temperature, for the
four cases (i)–(iv) using one-dimensional flames with an equivalence ratio of 0.9.
Table 3. Parameters for the turbulent premixed n-C7H16/air flame of Savard et al. [19].
Tu (K) P (atm) φ lF (mm) nx × ny × nz 
x = 
y = 
z (mm) lF/SL (ms)
298 1 0.9 0.39 1408 × 128 × 128 0.018 1.08
As for the previous configurations, four three-dimensional direct numerical simulations
corresponding to cases (i)–(iv) are carried out. Each simulation is run for about 50 eddy
turnover times. The statistics shown in this section correspond to the last 35, after any
transient effects are gone.
Figure 11 shows various turbulence statistics of the fuel mass fraction, and its (nor-
malised) source term. Figure 11(a) and 11(b) show a comparison of the area-weighted
conditional means of the fuel mass fraction and its normalised source term, respectively,
for the four cases (i)–(iv). Both conditional means reveal that test cases (ii) and (iii) are both
in excellent agreement with the benchmark. The unity Lewis number case (iv) is close to
the benchmark case at low temperatures, where the turbulence is strong, but leads to large
relative errors in high temperature regions, especially close to the flame front.
Finally, Figure 11(c) and 11(d) show a comparison of the PDFs of the normalised fuel
mass fraction and of its normalised source term, respectively. The PDFs are taken at the
temperature of peak mixture-averaged laminar source term (1240 K). The analysis of the
Figure 3.13: Parameters for the turbulent premixed n-C7H16/air flame of Savard et al. [48].
Figures 3.12b and 3.12c show a comparison of four one-dimensional simulations
corresponding to test cases (i)-(iv), showing the fuel mass fra tion, and its chemical
source term, respectively. Both sets of co stant non-unity Lewis numbers (ii) and
(iii), lead to excellent agreement with the benchmark (with case (ii) performing
better than (iii)). As expected, the unity Lewis number test case leads to a linear
profile for the fuel mass fraction in the prehe t zone, and to a shifted flame position,
as can be seen in Fig. 3.12c.
The one-dimensional analysis suggests once again that a suitable choice of the
Lewis numbers might provide an excellent approximation to the mixture-averaged
benchmark.
3.4.2 Three-dimensional simulations
The configuration is similar to the one shown in Fig. 3.8, and a summary of the
parameters used in the simulations is given in Table 3.13. Once again, more details
can be found in [47, 48, 95, 117], and only a brief overview is provided here. The
unburnt Karlovitz number is Ka= 220, and the unburnt turbulent Reynolds number
is Ret = u′l/ν = 190. A discussion of the grid resolution may be found in [43].
As for the previous configurations, four three-dimensional direct numerical simu-
lations corresponding to cases (i)-(iv) are carried out. Each simulation is run for
about 50 eddy turnover times. The statistics shown in this section correspond to the
last 35, after any transient effects are gone.
Figure 3.14 shows various turbulence statistics of the fuel mass fraction, and its
(normalized) source term. Figures 3.14a and 3.14b show a comparison of the area-
weighted conditional means of the fuel mass fraction and its normalized source
term, respectively, for the four cases (i)-(iv). Both conditional means reveal that
test cases (ii) and (iii) are both in excellent agreement with the benchmark. The
unity Lewis number case (iv) is close to the benchmark case at low temperatures,
where the turbulence is strong, but leads to large relative errors in high temperature
regions, especially close to the flame front.
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Finally, Figs. 3.14c and 3.14d show a comparison of the PDFs of the normalized
fuel mass fraction and of its normalized source term, respectively. The PDFs are
taken at the temperature of peak mixture-averaged laminar source term (1240 K).
The analysis of the PDFs further corroborates the quality of the approximation in-
troduced by test cases (ii) and (iii). The unity Lewis number simulation in Fig. 3.14d
has a profile closer to a log normal centered around unity, completely missing the
high probability of extinction shown by the benchmark simulation. This, in turn,
leads to a much higher fuel consumption rate in test case (iv), as can be seen in
Fig. 3.14b.
From the analysis of Fig. 3.14, it can be concluded that while the conditional means
of the species mass fractions tend to collapse onto one another, their source terms
retain strong differential diffusion effects, even at high unburnt Karlovitz num-
bers [43]. That being said, the use of mixture-averaged properties is not warranted
for the present flame, as using constant non-unity Lewis numbers is capable of pro-
ducing the same statistics (both conditional means and fluctuations).
3.5 Laminar diffusion ethylene/air flame
The last test case is a four-atmosphere, N2-diluted, C2H4/air-coflow diffusion flame,
which is one of the target flames selected for the International Sooting Flame (ISF)
Workshops [27, 85, 86].
3.5.1 One-dimensional preliminary analysis
To estimate the fluctuations of the Lewis numbers, the diffusion flamelet equations
are first solved [66]. Figure 3.15a shows the Lewis numbers of selected species
against mixture fraction, for a stoichiometric scalar dissipation rate, χst , of 0.1
(though the observations hold for other values of χst as well). As in the previous
case, the Lewis numbers have a limited variation, which is largely a consequence of
the large fraction of N2 (mass fractions of N2 range from 82.4% in the fuel stream
to 76.8% in the oxidizer stream). Figure 3.15b shows the Lewis number of benzene
and its mole fraction in mixture fraction space. As can be seen, a variation of LeC6H6
of at most 10% occurs within the region of formation of benzene. This observation
is also common to other aromatic species.
An appropriate choice of the Lewis numbers is capable of producing results in good
agreement with the benchmark. This can be seen in Figs. 3.15c and 3.15d, which
show a comparison in mixture fraction space of the temperature and the benzene
mass fraction profiles, respectively, for the four simulations (i)-(iv). The two plots
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Figure 11. Turbulence statistics of the four three-dimensional heptane–air flames corresponding to
test cases (i)–(iv). The top row shows the area-weighted conditional means of the fuel mass fraction
(a) and its normalised source term (b); the bottom row shows the PDF of the fuel mass fraction (c),
and its normalised source term (d) at the temperature of maximummixture-averaged fuel source term
(1240 K). The black line corresponds to case (i), while cases (ii)–(iv) are shown by the blue, green,
and red lines, respectively.
PDFs further corroborates the quality of the approximation introduced by test cases (ii)
and (iii). The unity Lewis number simulation in Figure 11(d) has a profile closer to a log
normal centred around unity, completely missing the high probability of extinction shown
by the benchmark simulation. This, in turn, leads to a much higher fuel consumption rate
in test case (iv), as can be seen in Figure 11(b).
From the analysis of Figure 11, it can be concluded that while the conditional means
of the species mass fractions tend to collapse onto one another, their source terms retain
strong differential diffusion effects, even at high unburnt Karlovitz numbers [13]. That
being said, the use of mixture-averaged properties is not warranted for the present flame, as
using constant non-unity Lewis numbers is capable of producing the same statistics (both
conditional means and fluctuations).
6. Laminar diffusion ethylene/air flame
The last test case is a four-atmosphere, N2-diluted, C2H4/air-coflow diffusion flame, which
is one of the target flames selected for the 2014 and 2016 International Sooting Flame (ISF)
Workshops [45].
(a) Conditional means of YF .
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Figure 11. Turbulence statistics of the four three-dimensional heptane–air flames corresponding to
est cases (i)–(iv). The top row shows the area-weighted conditional means of the fuel mass fraction
( ) and its normalised sourc term (b); the b ttom row shows the PDF of the fuel mass fraction (c),
and its normalised sourc term (d) at th temperature of maxi u mixture-averaged fuel sourc term
(1240 K). The black line corresponds to case (i), while cases (ii)–(iv) are shown by the blue, green,
and red lines, respectively.
PDFs further corr borates the quality of the approximation introduced by test ca es (ii)
and (iii). The unity Lewis number simulatio in Figure 11(d) has a profile closer to a log
normal centred around unity, completely missing the high pro ability of extinction shown
by the benchmark simulation. This, in turn, leads to a much higher fuel consumption rate
in test case (iv), as can b see in Figure 11(b).
From the nalysis of Figure 11, it can be conclu ed that while the conditional means
of the species mass fractions tend to collapse ont one another, their sourc terms retain
strong differential diffusion ffects, ven at high unburnt Karlovitz numbers [13]. That
being said, the use of mixture-averaged propertie is not warranted for the pr sent flame, as
using consta t on-unity Lewis number is c pable of producing the same sta stics (both
conditional means and fluctuations).
6. Laminar diffusion ethyl ne/air flame
The last test case is a four-atmosphere, N2-diluted, C2H4/air-c flow diffusion flame, which
is one of the target flames selected for the 2014 and 2016 International Sooting Flame (ISF)
Workshops [45].
(b) Conditional means of ω˙F/ω˙F,lam.
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Figure 11. Turbulence statistics of the four three-dimensional heptane–air flames corresponding to
test cases (i)–(iv). The top row shows the area-weighted conditional means of the fuel mass fraction
(a) and its normalised source term (b); the bottom row shows the PDF of the fuel mass fraction (c),
and its normalised source term (d) at the temperature of maxi ummixture-averaged fuel source term
(1240 K). The black line corresponds to case (i), while cases (ii)–(iv) are shown by the blue, green,
and red lines, respectively.
PDFs further corroborates the quality of the approxi ation introduced by test cases (ii)
and (iii). The unity Lewis nu ber si ulation in Figure 11(d) has a profile closer to a log
nor al centred around unity, co pletely issing the high probability of extinction shown
by the bench ark si ulation. This, in turn, leads to a uch higher fuel consu ption rate
in test case (iv), as can be seen in Figure 11(b).
Fro the analysis of Figure 11, it can be concluded that while the conditional eans
of the species ass fractions tend to collapse onto one another, their source ter s retain
strong differential diffusion effects, even at high unburnt arlovitz nu bers [13]. That
being said, the use of ixture-averaged properties is not arranted for the present fla e, as
using constant non-unity Le is nu bers is capable of producing the sa e statistics (both
conditional eans and fluctuations).
6. a inar diffusion ethylene/air fla e
The last test case is a four-at osphere, 2-diluted, 2 4/air-coflo diffusion fla e, hich
is one of the target fla es selected for the 2014 and 2016 International Sooting Fla e (ISF)
orkshops [45].
(d) PDF of the ω˙F/ω˙F,lam.
Figure 3.14: Turbulence stati tics of the four thr e- ime sion l heptane-air flames c rre-
spondi g to test cas s (i)-(iv). The top row shows the area-weighted conditional mea s of
the fuel mass fraction (a) and its normalized source term (b); the bottom row shows the
PDF of th fuel mass fraction (c), and its normalized source term (d) at the temperature of
maximum mixture-averaged fuel source term (1240 K). The black line corresponds to case
(i), while cases (ii)-(iv) are shown by the blue, green, and red lines, respectively.
were obtaine fr m one-d mensional co putations with a χst of 10, as at hig strai
rates the diffusivities have a stronger effect on the structure of the flame. As can be
seen, test cas s (ii) and ( ii) a in good agreement wi t e ben hmark ( ), with test
case (iii) performing better. The test case with unity Lewis numbers leads to large
differences in the struct re of the flame.
3.5.2 Description of the configuration
A sketch of the set-up is shown in Fig. 3.16, while a summary of the numerical
parameters use in th simu ations is given in Table 3.17. More details on the ex-
perimental set-up m y be found in Kailasanathan et al. [121]. The tw -dimensional
governing equations are solved on a cylindrical mesh, with 420×192 cells. The
flame region is within a uniform unstretched “core” made of 360×120 cells, and
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Figure 12. Lewis numbers in mixture fraction space (a), and LeC6H6 and YC6H6 from a one-
dimensional mixture-averaged simulation (b); comparison of temperature profiles for the four test
cases (i)–(iv) (c), and comparison of YC6H6 for the four test cases (i)–(iv) (d).
6.1. One-dimensional preliminary analysis
To estimate the fluctuations of the Lewis numbers, the diffusion flamelet equations are first
solved [28]. Figure 12(a) shows the Lewis numbers of selected species against mixture
fraction, for a stoichiometric scalar dissipation rate, χ st, of 0.1 (though the observations
hold for other values of χ st as well). As in the previous case, the Lewis numbers have a
limited variation, which is largely a consequence of the large fraction of N2 (mass fractions
of N2 range from 82.4% in the fuel stream to 76.8% in the oxidiser stream). Figure 12(b)
shows the Lewis number of benzene and its mole fraction in mixture fraction space. As
can be seen, a variation of LeC6H6 of at most 10% occurs within the region of formation of
benzene. This observation is also common to other aromatic species.
An appropriate choice of the Lewis numbers is capable of producing results in good
agreement with the benchmark. This can be seen in Figure 12(c) and 12(d), which show
a comparison in mixture fraction space of the temperature and the benzene mass fraction
profiles, respectively, for the four simulations (i)–(iv). The two plots were obtained from
one-dimensional computations with a χ st of 10, as at high strain rates the diffusivities have
a stronger effect on the structure of the flame. As can be seen, test cases (ii) and (iii) are in
good agreement with the benchmark (i), with test case (iii) performing better. The test case
with unity Lewis numbers leads to large differences in the structure of the flame.
(a) Species Lewis numbers.
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Figure 12. Lewis numbers in mixture fraction space (a), and LeC6H6 and YC6H6 from a one-
dimensional mixture-averaged simulation (b); comparison of temperature profiles for the four test
cases (i)–(iv) (c), and comparison of YC6H6 for the four test cases (i)–(iv) (d).
6.1. One-dimensional preliminary analysis
To estimate the fluctuations of the Lewis numbers, the diffusion flamelet equations are first
solved [28]. Figure 12(a) shows the Lewis numbers of selected species against mixture
fraction, for a stoichiometric scalar dissipation rate, χ st, of 0.1 (though the observations
hold for other values of χ st as well). As n the previous case, t e Lewis numbers have a
imited variation, which is largely a consequ nce of the large fraction of N2 (mass fractions
of N2 range from 82.4% in the fuel tream to 76.8% in the ox diser strea ). Figure 12(b)
shows the Lewis number of benzen and its mole fracti n in mix ure fract on space. As
can be seen, a variation f LeC6H6 of at most 10% occurs within the region f formation of
benzene. This observation is also co mon to other aromatic sp ci s.
An appr priate choice of the Lewis numb s is c pable of producing results in good
agreement with the benchmark. Th can een in Figure 12(c) and 12(d), which show
a comparison in mixture fraction pace of th temperature and the benzene mass fraction
profiles, respectively, for the four simulations (i)–(iv). The two plots w re obtained from
on -dimensional computations w th a χ st of 10, as at high strain rates th diffusivities have
a stronger effe t on the structure of the flame. As can be see , test cases (ii) and (iii) r in
g od agreement with the benchmark (i), with test case (iii) performing better. The test case
with unity Le is numbers leads to large differences n the structure of he flame.
(b) Benzene Lewis number (red) and mass
fraction (black).
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Figure 12. Lewis nu bers in xt re fraction space (a), and LeC6H6 and YC6H6 fro a ne-
di ensional ixture-averaged s ulation (b); co parison of te perature profiles for the four test
cases (i)–(iv) (c), and co parison of YC6H6 for the four test cases (i)–(iv) (d).
6.1. ne-di ensional preli inary analysis
To esti ate the fluctuations of the Le is nu bers, the diffusion fla elet equations are first
solved [28]. Figure 12(a) sho s the e is nu bers of selected species against ixture
fraction, for a stoichio etric scalar dissipation rate, χ st, of 0.1 (though the observations
hold for other values of χ st as ell). s in the previous case, the e is nu bers have a
li ited variation, hich is largely a consequence of the large fraction of 2 ( ass fractions
of 2 range fro 82.4 in the fuel strea to 76.8 in the oxidiser strea ). Figure 12(b)
sho s the e is nu ber of benzene and its ole fraction in ixture fraction space. s
can be seen, a variation of eC6H6 of at ost 10 occurs ithin the region of for ation of
benzene. his observation is also co on to other aro atic species.
n appropriate choice of the e is nu bers is capable of producing results in good
agree ent ith the bench ark. his c n be seen in igure 12(c) and 12(d), hich sho
a co parison in ixture fraction space of the te perature and the benzene ass fraction
profiles, respectively, for the four si ulations (i)–(iv). he t o plots ere obtained fro
one-di ensional co putations ith a st of 10, as at high strain rates the diffusivities have
a str er effect t e str ct re f t e fla e. s ca e see , t st cases (ii) a (iii) are i
a ree e t it t e e c ar (i), it test cas (iii) rf r i etter. e test case
it it e is ers lea s t lar e iffere ces i t e str ct re f t e fla e.
(c) Temperature.
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Figure 12. Lewis numbers in ixture fraction space (a), and LeC6H6 and YC6H6 from a one-
dimensional mixture-averaged simulation (b); comparison of temperature profiles for the four est
cases (i)–(iv) (c), and comparis n of YC6H6 for the four est cases (i)–(iv) (d).
6.1. One-dimensional prel minary nalysis
T estima e the fl ctuations of the L wis numbers, the diffusion flam l t equat ons are first
solved [28]. Figure 12(a) shows the Lewis numbers of sel cted sp cies gain t mixture
fraction, for a stoichiometric calar d ssipation rate, χ st, of 0.1 (thoug the o servations
hold for other values of χ st as well). As in the previous case, the Lewis numbers have a
limited v r ation, which is larg ly a consequence of the large fraction of N2 (mass f actions
of N2 range from 82.4% in the fu l stream to 76.8% in the oxidiser stream). Figure 12(b)
shows the Lewis number of benz ne and i s mole fractio in mixture fraction sp ce. As
can b seen, a v r ation f LeC6H6 of at mos 10% occurs w thin th region of formation of
benz e. This obs rvation is also co mo to othe aromatic sp cies.
An appropriate choi e of the Lewis umb r is c pabl of producing results in good
greement wit the benchmark. This can be se in Figure 12(c) and 12(d), w ic sh w
a compariso in mixture fracti n space of th temperature and the benz ne mass fraction
profiles, re pectively, for the four simulations (i)–(iv). The two plots were obtained from
one-dim nsional computations with a χ st of 10, s t high strain rates the diffusiv t es have
a stron r ff c on the structure of the flame. As n b seen, est cases (ii) and (iii) are in
good agreem nt wi th benchmark (i), w h t st case (iii) performing b tter. Th est case
with unity Lewis numbers leads to large differences in the structure of the flame.
(d) Benzene mass fraction.
Figure 3.15: Lewis numbers in mixture fraction space (a), and LeC6H6 and YC6H6 from a
one-dimensional mixture-averaged simulation (b); comparison of temperature profiles for
the four test cases (i)-(iv) (c), and comparison of YC6H6 for the four test cases (i)-(iv) (d).
linear stretching with a factor of 1.02 is used in both the axial and radial directions
outside of th core region. T e inflow velocity profiles are flat.
The fuel stream (fuel and diluent) and the air-cofl w have the same inlet veloc-
ities [121]. The remaining boundarie are m del d throug a co vectiv bound-
ary condition for the outflow, a Neumann boundary condition for the unperturbed
free- tream coflow, and a symmetry conditi n is imposed along the ce terline axis.
Standard no-slip and no-penetration conditions are used for the fuel pipe. Heat loss
through conduction to the fu l pipe is included. A temperature of 298 K was used
for th walls of the fu l pipe.
For the sak of aris ith va lable experim ntal data [121, 122] (se
Sec. 3.5.3, radiation heat transfer is considered for this flame. This is done by
means of a radiation sou ce ter add d to the nergy quation, i.e., q˙r d/cp, wh r
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Figure 13. Sketch of the computational domain for the C2H4/air flame simulation.
6.2. Description of the configuration
A sketch of the set-up is shown in Figure 13, while a summary of the numerical parameters
used in the simulations is given in Table 4. More details on the experimental set-up may be
found in Kailasanathan et al. [46]. The two-dimensional governing equations are solved on
a cylindrical mesh, with 420 × 192 cells. The flame region is within a uniform unstretched
‘core’ made of 360 × 120 cells, and linear stretching with a factor of 1.02 is used in both
the axial and radial directions outside of the core region. The inflow velocity profiles are
flat.
The fuel stream (fuel and diluent) and the air-coflow have the same inlet velocities [46].
The remaining boundaries are modelled through a convective boundary condition for the
outflow, a Neumann boundary condition for the unperturbed free-stream coflow, and a sym-
metry condition is imposed along the centreline axis. Standard no-slip and no-penetration
conditions are used for the fuel pipe. Heat loss through conduction to the fuel pipe is
included. A temperature of 298 K was used for the walls of the fuel pipe.
Table 4. Parameters for the laminar C2H4 diffusion flame of Kailasanathan et al. [46].
Inflow velocity (cm/s) nx × ny Unstretched
Fuel feed Air-coflow P (atm) Tfuel, TAir (K) Unstretched Total 
x (cm) 
y (cm)
13.5 13.5 4 298 360 × 120 420 × 192 0.01 0.005
Figure 3.16: Sketch of the computational domain for the C2H4/air flame simulation.
q˙rad is modeled according to the RADCAL model of Barlow et al. [123] (see Ch. 2).
Soot formation and soot radiation are not considered.
3.5.3 Two-dimensional simulations
In this section, the four two-dimensional direct numerical simulations correspond-
ing to the four cases (i)-(iv) are discussed.
Two-dimensional temperature and benzene mole fraction contour plots for test
cases (i)-(iv) are sh wn in Fig. 3.16. As can be se n, the only visual difference
is the length of the flame, with test cases (ii) and (iii) in good agreement with the
benchmark, and test case (iv) presenting a slightly more pronounced change. De-
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Figure 13. Sketch of the computational domain for the C2H4/air flame simulation.
6.2. Description of the configuration
A sketch of the set-up is shown in Figure 13, while a summary of the numerical parameters
used in the simulations is given in Table 4. More details on the experimental set-up may be
found in Kailasanathan et al. [46]. The two-dimensional governing equations are solved on
a cylindrical mesh, with 420 × 192 cells. The flame region is within a uniform unstretched
‘core’ made of 360 × 120 cells, and linear stretching with a factor of 1.02 is used in both
the axial and radial directions outside of the core region. The inflow velocity profiles are
flat.
The fuel stream (fuel and diluent) and the air-coflow have the same inlet velocities [46].
The remaining boundaries are modelled through a convective boundary condition for the
outflow, a Neuma boundary condition for t unperturbed free-str am coflow, and a sym-
metry condition is imposed along the centreline axis. Standard no-slip and no-penetration
conditions are used for the fuel pipe. Heat loss through conduction to the fuel pipe is
included. A temperature of 298 K was used for the walls of the fuel pipe.
Table 4. Parameters for the laminar C2H4 diffusion flame of Kailasanathan et al. [46].
Inflow v locity (cm/s) nx × ny Unstretched
Fuel feed Air-coflow P (atm) Tfuel, TAir (K) Unstretched Total 
x (cm) 
y (cm)
13.5 13.5 4 298 360 × 120 420 × 192 0.01 0.005
Figure 3.17: Parameters for the laminar C2H4 diffusion flame of Kailasanathan et al. [121].
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For the sake of comparison with available experimental data [46,56] (see Section 6.3),
radiation heat transfer is considered for this flame. This is done by means of a radiation
source term added to the energy equation, i.e. q˙rad/cp, where q˙rad is modelled according to
the RADCAL model of Barlow et al. [57]
q˙rad = −4σ
∑
i
piap,i(T
4 − T 4∞), (13)
where σ is the Stefan–Boltzmann constant, pi and ap, i are the partial pressure and the
Planck mean absorption coefficient of the ith species, respectively. The ap, i coefficients are
fitted as functions of the temperature for CO2, H2O, CH4, and CO, which account for most
of the radiation heat losses. The gas is considered to be optically thin.
Soot formation and soot radiation are not considered.
6.3. Two-dimensional simulations
In this section, the four two-dimensional direct numerical simulations corresponding to the
four cases (i)–(iv) are discussed.
Two-dimensional temperature and benzene mole fraction contour plots for test cases
(i)–(iv) are shown in Figure 14. Figures 14(a)–14(f) show the temperature field, while
Figures 14(g)–14(l) show the mole fraction of benzene. As can be seen, the only visual
difference is the length of the flame, with test cases (ii) and (iii) in good agreement with the
benchmark, and test case (iv) presenting a slightly more pronounced change. Despite these
differences, the four test cases (i)–(iv) predict a similar temperature field. An analysis of
the benzene two-dimensional plots reveals that test case (iv) underpredicts the formation
of benzene, whereas the results for cases (i), (ii), and (iii) are very similar.
Figure 15 compares the centreline temperature and the benzene mole fraction profiles
for the four simulations (i)–(iv) against the experimental data ofKailasanathan et al. [46,56].
Both the temperature and the benzene mole fraction profiles are plotted with respect to the
normalised flame height. The normalisation is intended to separate any differences specific
to benzene transport from differences in the overall flow field. The flame heights for the
experimental data and test cases (i)–(iv) are shown in Table 5. Figure 15(a) shows that the
shape of the temperature profiles does not change significantly. On the other hand, the use
of unity Lewis numbers does lead to significant changes in the structure of the flame. In
contrast, both test cases (ii) and (iii) perform well, when compared to the benchmark.
There are large differences with the experimental temperature measurements, especially
in the region close to the burner exit, and further downstream, in the flame-tip region. The
former is common to measurements carried out with thermocouples [58], and the cause
is likely to be found in the heating of the thermocouple through radiation from the flame.
Heavy soot deposition may be responsible for the peak shown around the flame tip. The
Table 5. Experimental and computational flame heights for the C2H4/air flame. The
heights are defined as the centreline location of the peak temperature.
Case
Exp. Mix.-av. (i) Lei @ Tmax (ii) Lei @ Ymax (iii) Unity (iv)
Length (mm) 25.0 28.2 27.3 28.0 26.2
Figure 3.18: Experimental and computational flame heights for the C2H4/air flame. The
heights are defined as the centerline location of the peak temperature.Combustion Theory and Modelling 651
Figure 14. Comparison of temperature ((a)–(f)), and benzene mole fraction ((g)–(l)). The left
halves represent the mixture-average benchmark, while the right halves represent test cases (ii)–(iv),
respectively. In all plots, the solid black line represents the stoichiometric mixture fraction, i.e. Zst =
0.278. The size of the snapshots is 4 cm in height, and 1 cm in radius.
shift in the centreline profile of benzene is another significant difference and may be
the consequence of probe effects. The recent work of Gururajan et al. [59] highlights
very clearly that the perturbation introduced by the sampling probe, and the supporting
flange, can introduce significant deviations in the flame structure. The main conclusion to
draw from these comparisons is that the uncertainties introduced by the constant Lewis
Figure 3.19: Comparison of temperature ((a)-(f)), and benzene mole fraction ((g)-(l)). The
left halves represent the mixture-average benchmark, while the right halves represent test
cases (ii)-(iv), respectively. In all plots, the solid black line represents the stoichiometric
mixture fraction, i.e., Zst = 0.278. The size of the snapshots is 4 cm in height, and 1 cm in
radius.
spite these differences, the four test cases (i)–(iv) predict a similar temperature field.
An analysis of the benzene two-dimensional plots reveals that test case (iv) under-
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Figure 15. Comparison of centerline temperature (a) and benzene mole fraction (b) profiles for
the four simulations (i)–(iv) and the experimental data of Kailasanathan et al. [46]. The centerline
location is normalised by the position of the maximum temperature, which is slightly different in
each test case and in the experimental measurements.
number approach are significantly smaller than the differences between experiments and
simulations.
7. Computational cost
While not a primary objective of the present work, it remains important to assess the
computational cost savings associated with using fixed Lewis numbers. Of course, these
savings over themixture-averaged approach depend on the relative size of the computational
domain, the number of scalars in the chemical model, and the numerical algorithm.
Figure 16 shows a comparison of the CPU time (in µs) per time step, normalised by
the number of grid points, for the various parts of the NGA code, and for the three flames
considered in the present work. For the sake of comparison, the numbers given in Figure 16
are obtained by running all flames on the same cluster (an Intel-based cluster with QDR
Infiniband interconnect). Most parts of the code (e.g. velocity solver, scalar transport) scale
linearly with the number of grid points. The only exception is the pressure solver which
scales between linearly and quadratically depending on the configurations. The costs of
‘velocity’ and ‘pressure’ are independent of the number of species, while ‘scalar transport’
and ‘chemistry’ (which does not include the computation of the mass diffusivities) scale
linearly. As described in Savard et al. [37], the cost of the semi-implicit time integra-
tion scheme was designed to be linear with the number of species. This is important, as
other more expensive time integration methods are available in the literature (the reader
is referred to the introduction of Savard et al. [37] for a review of other methods). In the
present numerical framework, the mixture transport properties (viscosity, conductivity, and
diffusivities) are computed once per time step. A more accurate formulation would require
their computation at each of the four subiterations of the iterative procedure, and this would
increase the relative cost of the red bars in Figure 16 by a factor of four.
Figure 17 shows the computational time required to compute the mass diffusion coeffi-
cients divided by the number of grid points, shown as a function of the number of species
in the chemical model. As can be seen, the mixture-averaged approach leads to a greater
cost, which grows rapidly as the number of species in the chemical model is increased
(O(N2s ) versus O(Ns)). The cost of computing the mass diffusion coefficients follows the
(a) Centerline temperature profile.
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Figure 15. Comparison of c nterlin temperature ( ) and benz ne mole fraction (b) profiles for
the four simulations (i)–(iv) and the experimental data of K ilas n than et al. [46]. Th centerline
location is normalised by the position of the maxi um temperature, w ich is slightly different in
each est case and in the experimental measur ments.
number approach are significantly smaller than the differences between experiments and
simulations.
7. Computational cost
While not a primary objective of the present work, it remains important to as ess the
computational co t savings associated with using fixed Lewis numbers. Of course, th se
savings over themixture-averaged approach d pend on th relative size of the computational
domain, the number of scalars in the chemical model, and the numeric algorithm.
Figure 16 shows a comparison of the CPU time (in µs) per time step, normalised by
the number of grid points, for the various parts of the NGA code, and for the three flames
considered in the present work. For the sake of comparison, the numbers give in Figure 16
are obtained by running all flames on the same cluster (a Intel-based cluster with QDR
I finiband interconnect). Most parts of the cod (e.g. velocity solver, scalar transport) scale
linearly wi the number of grid points. The only exception is the pressure solver which
scales between linearly and quadratically d pending on the configurations. The costs of
‘velocity’ and ‘pressure’ are ind pendent of the number of species, while ‘scalar transport’
and ‘chemistry’ (which does not include the computation of the mass diffusivitie ) scale
linearly. As described in S vard et al. [37], the cost of the semi-implicit time integra-
tion scheme was designed to be linear wit the number of species. Th s important, as
other more expensive time integration methods are v ilable in the literature (the reader
is ref rred o the introduction of S vard et al. [37] for a review f other methods). In the
prese t numerical framework, the mixture transport properties (viscosity, conductivity, and
diffusivities) are computed once per time step. A more accurate formulation would require
their computation at each of the four subiterations of the iterative procedure, and this would
increase th relative cost of th red bars in Figure 16 by fact r of four.
Figure 17 shows the computational tim required to compu e the mass diffusion coeffi-
cients divi ed by the number of grid point , shown s a function of the number of species
in the chemical model. As can b seen, the mixture-averaged approach leads to a greater
cost, which grows rapidly as the number of species in the chemical model s increased
(O(N2s ) versus O(Ns)). The cost of computing the mass diffusion coefficients f llows the
(b) Centerline benzene mole fraction.
Figure 3.20: Comparison of centerline temperature (a) and benzene mole fraction (b) pro-
files f r the four simulations (i)-(iv) and t experim ntal data of Kailasanathan et al. [121].
Th enterline location is nor alized by the position of the maximum temperature, which
is slightly different in each test case and in the experimental measurements.
predicts the formation of benzene, whereas the results for cases (i), (ii), and (iii) are
very similar.
Figure 3.20 compares the centerline temperature and the benzene mole frac-
tion profiles for the four simulations (i)-(iv) against the experimental data of
Kailasanathan et al. [121, 122]. B th the temperature and the benzene ole frac-
tion profiles are plotted with respect to the normalized flame height. The normal-
ization is intended to separate any differences specific to benzene transport from
differences in t overall flow field. The flame heig ts for the experimental data
and test cases (i)-(iv) are shown in Table 3.18. Figure 3.20a shows that the shape
of th temperature profiles does ot c ange significa tly. On the other hand, the
use of unity Lewis numbers does lead to significant changes in the structure of the
flame. In contrast, both test cases (ii) and (iii) perform well, when compared to the
benchmark.
There are larg diff r nces with the exp riment l temp ratur m as ments, sp -
cially in the region close to the burner exit, and further downstream, in the flame-
tip region. The for er is ommon to m asurements carried out with thermocou-
ples [124], and the cause is likely to be found in the heating of the thermocouple
through radiation from the flame. Heavy soot deposition may be responsible for
th peak shown around the flame tip. The ift in the centerlin profile f b nzene
is another significant difference and may be the consequence of probe effects. The
recent work of Gururajan et al. [125] highlights very clearly that the p r urbation in-
troduced by the sampling probe and the supporting flange can introduce significant
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Figure 16. Computational cost (cpu×µs/grid pts× iter) of the different parts of the NGA code for
the three flames considered in this work. The first four bars from the left represent the cost that does
not change with the choice of the mass diffusion model, while the last two bars on the right represent
the cost associated with constant Lewis numbers and mixture-averaged transport.
O(Ns) or O(N2s ) scaling, but, as explained above, the ratio of the total time per grid point
and per time step depends on the combined effect of the transport model and the choice of
the numerical algorithms.
For the hydrogen flame, the small number of species translates into limited cost savings
of the constant Lewis number simulations, when compared to the mixture-averaged bench-
mark. More precisely, using 96 CPUs, the total time per iteration of the mixture-averaged
simulation is about 2% greater than that of the constant Lewis number simulation. The time
required to evaluate the mass diffusion coefficients using mixture-averaged properties is
almost eight times that of using constant Lewis numbers. On the other hand, larger chem-
ical models lead to more significant cost savings when precomputing the Lewis numbers.
Using 144 CPUs for the heptane flame, the mixture-averaged simulations are about 12%
slower than the constant Lewis number ones, and computing the mass diffusion coefficients
is about 30 times more expensive. Finally, for the ethylene flame, with 96 CPUs, using
constant Lewis numbers is about 21% faster than using the mixture-averaged formulation.
For this flame, the cost of computing the coefficients Di, m from a set of constant Lewis
numbers is 136 times smaller than the mixture-averaged approach.
(a) laminar H2/air flame.
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Figure 16. Computational cost (cpu×µs/grid pts× iter) of the different parts of the NGA code for
the three flames considered in this work. The first four bars from the left represent the cost that does
not change with the choice of the mass diff sion model, whil the l st two bars on the right represent
the cost associated with constant Lewis numbers and mixture-averaged transport.
O(Ns) or O(N2s ) scaling, but, as explained above, the ratio of the total time per grid point
and per ti e step depends on the combined effect of the transport model and the choice of
the nume ical algorithms.
For the hydrogen flame, the mall number of species translat s into limited cost savings
of the constant Lewis number simulations, when compared to the mixture-averaged bench-
mark. More precisely, using 96 CPUs, the total time per iteration of the mixture-averaged
simulation is about 2% greater than that of the constant Lewis number simulation. The time
required to evaluate the mass diffusion coefficients using mixture-averaged properties is
almost eight times that of using constant Lewis numbers. On the other hand, larger chem-
ical models lead to more significant cost savings when precomputing the Lewis numbers.
Using 144 CPUs for the heptane flame, the mixture-averaged simulations are about 12%
slower than the constant Lewis number ones, and computing the mass diffusion coefficients
is about 30 times more expensive. Finally, for the ethylene flame, with 96 CPUs, using
constant Lewis numbers is about 21% faster than using the mixture-averaged formulation.
For this flame, the cost of computing the coefficients Di, m from a set of constant Lewis
numbers is 136 times smaller than the mixture-averaged approach.
(b) n-C7H16/air flame.
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Figure 16. Computational cost (cpu×µs/grid pts× iter) of the diff rent parts of the NGA code for
the three flames consider d in this work. The first four bars from th left repr sent the cost that does
not change wi the choi e of the mas diffusion model, while the last two ba s on the right repr sent
the cost associated with constant Lewis numbers and mixture-averaged transport.
O(Ns) or O(N2s ) scaling, but, as expla above, the rati of the ota time per grid point
and per time step d pends on the combined effect of the transport model and the choice of
the numeric algorithms.
For the hydrogen fla e, the small number of species translates into limited cost savings
of the constant Lewis number simulations, when compared to the mixture-averaged bench-
mark. M re precisely, using 96 CPUs, the otal time per iteration of the mixture-averaged
simulation is about 2% greater than that of the constant Lewis number simulation. The time
required to evaluate the mass diffusion coefficients using mixture-averaged properties is
almost eight times that of using constant Lewis numbers. On the other hand, larger chem-
ical models lead to more significant co t savings when precomputing the Lewis numbers.
Using 144 CPUs for the heptane flame, the mixture-averaged simulations are about 12%
slower than the constant Lewis number ones, and computing the mass diffusion coefficients
is about 30 times more expensive. Finally, for the ethylene flame, with 96 CPUs, using
constant Lewis numbers is about 21% faster than using the mixture-averaged formulation.
For this flame, the cost of computing the coefficients Di, m from a set of constant Lewis
numbers is 136 times smaller than the mixture-averaged approach.
(c) C2H4/air flame.
Figure 3.21: Computational cost (cpu×µs/grid pts×iter) of the different parts of the NGA
c de for the re flam s c nsidere in this w rk. T e first four bars fr m t left re r s t
the cost th t does not c ange with the choic of the mass diffusion model, while the last two
bars on the right represent the cost associated with constant Lewis numbers and mixture-
averaged transport.
deviations in the flame structure. The main conclusion to draw from these compar-
isons is that the uncertainties introd c d by the constant Lewis number approach
are significantly smaller than the differences between experiments and simulations.
3.6 Computational cost
While not a primary objective of the present work, it remains import nt to assess the
computational cost savings associ ted with using fixed Lewis numbers. Of course,
these savings over the mixture-averaged approach depend on the relative size of
the computational domain, the number of scalars in the chemical model, and the
numerical algorithm.
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Figure 17. Scaling of the time required to compute the diffusion coefficients with the number of
species. The red and black points correspond to the mixture-averaged and constant Lewis number
calculations, respectively.
8. Conclusions
In this work, we explored the validity of the constant non-unity Lewis number assumption
in the simulation of chemically reacting flows. Towards this goal, three flames have been
selected,which are representative of common engineering configurations, and display strong
differential diffusion effects.
First, a premixed H2/air flame with an equivalence ratio of 0.4 was selected to study
the effect of the choice of the Lewis numbers on the evolution of a thermo-diffusively
unstable flame. For this flame, both a laminar two-dimensional, and a moderately turbulent
three-dimensional configuration were considered. Second, a highly turbulent premixed n-
C7H16/air flame was simulated, to investigate the effect of the choice of the Lewis numbers
in a turbulent flame burning a fuel with a Lewis number greater than unity. Third, a laminar
N2-diluted C2H4/air coflow pressurised diffusion flame was selected, to investigate the
effect on the formation and evolution of key soot precursors.
All of those simulations clearly show that it is possible to use a set of constant non-
unity Lewis numbers while retaining good agreement with mixture-averaged simulations.
For our numerical framework, the computational cost savings associated with the use of
pre-computed constant Lewis numbers was found to be minimal for all configurations
considered in this work. Two different methods of evaluating the Lewis numbers were
tested, with both performing well, and neither consistently better than the other.
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Figure 3.22: Scaling of the time required to compute the diffusion coefficients with the
number of species. The red and black points correspond to the mixture-averaged and con-
stant Lewis number calculations, respectively.
Figure 3.21 shows a comparison of the CPU time (in µs) per time step, normal-
ized by the number of grid points, for the various parts of the NGA cod , and
for the three flames considered in the present work. For the sake of comparison,
the numbers given in Fig. 3.21 are obtained by running all flames on the same
clust r (an Intel-based clust r with QDR Infi iband interconnec ). Most parts of
the code (e.g. velocity solver, scalar transport) scale linearly with the number of
grid points. The only exception is the pressure solver which scales between lin-
early and quadratically depending on the configurations. The costs of ‘velocity’
and ‘pressure’ are independent of the number of species, while ‘scalar transport’
and ‘chemistry’ (which does not include the computation of the mass diffusivities)
scale linearly. As described in Savard et al. [117], the cost of the semi-implicit time
integration scheme was designed to be linear with the nu ber of species. This is
important, as other more expensive time integration methods are available in the lit-
erature (the reader is referred to the introduction of Savard et al. [117] for a review
of other methods). In the present numerical framework, the mixture transport prop-
erties (viscosity, conductivity, and diffusivities) are computed once per time step.
A more accurate formulation would require their computation at each of the four
subiterations of the iterative procedure, and this would increase the relative cost of
the red bars in Fig. 3.21 by a factor of four.
Figure 3.22 shows the computation l time required to compute the mass diffusion
coefficients divided by the number of grid points, shown as a function of the number
of species in the chemical model. As can be seen, the mixture-averaged approach
leads to a greater cost, which grows rapidly as the number of species in the chem-
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ical model is increased (O(N2s ) versus O(Ns)). The cost of computing the mass
diffusion coefficients follows the O(Ns) or O(N2s ) scaling, but, as explained above,
the ratio of the total time per grid point and per time step depends on the combined
effect of the transport model and the choice of the numerical algorithms.
For the hydrogen flame, the small number of species translates into limited cost
savings of the constant Lewis number simulations, when compared to the mixture-
averaged benchmark. More precisely, using 96 CPUs, the total time per iteration of
the mixture-averaged simulation is about 2% greater than that of the constant Lewis
number simulation. The time required to evaluate the mass diffusion coefficients
using mixture-averaged properties is almost eight times that of using constant Lewis
numbers. On the other hand, larger chemical models lead to more significant cost
savings when precomputing the Lewis numbers. Using 144 CPUs for the heptane
flame, the mixture-averaged simulations are about 12% slower than the constant
Lewis number ones, and computing the mass diffusion coefficients is about 30 times
more expensive. Finally, for the ethylene flame, with 96 CPUs, using constant
Lewis numbers is about 21% faster than using the mixture-averaged formulation.
For this flame, the cost of computing the coefficients Di,m from a set of constant
Lewis numbers is 136 times smaller than the mixture-averaged approach.
3.7 Summary
In this work, we explored the validity of the constant non-unity Lewis number as-
sumption in the simulation of chemically reacting flows. Towards this goal, three
flames have been selected, which are representative of common engineering con-
figurations, and display strong differential diffusion effects.
First, a premixed H2/air flame with an equivalence ratio of 0.4 was selected to
study the effect of the choice of the Lewis numbers on the evolution of a thermo-
diffusively unstable flame. For this flame, both a laminar two-dimensional, and a
moderately turbulent three-dimensional configuration were considered. Second, a
highly turbulent premixed n-C7H16/air flame was simulated to investigate the effect
of the choice of the Lewis numbers in a turbulent flame burning a fuel with a Lewis
number greater than unity. Third, a laminar N2-diluted C2H4/air-coflow pressurized
diffusion flame was selected to investigate the effect on the formation and evolution
of key soot precursors.
All of those simulations clearly show that it is possible to use a set of properly-
chosen, constant, non-unity Lewis numbers while retaining good agreement with
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mixture-averaged simulations. Two different methods of evaluating the Lewis num-
bers were tested, with both performing well, and neither consistently better than the
other.
For our numerical framework, the computational cost savings associated with the
use of pre-computed constant Lewis numbers were found to be minimal for all con-
figurations considered in this work. For larger chemical models, the computational
cost savings may be more substantial.
In summary, if the number of species is relatively low, the mixture-averaged ap-
proach is only marginally more expensive than using constant non-unity Lewis
numbers. That is why the more general mixture-averaged approach will be used
for all but one of the DNS carried out in Chs. 5 and 6 (a unity Lewis number case is
also considered to isolate differential diffusion effects). Yet the fact that the two ap-
proaches lead to practically the same results suggest that all the theoretical analysis
for the effective Lewis numbers (given by Eq. (1.11)) can be carried out using con-
stant Lewis numbers for each species. This will significantly simplify the analysis
presented in Chs. 4 and 7.
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C h a p t e r 4
EFFECTIVE LEWIS NUMBERS IN TURBULENT
NON-PREMIXED FLAMES: ANALYSIS OF THE “SANDIA
FLAMES” EXPERIMENTAL DATA SET
Chapter 4 has been adapted from:
• N. Burali & G. Blanquart “Modeling turbulent Lewis numbers in non pre-
mixed flames: insights from DNS data of Sandia flame B”, 10th U.S. Na-
tional Combustion Meeting, April 2017, University of Maryland at College
Park, College Park, MD.
In this chapter, differential diffusion effects in turbulent non-premixed flames are
described though the use of effective Lewis numbers. A methodology to extract
these effective Lewis numbers is presented and subsequently applied to a well-
characterized measurement database from turbulent non-premixed flames. Model-
ing for these effective Lewis numbers is then discussed.
4.1 Introduction
Neglecting differential diffusion effects is a common assumption in simulations of
turbulent combustion [20–25]. A number of reasons motivate this choice. First,
the equal diffusivities assumption may provide significant cost savings when three-
dimensional DNS with large chemical models are considered (see Ch. 3). Second,
there is limited work towards accommodating differential diffusion effects within
simulations where turbulence-chemistry interactions are unresolved, such as in LES
(see Ch. 1).
For turbulent non-premixed combustion, the average flame structure is observed
to transition from molecular, diffusion-controlled mixing to turbulence-dominated
transport. This transition has been described in detail by Drake et al. [69, 70] and
Barlow et al. [46, 71, 72]. In their experiments, species measurements show a clear
decrease of differential diffusion effects with (i) increasing axial distance from the
issuing nozzle and (ii) increasing jet Reynolds number.
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The mechanisms involved with the stream-wise transition remain not well charac-
terized, and a deeper understanding is needed. It is the objective of this chapter
to perform an analysis similar to the work of Savard & Blanquart [47] for turbu-
lent non-premixed flames. More precisely, the present work has three goals: (i)
to propose a flamelet-based methodology to extract effective Lewis numbers from
data sets of turbulent diffusion flames, (ii) to apply the proposed methodology to
the Sandia piloted CH4/air flames [72], and (iii) to assess the validity of previously-
suggested models for γ based on relevant turbulence/flame parameters. This anal-
ysis is carried out using the well-documented experimental database of Barlow et
al. [72].
This chapter is organized as follows: Sec. 4.2 provides an overview of the experi-
mental data that is used in this work. Section 4.3 outlines the procedure to extract
effective Lewis numbers from the experimental data. Section 4.4 provides a dis-
cussion of potential biases to the present analysis. In Sec. 4.5, a k-ε model used in
other studies to model γ, is applied to the present analysis. Section 4.6 presents a
discussion of additional modeling attempts for γ, based on the Karlovitz number.
Finally, a summary of the observations is provided in Sec. 4.7.
4.2 Review of experimental data
The data considered for this work is composed of four of the six Sandia non-
premixed methane/air jet flames, made available from the TNF workshop [72]. The
same burner [126, 127] is used for all jet flames, which differ only by their jet
Reynolds number (see Table 4.1). Flame B is described as transitional [46], while
flames C, D, and E are all turbulent. Further, flame E presents localized extinction
in the jet near-field [71]. The main jet is composed of a mixture of CH4 and air, re-
spectively 25% and 75% by volume. The equivalence ratio of the main jet is above
the burning limit. A pilot flame is used to anchor the main jet to the burner exit.
The pilot is composed of a lean mixture of C2H2, H2, air, CO2, and N2, whose burnt
products are the same as those of a methane/air flame at φ= 0.77.
Mass fraction measurements used in this work include O2, CH4, CO, CO2, H2O,
and H2 for flames B through E, which are provided by Barlow et al. [46, 71, 72].
Table 4.2 shows the estimated uncertainties for the measured species [46]. NO is not
considered in the present work, as the steady state flamelet model (see Sec. 4.3.2) is
not well suited to represent slow processes such as NOx evolution [67]. The radical
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OH is not considered due to its high sensitivity on the choice of the chemistry
model.
It should be noted that for some species, signal interferences may be significant. For
example, as discussed in [123] and in the proceedings of the TNF Workshop [72],
the Raman scattering measurements of CH4 also include contributions from other
hydrocarbon species, such that the CH4 mass fraction approximates the total hydro-
carbon mass fraction.
Barlow et al. [71] defined a measured mixture fraction, hereby denoted as ZTNF,
and given by
ZTNF =
2YC−YC,2WC +
YH−YH,2
2WH
2YC,1−YC,2WC +
YH,1−YH,2
2WH
. (4.1)
In Eq. (4.1), YC and YH are the experimentally-measured mean carbon and hydrogen
mass fractions, respectively, and WC and WH are the molecular weights of carbon
and hydrogen, respectively. The fuel stream has the label “2”, and the oxidizer
stream has the subscript “1”. The measured mixture fraction, “ZTNF”, represents an
approximation of Bilger’s definition of mixture fraction [71, 128].
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Figure 4.1: Comparison of mixture fraction definitions computed using the optimal
flamelet (see Sec. 4.3) corresponding to flame C at x/d = 30. ∆Z is the difference be-
tween Peters’ definition of the mixture fraction and ZTNF, computed using (i) only the
measured species (solid line) and (ii) the measured species with YCH4 computed using
Eq. (4.2) (dashed line). The vertical dashed line represents the stoichiometric mixture frac-
tion (Zst = 0.351).
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Flame Rejet† Ujet Upilot Ucoflow
[m/s] [m/s] [m/s]
B 8200 18.2 6.8 0.9
C 13400 29.7 6.8 0.9
D 22400 49.6 11.4 0.9
E 33600 74.4 17.1 0.9
Table 4.1: Flow parameters for the SANDIA flames used in this work. Data obtained from
Table 1 in [46].
Scalar Systematic Scalar Systematic
uncertainty uncertainty
used
YO2 0.004 YH2 6-12 %
YCH4 0.005 YCO2 4 %
YH2O 4 % YCO 10-20 %
not
used
YN2 3 % YNO 10-20 %
YOH 10 %
Table 4.2: Estimated systematic uncertainties for the experimentally-measured species [46,
71, 123]. The uncertainties for YO2 and YCH4 are absolute values.
To take into account the interferences in the CH4 signal, a modified form of Eq. (4.1)
is considered, where the CH4 mass fraction is computed as
Y iCH4 = YCH4 + YC2H2 + YC2H4 + YC2H6 . (4.2)
In Eq. (4.2), the “i” stands for ”interference”, and it is expected that Y iCH4 approx-
imates the total hydrocarbon mass fraction [123]. The measured mixture fraction
computed using Eq. (4.2) is referred in this section as “ZiTNF”.
Multiple definitions of the mixture fraction exist in the literature. In the present
work, the definition of Peters is used (see Ch. 2). A comparison of Z, ZTNF and
ZiTNF is shown in Fig. 4.1 for the optimal flamelet (see Sec. 4.3) corresponding to
flame C at x/d = 30. As can be seen, due to the missing contributions of species
that are not directly measured (mainly C2H2, C2H4, and C2H6), ZTNF deviates from
Z mostly on the rich side of the mixture. The analysis presented in the following
sections considers the mean species mass fraction measurements conditioned on
ZiTNF, 〈Yi |ZiTNF〉. Henceforth, the superscript “i” is dropped for simplicity.
†Rejet is defined as Ujetd/ν, where d is the fuel pipe’s inner diameter, and ν is the kinematic
viscosity.
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Figure 4.2: Comparison of the χ profile imposed in the FlameMaster code [79] (Eq. (4.6),
dashed black lines) against experimental measurements (symbols) from Karpetis & Bar-
low [132], for flames C, D and E, and for x/d = 7.5, x/d = 15 and x/d = 30. The solid
blue lines represent χTNF, which is computed using Eqs. (4.7) and (4.6). All profiles are
normalized such that the stoichiometric value is unity. The vertical dashed line represents
the stoichiometric mixture fraction.
Finally, Two-color laser Doppler velocimetry (LDV) measurements for flames D
and E are provided by Schneider et al. [129].
4.3 Extracting effective Lewis numbers
In this section, a methodology to extract the effective Lewis numbers from the ex-
perimental data is outlined. The approach used by Savard & Blanquart [47] to
develop a model for turbulent premixed flames is used as the basis for the current
analysis.
4.3.1 Model for the effective Lewis numbers
In Ch. 1, the expression for the effective Lewis numbers was written as
Lei,eff =
1 + γ
1
Lei
+ γ
, (4.3)
Equation (4.3) provides a simple and intuitive way to describe how the effective
local mixing state varies between the laminar and the equal diffusivity regimes, and
is used as a basis for the analysis presented in the following sections. In this work,
and as a first step, any cross-stream variation of differential diffusion [46, 130, 131]
is neglected, and γ is assumed to be constant in mixture fraction space, and only
varies with downstream direction (i.e., with x/d) for a given flame.
4.3.2 Flamelet equations
The first step of the analysis is to solve the steady-state flamelet equations [66]
using the FlameMaster code [79]. The steady-state, one-dimensional, non-unity
Lewis number flamelet equations for the species mass fractions take the form
− ρχ
2
1
Lei,eff
∂2Yi
∂Z2
− m˙i = correction terms. (4.4)
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In Eq. (4.4), the “correction terms” include diffusion, correction diffusion, and dif-
ferential diffusion contributions. The reader is referred to Ch. 2 for the complete
form of these equations.
Equation (4.4) requires user-supplied Lewis numbers, and scalar dissipation rate.
The effective Lewis numbers in Eq. (4.4) are evaluated using Eq. (1.11), where the
laminar Lewis numbers are computed from the flamelet equations for each χst at
the mixture fraction location of maximum temperature (see Ch. 2).
In these flamelet equations, the effect of the flow-field on the flamelet structure,
represented by the scalar dissipation, is unknown and must be modeled a priori.
This is typically done by imposing an analytical function for χ, and scaling it by
the stoichiometric value, χst ,
χ(Z ) = χst
f (Z )
f (Zst )
, (4.5)
where Zst is the stoichiometric mixture fraction. The function f (Z ) is evalu-
ated from the solution of the mixture fraction equation for counterflow diffusion
flames [133, 134] and unsteady laminar mixing layers [65], and takes the form
f (Z ) = exp
{
−2
[
erfc−1(2Z )
]2}
. (4.6)
Figure 4.2 shows a comparison between the optimal χ profiles imposed in the
FlameMaster code [79] using Eq. (4.6), and the experimentally-measured scalar
dissipation rate, referred to as χexpTNF, for flames C, D and E at 7.5d, 15d and 30d
downstream of the burner lip (from Karpetis & Barlow [132]), normalized by the
stoichiometric value. For the sake of clarity, only the imposed optimal χ profile for
flame D is shown. To compare the imposed scalar dissipation profile with χexpTNF, a
‘χTNF’ is computed from χ using
χTNF = 2α |∇ZTNF |2 = (∂ZTNF/∂Z )2 χ, (4.7)
and is shown in Fig. 4.2, normalized by the stoichiometric value. As mentioned
in Sec. 4.2, ZTNF is computed from the measured species, and is slightly different
from Z. This is the reason for the shape difference between the χ and χTNF profiles
in Fig. 4.2. As can be seen, the shape of the imposed χTNF profile is close to the
experimentally-measured profiles.
Finally, the chemical model used in this work is GRIMech3.0 [135] without
the nitrogen chemistry, with a total of 36 species. A comparison with Caltech-
Mech2.4 [111] is discussed in Sec. 4.4.3.
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4.3.3 Error maps
The flamelet equations are solved for a range of χst and γ values. The values for
χst span the range [2, 260], to cover the relevant part of the stable burning branch of
the S-shaped curve. The scalar dissipation rate at the extinction point is 260s−1 for
the laminar Lewis number limit, and 475s−1 for the unity Lewis number limit. The
Lewis numbers are computed from Eq. (1.11), where γ takes values in the range
[0, 120], such that the effective Lewis numbers span the range [Lei, 1] and [1,Lei],
for sub-unity and above-unity laminar Lewis numbers, respectively.
The solutions of the flamelet equations are then compared to the experimental data
to obtain two-dimensional error maps, for which a total of 1598 flamelets is used.
The error is defined as
L2( χst, γ) =
1
NsNp
∑
j,i
Yi ( χst, γ, ZTNF, j ) − Y expi (ZTNF, j )2[
max
j
{Y expi (ZTNF, j )}
]2

1
2
,
(4.8)
where Ns and Np are the number of species and the number of experimental data
points, respectively. Yi ( χst, γ, ZTNF, j ) is the ith species mass fraction obtained from
the solution of the flamelet equations for given χst and γ, and interpolated onto
the experimental mixture fraction point ZTNF, j . Y
exp
i (ZTNF, j ) is the ith species mea-
sured conditional mean mass fraction at ZTNF, j . The use of different error norms is
discussed in Sec. 4.4.4.
The optimal values of χst and γ , i.e., ( χ
opt
st , γ
opt ), are then estimated by solving
arg min
χst,γ
{
L2
(
χst, γ
)}
s.t. χst ∈ [2, 260], γ ∈ [0, 120].
(4.9)
It should be noted that the approach described in this section provides a simple
means of separating two different effects of increasing the jet Reynolds number:
increased scalar dissipation rates [136] and decrease of differential diffusion [69,
71].
In Eq. (4.8), the temperature is not considered. The motivation for this choice is
that radiation heat losses are not included in the flamelet model used to extract the
optimal flamelet parameters. Doing so would significantly increase the complexity
of the present approach. However, while the comparisons between the DNS and
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(a) Flame B, x/d=15. (b) Flame C, x/d=30. (c) Flame E, x/d=45.
Figure 4.3: Colormaps of L2 error by Eq. (4.8) for flames B at x/d = 15 (left), C at x/d = 30
(center), and E at x/d = 45 (right). The white dashed lines intersect at the optimal flamelet
(minimum L2 error).
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Figure 4.4: Optimal scalar dissipation rate, χoptst (left), and γopt (right) as a function of
the downstream direction x/d for flames B, C, D, and E. In Fig. 4.4a, the shaded region
corresponds to values of χst above the laminar Lewis number extinction limit. In Fig. 4.4b
the values of γopt for Flame E and x/d < 30 are 0, and are not shown.
the measurements for Sandia flame B discussed in Ch. 6, suggest that radiation has
a non-negligible impact on the global mixing field and on the flame structure, it
will be shown in Ch. 7 that the optimal flamelet parameters extracted from DNS
data with and without radiation, present only small differences. This suggests that
radiation has a secondary effect on the optimal flamelet parameters.
Figure 4.3 shows the error given by Eq. (4.8) for flame B at x/d = 15, flame C
at x/d = 30, and flame E at x/d = 45. The first and the third cases were shown
in [46] as examples of laminar and turbulent limiting behavior. The white dashed
lines intersect at the point of minimum error, i.e., ( χoptst , γ
opt ). As expected, for
flame B at x/d = 15, γopt is small, such that the effective Lewis number for H2 is
0.4, close to its laminar value (LeH2 ≈ 0.3). However, with increasing jet Reynolds
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number and streamwise distance from the burner exit, LeH2,eff increases to 0.7 for
flame C at x/d = 30, and to 1.0 in flame E at x/d = 45.
Figure 4.3 also shows that Eq. (1.11) has a high sensitivity on γ for γ ≈ 1, but there
is low sensitivity (or high error) for low γ (γ < 0.1) and high γ (γ > 10).
4.3.4 Optimal flamelet parameters
The optimal χst and γ for all x/d locations for flames B, C, D, and E, are shown
in Figs. 4.4a and 4.4b, respectively. Only two measurement locations are available
for flame B. The error maps are computed only up to x/d = 45, as the flame length
(defined using the iso-surface of stoichiometric mixture fraction at the centerline)
is located close to that measurement station for all four flames [72]. The stoichio-
metric flame length for flames C, D, and E, can be estimated through interpolation
as 45.4, 48.1, and 49.9 diameters, respectively. Furthermore, due to the large un-
certainties for the scalars immediately downstream of the burner exit, and the fact
that for that region γopt ≈ 0, only stations starting from x/d = 7.5 are shown.
Optimal χst
Figure 4.4a shows that, as expected, χoptst generally decreases with axial distance
from the burner exit. The regions of the flame with the highest strain rates are
located close to the burner exit, and a progressive reduction of χoptst takes place
as the (average) strain rate decreases. Furthermore, as the jet Reynolds number
is increased, the χoptst shifts upwards, as greater strain rates are found in the jets.
In fact, χoptst scales almost linearly with the jet Reynolds number, consistent with
observed scalings in self-similar regions of isothermal round turbulent jets [136,
137]. One notable exception is flame B, for which the χoptst values are found to be
greater than expected. It’s important to consider that flame B is often described as
transitional [46].
Figure 4.5 compares the optimal χTNF,st values, with the measurements of 〈χ |ZTNF〉
at the stoichiometric mixture from Karpetis & Barlow [132]. Measurements are
available for flames C, D, and E, and at x/d = 7.5, 15, and 30. The optimal χTNF,st
values are found to be systematically larger than the measured 〈χ |ZTNF,st〉. While
multiple reasons could explain this difference, such as experimental uncertainties, it
should be reminded that, in the present approach, a single, one-dimensional, steady-
state flamelet is used to represent the conditional mean flame structure. Thus, it is
expected that both optimal parameters χst and γopt are also representative of any
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Figure 4.5: Comparison of the optimal scalar dissipation rate, χoptTNF,st with the measured
values 〈χTNF,st〉 [132], as a function of the downstream direction x/d for flames C, D, and
E. The vertical bars (shown only for flame C for clarity) represent the reported maximum
uncertainty [132].
effect not adequately represented by this approximation. For instance, it is expected
that multi-dimensional effects, including convective and diffusive transport along
the mixture fraction iso-surfaces, are essentially lumped into the effective χopt . In
the work of Sholtissek et al. [138], the analysis of a lifted turbulent hydrogen jet
flame showed that multi-dimensional effects can be significant.
Optimal γ
Figure 4.4b shows that γopt generally increases with axial distance from the burner
exit, which is consistent with turbulent transport being increasingly dominant over
molecular mixing [46, 71]. It is not surprising that the only point which is not
increasing is represented by flame C at x/d = 45, for which the estimated stoichio-
metric flame length is x/d = 45.4, as previously discussed. The values of γopt
close to the burner exit are small (in fact, γopt ≈ 0 for x/d < 7.5), as molecu-
lar diffusion dominates the mixing of the scalars, consistently with experimental
observations [139–145]. Moving further downstream, turbulent transport becomes
increasingly dominant, and the effective Lewis numbers become closer to unity.
It should be noted that the extracted γopt values are representative of two effects: as
the jet Reynolds number is increased, the Kolmogorov length scale, η, decreases.
At the same time, χoptst increases (in fact the χ
opt
st profiles scale almost with Ujet/D,
as shown later in Fig. 4.16), and hence the flame thickness decreases, i.e., scalar
gradients are increased. These competing effects explain why the profiles shown in
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Figure 4.6: Comparison of measured species conditional mean mass fractions of YCO (left),
YH2O (center), and YH2 (right), for flame C at x/d = 30 [72], against the flamelet solutions
corresponding to effective Lewis numbers (black line), unity Lewis numbers (red line), and
laminar Lewis numbers (blue line).
Fig. 4.4b are close for the first three stations (once again, it should be noted that the
fourth measurement station is close to the stoichiometric flame tip). Possible corre-
lations of γopt with the local Reynolds and Karlovitz numbers will be discussed in
Secs. 4.5 and 4.6, respectively.
Extinction in flame E
Flame E is characterized by significant local extinction for x/d < 30 [71], which
may explain the low values of γopt found in this region. Under these conditions,
a single flamelet is not expected to reproduce the average thermo-chemical state.
It should be noted that the χoptst values for flame E at x/d = 7.5 and 15 are at the
flamelet extinction limit.
4.4 Discussion
In this section, potential biases of the present error map analysis are discussed.
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Figure 4.7: Comparison of H2 mass fraction conditioned on ZTNF for flame C at x/d = 30,
against the optimal solution (black line), and the filtered optimal solution (blue line).
4.4.1 Experimental uncertainties
Figure 4.6 shows a comparison of the experimental conditional mean mass frac-
tions of CO, H2O, and H2 for flame C at x/d = 30, against three flamelet solutions:
the effective Lewis number solution which corresponds to γopt extracted with the
error map analysis (Fig. 4.4b), the unity Lewis number case, and the laminar Lewis
number solution. The χst value in all three flamelet solutions is set to χ
opt
st . As
can be seen, for some of the measured scalars such as CO (Fig. 4.6a), it is difficult
to conclude on the optimality of any solutions, due to the large experimental un-
certainties (larger than the differences between the two extreme flamelet solutions).
However, from Figs. 4.6b and 4.6c, it is evident that for other species, such as H2O
and H2, the differences between the unity Lewis number and laminar Lewis num-
ber flamelets are larger than the experimental uncertainties. In an attempt to account
for the uncertainties in the measured species mass fractions, the error map analysis
was repeated using species-dependent weights. However, no significant improve-
ment was obtained, and the results shown in this work were obtained without these
weights.
In summary, while the experimental uncertainties are large (see Table 4.2), the im-
pact of the effective Lewis numbers is still larger.
4.4.2 Spatial resolution
The reported spatial resolution of the mass fraction measurements is σ = 0.75
mm [46, 71]. The effect of this resolution can be reproduced by filtering the flamelet
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Figure 4.8: Optimal scalar dissipation rate, χoptst (top left), and γopt (top right, bottom left,
and bottom right), as a function of the downstream direction x/d for flames B, C, D, and E.
The solid lines were obtained using GRIMech3.0 [135] without the nitrogen chemistry; the
dashed lines were obtained using CaltechMech2.4 [111].
solution in mixture fraction space using a filter of width
∆Z = |∇Z |σ, (4.10)
where |∇Z | is evaluated from χ(Z ), i.e.,
|∇Z |(Z ) =
√
χ(Z )
2α(Z )
. (4.11)
Equation (4.10) can then be used to filter the flamelet solution using a top hat filter.
The blue line in Fig. 4.7 shows the effect of averaging on the H2 mass fraction for
the optimal flamelet solution for flame C at x/d = 30. H2 is used as a “worst case
scenario” for this comparison, because of its large sensitivity to molecular/turbulent
transport. As can be seen, spatial averaging has only a small effect on the flamelet
solution.
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Figure 4.9: Comparison of γopt as a function of the downstream direction x/d for flame
D, using different norms (left), and species (right). Left: the solid, dashed and dotted lines
correspond to the L1, L2, L∞ norms, respectively; right: the solid, dashed and dotted lines
correspond to Eq. (4.8) using all 6 species, H2 and H2O, and only H2, respectively.
4.4.3 Chemical model
An additional potential source of bias is given by the choice of the chemical model,
which may affect the optimal solutions extracted using the error map analysis. To
investigate this possibility, the analysis is repeated using CaltechMech2.4 [111].
The effect on the optimal flamelets is shown in Fig. 4.8. As can be seen, the same
trends are observed for χoptst and γ
opt with downstream distance. The differences
between the χoptst values are small, while larger differences between the γ
opt values
are observed. That being said, the γopt profiles are almost uniformly shifted down-
wards, which does not affect the discussion in Secs. 4.5 and 4.6, and the results
discussed in the following sections are obtained using GRIMech3.0 [135].
4.4.4 Choice of error norms
To investigate the effect of the choice of the error metric on the present analysis, the
following L1 and L∞ norms were considered in addition to Eq. (4.8)
L1( χst, γ) =
1
NsNp
Np,Ns∑
j,i
Yi ( χst, γ, ZTNF, j ) − Y expi (ZTNF, j )
max
j
{Y expi (ZTNF, j )}
, (4.12)
and
L∞( χst, γ) = max
i, j

Yi ( χst, γ, ZTNF, j ) − Y expi (ZTNF, j )
Y expi (ZTNF, j )
 . (4.13)
A comparison of γopt values for flame D, obtained using Eqs. (4.8), (4.12)
and (4.13) is shown in Fig. 4.9a.
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The optimal parameters obtained using the L1 and L2 norms are generally close for
x/d = 7.5, 15 and 30. The γopt values for those stations differ by no more than 30%.
Yet, large differences are found for x/d = 45: the χoptst values differ by 60%, while
the γopt values differ by a factor of 10. Once again, this large sensitivity/variation
is not surprising as this location is close to the stoichiometric flame tip.
Finally, using the L∞ norm, the largest differences with respect to the L2 norm
are found in flame D at x/d = 45, where the χoptst values differ by a factor of 1.6
and the γopt values differ by a factor of 6.7. Based on the more erratic profiles
obtained using the L∞ norm, it is concluded that the high sensitivity of this norm on
experimental uncertainties makes it unsuitable for the present analysis, and is not
considered hereafter.
4.4.5 Choice of species for the error norm
As discussed in Sec. 4.2, mass fraction measurements used in this work include the
six species O2, CH4, CO, CO2, H2O, and H2. To reduce the influence of experimen-
tal outliers, the optimization problem given by Eq. (4.9) was solved considering all
6 species. These species have different measurement uncertainties [71], and might
be affected differently by differential diffusion.
A comparison of γopt values for flame D, obtained considering the L2 norm with
different combinations of species, is shown in Fig. 4.9b. As can be seen, the γopt
profiles show similar trends, and the values are close for x/d = 15 and x/d = 30.
Once again, the largest differences are found close to the burner exit (x/d = 7.5),
where the influence of the pilot may be felt, and close to the stoichiometric flame tip
(x/d = 45): at the first location, the values differ by a factor of 10 with respect to the
6-species case; at the second, the γopt values obtained using one and two species
differ by a factor of 10 and 2.7 with respect to the 6-species case, respectively. As
can be seen, the use of only H2 leads to the “saturation” of γopt at x/d = 45. The
addition of H2O reduces this effect; including all species reduces this even further,
while producing a smoother behavior (γopt increases almost linearly with x/d).
4.4.6 Additional biases
Additional effects could bias the present analysis, such as radiative heat losses and
thermo-diffusion (Soret and Dufour effects). Unfortunately, the importance of these
effects could not be assessed in the present work.
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A straightforward approach to estimate the coefficient αT in Eq. (1.10), is simply to
use a k-ε model, as was done in the work of Savard & Blanquart [47] for turbulent
premixed flames, and that of Wang [75] for turbulent non-premixed flames. This
approach is reviewed in this section, and applied to the Sandia flames.
4.5.1 Scaling based on the Reynolds number
The coefficient αT can be expressed as αT = νT/PrT , where νT is the turbulent
viscosity, and PrT is the turbulent Prandtl number. Using a k-ε model for νT , αT
can be written as
αT =
νT
PrT
=
Cµk2
εPrT
=
Cµ
PrT
9
4
αPrReT, (4.14)
where k = 3u′2/2 is the turbulent kinetic energy, ε = u′3/l is the energy dissipation
rate, Cµ is the k-ε model constant, Pr = ν/α is the Prandtl number, ReT is the
turbulent Reynolds number, defined as u′l/ν, u′ is the rms velocity fluctuation and
l is the integral length scale. Hence, a possible scaling for γ is
γ =
αT
α
= aReT ReT, (4.15)
where aReT is a scaling coefficient.
An estimate for this coefficient can be provided. The k-ε model constant Cµ can
be set to 0.09 [146]. The Prandtl number Pr can be estimated from flamelet com-
putations. For the present flames, Pr ≈ 0.6-0.7. Next, an estimate for the turbulent
Prandtl number PrT must be provided. For self-similar free-shear flows, a constant
value of 0.7 has been shown to be a good approximation [147]. However, consis-
tently with the assumption that DT = αT , a value of 1 is also considered. With these
values, the coefficient aReT is estimated to vary in the range 0.1-0.2.
4.5.2 Estimating turbulent quantities
The evaluation of Eq. (4.15) requires estimates for u′ and l at the radial flame lo-
cation rF (defined as <Z>(x, rF ) = Zst). Figure 4.10a shows the rF values for
the experimental data [72, 129] and the LES data of Mueller et al. [148]. As can
be seen, the rF values for the different flames remain close to each other for the
length of the flame, with minor differences at the tip. Further, the LES data shows
a good agreement with the experiments. Other LES data, such as those of Jones &
Prasad [149] and Ihme & Pitsch [150] for flames D and E (not shown here), also
suggest a flame-independence of rF . Figure 4.10b shows the jet half-width r12, de-
fined as <U>(x, r12) = 0.5<U0(x)>, where <U0(x)> is the mean centerline velocity.
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Figure 4.10: Radial flame location rF (left) for flames B through E (green, red, blue, and
black lines, respectively), and jet half-width r12 (right) for flames D and E (blue and black
lines, respectively). The experimental data [72, 129] is represented by the full symbols and
dashed lines; the LES data of Mueller et al. [148] is given by the lines without symbols.
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Figure 4.11: Rms velocity for flames D (blue) and E (black), at the radial flame location rF ,
normalized by the bulk velocity of the respective jet. The experimental data of Schneider et
al. [129] is represented by the symbols with error bars, while the LES data of Mueller et
al. [148] is shown by the blue line. The solid black line represents the fit given by Eq. (4.18).
As can be seen, r12 is about the same for both flames D and E. Further, the LES data
of Mueller et al. [148] are in good agreement with the experimental r12 values. This
flame-independence of the r12 values is also supported by the LES data of Jones &
Prasad [149], which is not shown here, for flames D and E. To summarize, Fig. 4.10
shows that, both rF and r12 behave very similarly across flames.
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Figure 4.12: Estimated integral length scale for flames D (blue) and E (black) at the radial
flame location. The line is the fit given by Eq. (4.22).
With this observation, the values of u′ and l at the radial flame location, are assumed
to follow the relations
u′
Ujet
= f
( x
d
)
, (4.16)
and
l
d
= m
( x
d
)
, (4.17)
where the functions f and m are considered to be the same for flames B through E.
Figure 4.11 shows u′/Ujet at the average radial flame location for flames D and E,
normalized by the bulk velocity of the respective jet [129, 148]. Given the previ-
ous observations, a collapse of the normalized velocities for all flames is expected.
As discussed in Sec. 4.2, velocity data is available only for flames D and E. To
overcome this limitation, and using the previous observation, the following approx-
imation is assumed in this work
u′
Ujet
= a1
( x
d
)2
+ a2
( x
d
)
+ a3. (4.18)
In Eq. (4.18), u′ is computed from the available data as
u′ =
√
u2rms + 2v2rms
3
, (4.19)
and the fitting coefficients ai, shown in Fig. 4.11, are computed by using a nonlin-
ear least square package applied to the experimental [129] and LES [148] data at
stations x/d = 7.5, 15, 30 and 45. Equation (4.18) is then used for all flames.
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Figure 4.13: Evolution of γopt with Reynolds number. The gray band represents Eq. (4.15)
with the estimates for aReT discussed in Sec. 4.5.1. The first two stations of flame E are
not shown, as their γopt values are 0. The open red symbol represents flame C at x/d = 45,
for which the average stoichiometric flame length is 45.4 diameters downstream of the
burner exit (see Sec. 4.3.4); flame E at x/d = 45 has also been marked with an open symbol
to highlight the large difference in γopt values obtained with the L1 and L2 norms (see
Sec. 4.4.4).
The integral length scale, l, defined as
l ≡ u
′3
ε
, (4.20)
is computed at the average radial flame location, rF , using
l
r12
= g
(
r
r12
)
, (4.21)
where g is computed using self-similar profiles for isothermal round jets [151, 152].
It should be noted that g is almost constant for 0 < r < r12. First, l is estimated
for flames D and E, for which r12 can be computed from the available velocity data
(see Fig. 4.10b). The data points are then fitted using the relation
l
d
= C
x − x0
d
, (4.22)
where C and x0 are fitting constants (shown in Fig. 4.12). The fit given by
Eq. (4.22), which is shown in Fig. 4.12, is then used for all flames.
4.5.3 Assessment of the scaling based on the Reynolds number
Figure 4.13 shows a comparison of γopt against the model given by Eq. (4.15). The
extracted γopt values are found to transition from a laminar mixing regime towards
unity, and this transition is positively correlated with a local ReT. However, as can
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Figure 4.14: Evolution of γopt with Reynolds number for flame D, showing the differences
between the L2 and L1 norms (Eqs. (4.8) and (4.12), respectively) (left), the effects of
different species combinations on the L2 norm (center), and differences between using ReT
values obtained with and without the fits given by Eqs. (4.18) and (4.22) (right).
be seen, the magnitude of the predicted γopt values using the aReT ≈ 0.1-0.2 range
discussed in Sec. 4.5, overestimates the extracted values by an order of magnitude;
and the transition from laminar to turbulent mixing occurs at much larger ReT .
Similar observations were made in [47] for turbulent premixed flames.
To better understand the effect of the uncertainties of the present analysis, Fig. 4.14
shows the extracted γopt values with the local ReT , using the L2 and L1 norms
(Fig. 4.14a), using Eq. (4.8) with different species combinations (Fig. 4.14b), and
the effect of the fits given by Eqs. (4.18) and (4.22) on the local ReT values. As can
be seen, the L1 and L2 norms lead to similar γopt values, as discussed in Sec. 4.4.4.
The use of different species combinations leads to large γopt differences in the
jet near field (x/d = 7.5) and close to the flame tip (x/d = 45), as discussed in
Sec. 4.4.5. Finally, Fig. 4.14c shows that, for flame D, the ReT values with and
without the fits (4.18), and (4.22), differ at the most by a factor of 1.3 at x/d = 30.
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Figure 4.15: Sketch of turbulent non-premixed flames for a) η < lF , and b) η > lF .
4.6 Scalings based on the Karlovitz number
In this section, scalings based on flame characteristic scales are investigated.
4.6.1 Turbulent scales interacting with the flame
The k-ε approach discussed in Sec. 4.5 represents a simple way of computing a
dimensionally correct coefficient αT , yet it does not present any direct dependence
on flame-relevant parameters. This is unexpected as turbulent mixing of a scalar
should involve the “thickness” of that scalar. Here, this scalar thickness is computed
as
lF ≡ 4Zst (1 − Zst )|∇Z |st , (4.23)
where |∇Z |st is computed as [χoptst /(2α)]1/2. A derivation is given in Appendix A.
Depending on the relative magnitude of lF , l, and the Kolmogorov length scale η,
defined as
η ≡
(
ν3
ε
) 1
4
, (4.24)
the flame is affected differently by the turbulence, as is schematically shown in
Fig. 4.15, where the two cases where η < lF and η > lF are represented. It should
be noted that the ratios lF/η, l/lF and l/η, evaluated at the average radial flame
location, vary with downstream distance.
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Figure 4.16: Optimal χst values normalized by (Ujet −Upilot)/d (left) and Ujet/d (right), as
a function of downstream direction for flames B, C, D, and E.
The ratio of the flame thickness lF to the Kolmogorov length scale η, is related to
the Karlovitz number through
Ka ≡
(
lF
η
)2
, (4.25)
where the quantities on the r.h.s. are evaluated at stoichiometric conditions. Using
Eq. (4.23), the ratio lF/η can be expressed as
lF
η
= 4
√
2Zst (1 − Zst )Re
1
4
jet
(
f 3
mh2
) 1
4
, (4.26)
where the following expression has been used
χst =
Ujet
d
h
( x
d
)
. (4.27)
Figure 4.16 shows the χoptst values normalized by by (Ujet − Upilot)/d and Ujet/d‡.
The normalization by Ujet/d is considered in Eq. (4.27), since a better collapse is
obtained, as shown in Fig. 4.16. The function h(x/d) can be taken to be an average
of the profiles normalized by Ujet/d.
The ratio l/η can be expressed as
l
η
=
u′3
ε
(
ε
ν3
) 1
4
= Re
3
4
T , (4.29)
‡These normalizations are suggested through a simple dimensional argument, and by analogy
with the planar counterflow diffusion flame [10], for which the scalar dissipation may be written as
χ(Z ) =
a
pi
exp
(
−2
[
erfc−1(2Z )
]2)
, (4.28)
where a is the strain-rate. For the present configuration, a ≈Ujet/d or a ≈ (Ujet −Upilot)/d.
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which can be rewritten as
l
η
= Re
3
4
jet
(
f m
) 3
4 . (4.30)
From Eqs. (4.26) and (4.30), it can be seen that the local Ka is less sensitive to
the jet Reynolds number than the local turbulent Reynolds number. This weak
dependence on Rejet is consistent with the weak dependence of γ on Rejet (Fig. 4.4b)
and suggests a possible scaling based on the Ka number.
Savard & Blanquart [47] proposed two scalings for turbulent premixed flames: one
based on a length scale argument, the other on a time scale argument. An analogous
approach may be followed also for turbulent non-premixed flames.
4.6.2 Flame length scale-based scaling
Assuming that αT is controlled by eddies of the size of the flame, a possible scaling
is
αT ∼ u(lF )lF, (4.31)
where lF is given by Eq. (4.23), and u(lF ) is the turnover velocity of eddies of size
lF . The velocity u(lF ) can be related to lF through
u(lF ) = (εlF )1/3. (4.32)
Using Eqs. (4.31) and (4.32), the following scaling for γ can be derived
γ ∼ (εl
4
F )
1
3
ν
, (4.33)
or
γ = alF
(
lF
η
) 4
3
= alFKa
2
3 , (4.34)
where alF is a scaling coefficient.
The result given by Eq. (4.34) is to be expected, as the Karlovitz number provides
a simple mean of relating relevant flame parameters to turbulence parameters. It
should be noted that Eqs. (4.14) and (4.31) are equivalent up to a constant multi-
plicative factor, if lF = l and Eq. (4.32) is used.
4.6.3 Flame time scale-based scaling
Alternatively, one can assume that in a turbulent non-premixed flame, the eddy
diffusivity is controlled by eddies whose time scale is equal to the flame time scale,
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τF . Using this argument, αT , can be expressed as
αT ∼ [lm(τF )]
2
τF
, (4.35)
where lm(τF ) is the size of eddies of turnover time τF . Following Peters [10, 153],
an expression for lm can be obtained by equating the corresponding eddy turnover
time to the flame time scale
lm(τF ) =
√
ετ3F . (4.36)
The flame time scale may be defined by considering the relaxation time of one of
the species, but this would leave an ambiguity as to which species is best suited.
Another approach is to define a general chemical time scale from Eq. (4.23) as
τF ≡
l2F
4α
∝ Z
2
st (1 − Zst )2
χst
, (4.37)
where χoptst is used as χst . It should be noted that Eq. (4.37) is equivalent to the
expression derived by Peters [153] for a time scale at the extinction threshold using
one-step asymptotics, up to the constant multiplicative factor of 8.
If, as a further approximation, α is taken to be proportional to ν, given a constant
Prandtl number, then, combining Eqs. (4.35) and (4.36) yields the scaling
γ ∼ ε
ν
τ2F, (4.38)
or
γ = aτF
τ2F
τ2η
≡ aτFKa2, (4.39)
where τη is the Kolmogorov time scale, aτF is a scaling coefficient. The Kol-
mogorov time scale is defined as τη ≡
√
ν/ε, where both ν and ε should be eval-
uated at stoichiometric conditions. The kinematic viscosity, ν, is computed from
the optimal flamelet solution at the stoichiometric mixture fraction.
It should be noted that Eq. (4.25) and Ka ≡ τF/τη are equivalent if Eqs. (4.23)
and (4.37) are used, and α ≈ ν is assumed. It should also be noted that Eqs. (4.14)
and (4.35) are equivalent up to a constant multiplicative factor, if τF = l/u′ and
Eq. (4.36) is used.
4.6.4 Assessment of the scalings based on the Karlovitz number
As can be seen from Fig. 4.17, the extracted γopt values show a transition from the
laminar regime, towards unity, and the data points are generally positively corre-
lated with the Karlovitz number, yet no clear trend is observed. The points corre-
sponding to flame B are significantly shifted to the left. As will be discussed in
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Figure 4.17: Evolution of γopt with Karlovitz number. The first two stations of flame E are
not shown, as their γopt values are 0. The open red symbol represents flame C at x/d = 45,
for which the average stoichiometric flame length is x/d = 45.4 (see Sec. 4.3.4); flame E at
x/d = 45 has also been marked with an open symbol to highlight the large uncertainty of
the γopt value at that location (see Sec. 4.6.4). The solid lines represent the scalings given
by Eqs. (4.34) and (4.39).
Ch. 7, the approach used to estimate the flame thickness has a strong impact on
the flame Karlovitz numbers, and needs to be more thoroughly examined. The last
point of flame C is artificially shifted to the right. The cause for this shift is most
likely a combination of low γopt and χoptst values at this location. This is not sur-
prising, as the stoichiometric flame tip for flame C is close to x/d = 45. Further,
the last point for flame E is characterized by a large γ uncertainty. This can clearly
be seen by the shape of the error contours shown in Fig. 4.3c, which is also likely
caused by the proximity of that measurement station to the stoichiometric flame tip.
As can be seen, the trend followed by the data points is somewhat different from the
two scalings discussed in Secs. 4.6.2 and 4.6.3. One possible reason that explains
this difference, is the fact that the Ka number is too small. In other words, the flame
thickness lF might fall in the dissipation range, and not in the inertial subrange, from
which the two scalings given by Eqs. (4.34) and (4.39) were derived. However,
beyond the present work, the scalings discussed in Secs. 4.6.2 and 4.6.3 could be
extended to include corrections for the dissipation range.
4.7 Summary
In this chapter, a new flamelet-based methodology to extract effective Lewis num-
bers from experimental and numerical data sets of turbulent diffusion flames has
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been proposed. This technique has been applied to a set of experimental turbu-
lent non-premixed methane/air jet flames (Sandia flames) by comparing measured
species mass fractions with solutions of the non-unity Lewis number flamelet equa-
tions. For each flame and each downstream location, two optimal flamelet parame-
ters were extracted, including a stoichiometric scalar dissipation rate, χoptst , and the
ratio γopt ≡ αT/α. The effective Lewis numbers for each species are then computed
using Eq. (1.11) with γopt .
For the four turbulent flames considered, the evaluated effective Lewis numbers
(γopt) were found to transition from their laminar values at the burner exit plane
(γopt = 0), towards unity further downstream (γopt→∞). Interestingly, these effec-
tive Lewis numbers were not found to increase with the jet Reynolds number. The
χ
opt
st values were found to decrease with axial distance, and, with the exception of
the lowest Reynolds number flame, to increase with jet Reynolds number.
The extracted χoptTNF,st values were found to systematically over-estimate the mea-
sured 〈χTNF,st〉 values of Karpetis & Barlow [132]. It is expected that multi-
dimensional effects, including convective and diffusive transport along the mixture
fraction iso-surfaces, are essentially lumped into the extracted χoptst values. To in-
vestigate this effect, a budget analysis of the flamelet equations using DNS data of
jets at increasing Reynolds numbers should be carried out. The computational cost
of performing these DNS is extremely high, and is beyond the scope of the current
work.
Previously-suggested correlations for the parameter γ with both Reynolds and
Karlovitz numbers were compared to the extracted γopt values. However, large ex-
perimental uncertainties and the limited number of measured quantities prevented
a conclusive assessment of these models.
The work discussed in this chapter represents a first step towards modeling of dif-
ferential diffusion effects in turbulent non-premixed jet flames. More conclusive
results should be obtained using DNS data. Unfortunately, carrying out DNS of
non-premixed jet flames presents a prohibitive computational cost, and is limited to
low Reynolds numbers. In the following sections, a series of DNS of Sandia flame
B are discussed. This flame has the lowest jet Reynolds number among the Sandia
flames (Rejet ≈ 8200), while still being turbulent.
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C h a p t e r 5
DIRECT NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF SANDIA FLAME B:
GRID RESOLUTION REQUIREMENTS AND GRID
INDEPENDENCE
In the previous chapter, a flamelet-based technique to extract effective Lewis num-
bers from experimental or numerical data of non-premixed turbulent flames was
described. This technique was then applied to a well-characterized experimental
database (the “Sandia flames”), and previously-suggested models for these effec-
tive Lewis numbers were assessed. Limitations of the experimental data base, in-
cluding large uncertainties, few measured quantities and limited spatial resolution,
prevented a conclusive assessment of the mechanisms associated with the evolution
of the flame structure from a molecular diffusion-controlled regime, to a turbulence-
dominated one.
For all these reasons, a campaign of DNS of Sandia flame B is carried out. Flame
B has the lowest Reynolds number among the Sandia flames (Rejet ≈ 8200), while
still being turbulent. Further, flame B should be simulated for an additional reason.
In Sec. 4.5.2 flame independence was assumed for several turbulence and flame
parameters, including the radial flame location, rF , the jet half-width, r12, the nor-
malized rms velocity at the flame location, u′/Ujet, and the integral length scale
l/r12 at rF . While the assumption of flame independence for these quantities is
expected to hold for the higher Reynolds number flames, that may not be the case
for flame B. Fortunately, that flame is the easiest to simulate using DNS, and the
validity of those assumptions can be investigated.
While performing DNS of flames C-E is also desirable, the computational cost
remains prohibitive. For these laboratory-scale flames, the high cost associated with
the fine grid resolution is compounded by the large number of scalars transported,
and the necessity of converging statistics sufficiently to investigate phenomena that
occur at the smallest scales, such as turbulence-chemistry interactions.
In the next sections, a detailed description of the grid design is carried out, followed
by an a posteriori assessment of the chosen grid resolution. An extensive validation
using available experimental data will be the subject of Ch. 6. The flamelet-based
methodology discussed in Ch. 4 will then be applied to the DNS data base in Ch. 7.
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5.1 Introduction
Direct numerical simulations have become an important tool in turbulent combus-
tion research [11, 154], enabling detailed investigations of temporal and spatial
structures that would be difficult to investigate experimentally [155]. Despite the
high cost of DNS, the surge in computational resources over the past few decades
has spurred a growing body of work on more realistic, laboratory-scale flames.
Some examples of the past decade are the following. Sankaran et al. [156] inves-
tigated the structure of a spatially developing lean methane-air Bunsen flame using
52 million grid points; Bell et al. [157] studied a slot flame with an effective reso-
lution of about 98 million grid points; Grout et al. [158, 159] performed a DNS of
a reactive fuel jet in cross-flow, using 1.6 billion grid points. Yoo et al. [50] investi-
gated the stabilization mechanism of a turbulent lifted ethylene jet flame (Reynolds
number of 10,000) using over 1.29 billion grid points. In Karami et al. [160], a
DNS of a turbulent premixed jet burner with Reynolds number of 5280 was car-
ried out using 256 million grid points. Recently, MacArt et al. [161] investigated a
spatially-developing, planar, turbulent premixed flame with a Reynolds number of
5000, using up to 226.5 million grid points.
In DNS, the choice of the grid has a major impact on the computational cost. That
is why it is important to ensure that an optimal distribution of grid points is chosen,
such that the desired resolution is obtained at the minimum cost. For simple config-
urations, designing the grid can be straightforward: a uniform mesh may be used,
where the mesh size can be easily estimated from criteria developed for homoge-
neous isotropic turbulence (HIT) [162] and chemistry resolution requirements [57].
However, designing grids for spatially developing flames is typically more challeng-
ing, due to the wide range of local aerodynamic effects and the strong anisotropy of
the flow. For these flames, the use of a uniform mesh size would lead to prohibitive
computational costs, and, therefore, it is common practice to add stretching to the
grid.
An important question arises. What should the resolution be in non-uniform grids?
One could ensure that HIT grid resolution criteria apply in each separate direc-
tion [161]. However, such a naive approach would lead to a large number of grid
points without clear benefits. A typical approach for non-HIT applications is to rely
on well-characterized benchmark cases to design the computational grid. Unfortu-
nately, such studies may not be available for the configuration under investigation,
or the parameters may be too different.
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Inlet Ø[mm] Velocity Composition Temp. [K]
inner outer profile, [m/s]
main jet 7.2 7.7 file§, 18.2
YN2=0.648
294YO2=0.196
YCH4=0.156
pilot 18.2 18.9 top-hat, 6.8 † ‡
co-flow none top-hat, 0.9
YN2=0.758
291YO2=0.236
YH2O=0.006
§ From an auxiliary turbulent pipe flow simulation.
†,‡ Computed from the burnt side of a CH4/air premixed flamelet at
φ= 0.77 [72].
Table 5.1: Inlet conditions used in this work.
For turbulent non-premixed jet flames, there is little work towards a systematic
assessment of grid resolution requirements. DNS studies of this configuration with
detailed descriptions of the grid, and assessments of grid independence, are missing.
As a result, non-optimal grids are often adopted, with a large number of grid points
used as a “safety margin”.
Choosing an optimal grid in DNS of turbulent combustion is also important for
another reason. These simulations are affected by multiple uncertainties, which are
introduced by the choice of the combustion models, as well as uncertainties in the
boundary conditions [163], and sampling errors associated with the limited run time
of the simulations [164]. All these uncertainties may very well be dominating over
discretization errors, and completely offset any benefit of using overly refined grids.
It is the objective of this work to perform a well-characterized DNS of Sandia flame
B, with a detailed description of the grid set-up, and an a posteriori assessment of
the chosen grid resolution with refined cases. As previously discussed, a detailed
comparison with available experimental data will be the subject of Ch. 6. This
chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 provides an overview of the boundary
conditions. In Sec. 5.3, the grid resolution is discussed. The chosen test cases
for the present thesis are discussed in Sec. 5.4. An a posteriori discussion of grid
independence is carried out in Sec. 5.6, and a summary of the observations is given
in Sec. 5.7.
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5.2 Boundary conditions
A detailed overview of the inflow conditions is given in Table 5.1. The main jet
issues at Ujet = 18.2 m/s, and is generated though an auxiliary turbulent pipe flow
simulation at the same Reynolds number, Rejet = 8200. The auxiliary simulation
generates a total of 9500 two-dimensional slices of the u, v, w, and p fields, for a
total running time tmax of 48d/Ujet. The fuel pipe inflow is repeated every tmax, and
the composition is taken directly from the reported values [72]. The fuel stream is a
mixture of CH4 and air at 25% and 75% by volume, respectively, whose equivalence
ratio (φ≈3.19) is beyond the burning limit (φR ≈ 1.82).
The main jet is surrounded by a pilot flame with a velocity of 6.8 m/s, for which a
top-hat profile is used. The pilot flame burns a mixture of C2H2, H2, air, CO2, and
N2 with the same enthalpy and equilibrium composition as CH4/air at an equiva-
lence ratio of 0.77 [71]. The fuel and pilot streams are separated by a pipe with
inner and outer diameters of d = 7.2 mm and do = 7.7 mm, respectively.
A co-flowing stream of air at 0.9 m/s is present, which is modeled through a top-hat
velocity profile. The composition of the co-flow is the same as that given in [72].
The pipe separating the pilot and the air co-flow streams has inner and outer di-
ameter of dp,i = 18.2 mm and dp,o = 18.9 mm, respectively. For the present work,
the inflow is recessed by 1d from the burner exit plane, to allow the shear layers to
develop correctly.
The remaining boundaries are modeled as follows. A Neumann condition is applied
to the outer domain boundary to represent the free-stream co-flow. For the present
work, cylindrical grids are used (see Sec. 5.3), and the centerline treatment follows
the formulation of Desjardins et al. [78]. A convective condition is used at the
outflow. Finally, no-slip and no-penetration conditions are used for the fuel pipe
and pilot pipe walls.
5.3 A priori design of the grid
In this section, a detailed description of the baseline grid is provided. Here, the
computational cost is reduced as much as possible through a careful design of the
computational grid. First, an a priori analysis of the chosen radial and axial grid
stretching is provided. Second, the overall grid is presented.
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5.3.1 Resolving the turbulence
A ubiquitous grid resolution criterion is based on the popular work of Yeung &
Pope on Homogeneous Isotropic Turbulence (HIT) [162]. To fix notation, ∆ξ is
used to represent a uniform grid spacing. The Kolmogorov length scale, η, is com-
puted using Eq. (4.24), where the average kinematic viscosity 〈ν〉 is used, and the
dissipation rate of turbulent kinetic energy, ε, is computed using [165]
ε ≡
〈
σ′ik
∂u′i
∂xk
〉
〈ρ〉−1, (5.1)
where 〈·〉 denotes averaging in time and in the statistically-homogeneous azimuthal
direction, and (·)′= (·) − 〈·〉. In Yeung & Pope [162], it is observed that the value
∆ξ/η/ 3, (5.2)
is sufficient for low-order velocity statistics, and
∆ξ/η/ 2, (5.3)
is needed for higher order quantities, such as dissipation, which is an example of a
derivative statistic, and higher statistical moments. In HIT, Eq. (5.3) also ensures
that the cumulative dissipation represents over 99% of the dissipation [147]. How-
ever, the extension of Eqs. (5.2) and (5.3) to non-HIT applications is not straight-
forward. For example, it is not clear if Eqs. (5.2) and (5.3) should apply to all three
directions simultaneously, and doing so as a “precaution” would lead to a large
number of grid points.
In the following sections, a detailed description of how the grid is designed will be
provided. As a practical approach to overcome the difficulty of applying Eqs. (5.2)
and (5.3) to non-HIT applications, an equivalent mesh size [166, 167] will be con-
sidered
∆ = (r∆θ∆x∆r)1/3 , (5.4)
where ∆x, ∆r and ∆θ represent the grid size in the axial, radial and azimuthal
directions, respectively. To minimize the number of grid points, the a priori grid
design discussed in the following sections will attempt to satisfy Eq. (5.2) using
Eq. (5.4).
A convenient way to construct the grid for jet flames, is to consider two conceptual
parts: a “pipe flow” region, which extends axially from the inlet to the burner exit
plane and radially from the centerline to the fuel pipe inner diameter, and a “main
jet” region, representing the rest of the computational domain. The former region,
where the smallest turbulence scales are found, is much smaller than the latter.
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Pipe flow region
Radial grid stretching is obtained through a hyperbolic tangent profiles [168] from
the centerline to dp,i/2, and linear stretching otherwise. For r/d < 0.5 (Sec. 5.3.2
will discuss the radial grid for r >d/2), the hyperbolic stretching coefficient is 2.4.
In this region, the radial grid spacing is minimum at r = d/2, where ∆r+ = 0.47§,
and is maximum at the centerline, where ∆r+ = 13.9. The first location off the wall
at which the axial velocity is computed is r+ = 0.24, and the grid is such that there
are 8 grid points within the viscous sublayer.
The grid in the azimuthal direction is uniform, with a total of 128 grid points. For
r < d/2, the circumferential grid spacing is ( 12∆r∆θ)
+ ≈ 0.34 near the centerline
and ( d2∆θ)
+ ≈ 12.8 at the pipe wall. As reference, for the uniform grid used by
Eggels et al. [167] in their pipe flow DNS (Rejet = 5300), the circumferential grid
spacing varies from ( 12∆r∆θ)
+ ≈ 0.05 near the centerline, to a maximum value of
( d2∆θ)
+ ≈ 8.84 at the pipe wall.
A constant grid spacing of ∆x+ = 7.03 is used in the axial direction up to a distance
of 1d downstream of the burner exit plane, the same as that used by Eggels et
al. [167].
For Eggels et al. [167] the largest ∆+ is 4.9, at the wall. However, with the present
grid stretching, the range 3.2<∆+ < 7.9 is obtained for r < d/2, where the maxi-
mum value ∆+ = 7.9 is found at r/d = 0.29, and ∆+ = 3.2 for the first cell off the
centerline.
The present pipe flow grid is coarser than the well known pipe flow DNS of Wu
& Moin [169]. However, the chosen resolution is deemed sufficient to resolve low
order statistics, such as means and standard deviations of velocities and scalars.
Main jet region
For the present jet, a clear distinction between potential core, transition region and
far field is not possible, due to the low Reynolds number and the effects of heat
release; instead, a single “main jet region” extending from the burner exit plane up
to the domain outflow is considered. For this region, a constant streamwise grid
stretch factor is used. The determination of this factor requires an estimate for the
axial growth of the smallest turbulence scales. In the absence of detailed velocity
§The superscript “+” indicates scaling in inner units [147], e.g., ∆r+ =∆ruτ/ν, where uτ is the
friction velocity and ν is the kinematic viscosity.
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data, a simple conservative estimate can be obtained through the observed axial
growth of η for isothermal round self-similar jets [170]
η =
(
48Re3jet
)− 14 x, x  d, (5.5)
where x is the axial distance from the burner exit plane. The estimate given by
Eq. (5.5) is conservative, since the fluid viscosity and diffusivities can increase
dramatically with temperature, with an attendant reduction of the local Reynolds
number [171]. If we assume that ∆+ may grow at the same rate of Eq. (5.5), then
the centerline ∆+ can increase by a factor of 6 between the inflow and the outflow.
However, that would result in extremely elongated grid cells towards the domain
outflow, and does not take into account the presence of a potential core. Here, a
constant axial grid stretching of 0.25% is used, i.e., ∆xi = 0.0025∆xi−1, where ∆xi
is the axial grid spacing for the ith cell. With this choice, the centerline ∆+ and ∆x
at the outflow are 2.4 and 13 times their respective values at the burner exit plane.
The chosen axial grid stretching is shown in Fig. 5.2a.
5.3.2 Resolving the chemistry
A priori grid resolution estimates for the chemistry are difficult to make in spatially-
developing jet flames, due to the large variation of the local aerodynamic effects on
the flame structure.
Several criteria are available in the literature. Lignell et al. [172] performed a three-
dimensional DNS of a temporally evolving non-premixed ethylene jet flame; in
their work, it was suggested to have at least 10 grid points across the thinnest radical
species structures. In the DNS of Hawkes et al. [114], a temporally evolving plane
jet flame was simulated. They suggested using at least 20 grid points across the OH
layer. Both these studies suggest that one should (i) define a characteristic length
scale for the smallest chemistry structures, and (ii) ensure that enough grid points
are used across it.
Following this approach, here the reaction zone thickness is computed as
lR ≈ ∆Zi|∇Z | , (5.6)
where ∆Zi can be taken to be the width in mixture fraction space of a radical species
i, and where |∇Z | can be computed at the mixture fraction location of peak species
mass fraction as
|∇Z | =
√
χ
2α
. (5.7)
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Figure 5.1: Top: burning branch of the S-shaped curve obtained solving flamelet equa-
tions [66] using the FlameMaster code [79] with the GRIMech3.0 chemical model [135].
Bottom: OH and CH layers for flamelet solutions corresponding to χst = 2 s−1 (black)
χst, = 100 s−1 (blue) and χst = 260 s−1 (red). The vertical dot-dashed line represents the
stoichiometric mixture fraction.
Equation (5.6) assumes that the radical layer is located around the stoichiometric
mixture. Here, the OH and CH layers are considered. Figure 5.1 shows the OH
and CH mass fractions in mixture fraction space obtained by solving the flamelet
equations (see Ch. 2). Three values of χst are considered, spanning the entire burn-
ing branch of the S-shaped curve (see Fig. 5.1a). As can be seen, the thickness in
mixture fraction space of both the OH and CH layers presents only small differ-
ences for a wide range of χst values, and can be considered to be constant, with
∆ZOH = 0.5 ± 0.05 and ∆ZCH = 0.2 ± 0.05.
First, lR is estimated for the base of the jet, where χst is largest. In this region,
the flame is likely located within a laminar mixing layer, and the normal to the
stoichiometric surface is expected to remain close to the radial direction [132].
Considering the extinction scalar dissipation (χst = 265 s−1), lR is estimated to be
≈ 0.9 ± 0.07 mm and ≈ 0.4 ± 0.1 mm, for OH and CH, respectively. The maximum
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(a) Axial grid stretching. (b) Radial grid stretching.
Figure 5.2: Left: axial grid stretching for the baseline grid; vertical dashed line: burner exit
plane; the insert represents a close-up of the axial grid for −1< x/d < 1; symbols represent
every fifth grid point. Right: radial grid stretching for the baseline grid; the insert represents
a close-up for r/d ≤ 2; solid vertical lines: radial location of the fuel pipe and pilot pipe
walls; each symbol represents a grid point; only every other grid point is shown for the
insert.
radial grid spacing for d/2< r < dp,o/2 is 0.1 mm, suggesting that, as a worst-case-
scenario, the OH and CH radical layers are represented approximately by 10 and
4 grid points, respectively. An a posteriori analysis of the grid resolution for the
chemistry will be carried out in Sec. 5.6.
Far downstream of the burner exit plane, the flame becomes corrugated, and cannot
be considered parallel to any given direction. Thus, the mean grid size should
be considered in place of ∆r for an a priori assessment of the grid resolution for
the chemistry. Since χst is expected to decay rapidly moving downstream [10], a
value of χst = 2 s−1 is assumed to estimate lR. With this choice, lR,OH ≈ 10 mm
and lR,CH ≈ 5 mm. Assuming that the flame is always located within r / 2d, the
maximum ∆ is ≈ 0.7 mm.
5.3.3 Baseline grid
To conclude, the baseline grid consists of a cylindrical mesh with 1120× 224× 128
(≈ 32 × 106) grid points, in the axial, radial, and azimuthal directions, respectively.
The grid extends for Lx= 69.3d axially, beyond the estimated stoichiometric flame
tip [72], Lr= 23.8d radially, and Lz= 2pi azimuthally.
Figure 5.2b shows the radial grid stretching for the entire domain, and the insert
shows a close-up for r/d ≤ 2, where the smallest turbulence and chemistry scales
are located.
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Case
BL Res-x Res-r Res-z UL RAD
grid points
nx 1120 2240 1120 1120 1120 1120
nr 224 224 448 224 224 224
nz 128 128 128 256 128 128
domain size
Lx [d] 69.3 69.3 69.3 69.3 69.3 69.3
Lr [d] 23.8 23.8 23.8 23.8 23.8 23.8
Lz [rad] 2pi 2pi 2pi 2pi 2pi 2pi
simulation time
[d/Ujet] 243.0 45.5 45.5 45.5 126.4 200
[τ] 3.05 0.58 0.58 0.58 1.60 2.52
data files 192 180 180 180 100 158
saving rate
[s] 5·10-4 1·10-4 1·10-4 1·10-4 5·10-4 5·10-4
[d/Ujet] 1.26 0.25 0.25 0.25 1.26 1.26
transport MA MA MA MA UL MAproperties
Table 5.2: Simulations carried out in this work: BL, baseline case; Res-x, twice the reso-
lution in the axial direction; Res-r, twice the resolution in the radial direction; Res-z, twice
the resolution in the azimuthal direction; UL, unity Lewis number case; RAD, case with
radiation heat losses. nx, ny, nz represent the number of grid points in the axial, radial, and
azimuthal directions, respectively. Lx, longitudinal length of the domain from the recessed
inflow to the outflow; Lr, radial extension of the computational domain; Lz, azimuthal
extension of the computational domain. The simulation time considered to compute the
statistics is given in d/Ujet and τ units (τ is given by Eq. (5.8)). The data file saving rate
is shown in seconds and d/Ujet units. The last row specifies the transport model for the
species mass diffusion coefficients: MA, mixture-averaged; UL, unity Lewis numbers.
5.4 Test cases and total run time
A summary of the chosen test cases is given in Table 5.2. These include one case
with the baseline grid (BL), and three cases with refined grids, which are used to
assess grid independence (see Sec. 5.6). The refined grids are obtained from the
baseline grid by doubling the resolution in the axial (case Res-x), radial (case Res-
r), and azimuthal (case Res-z) directions. Two additional cases are considered.
First, differential diffusion effects on the flame structure are systematically isolated
by running a case with unity Lewis numbers (case UL). Comparisons against case
UL will be discussed in Sec. 7. Second, a simulation with radiative heat losses is
performed. Flame B is the lowest Reynolds number among the Sandia flames, and
the temperature decrease caused by radiation heat loss is expected to have a non-
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(a) Instantaneous T. (b) Averaged T.
Figure 5.3: Instantaneous (left) and averaged (right) temperature field for case BL. The
averaging is carried out both in time and the azimuthal direction. Solid black line: stoichio-
metric iso-surface; dashed white lines: location of comparisons considered in this work,
which include x/d = 1, 5, 10, 15, 30, 45 and the centerline.
negligible impact of the global mixing field and the flame structure. Case RAD will
be discussed in Chs. 6 and 7.
The simulation times reported in Table 5.2 represent the total time considered to
compute the statistics, and do not include initialization transients. More specifi-
cally, 243.0d/Ujet units of simulation time are considered for case BL, while for
each of the refined cases only 45.5d/Ujet of simulation time are used, due to the
much higher computational cost. For the three refined cases, the statistics are com-
puted considering the approximately the same physical time interval. Data files
were stored every 0.5ms (≈ 1.26d/Ujet) for cases BL, UL and RAD, and every
0.1ms (≈ 0.25d/Ujet) for each of the refined cases. Each data file obtained with
the baseline grid is 11.3GB, while data files from each of the refined cases is twice
that amount. The total DNS data corresponding to the cases reported in Table 5.2 is
17.3TB.
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Figure 5.4: Time series over three time periods of centerline U velocity (top) and the OH
mass fraction at r/d = 1 (bottom), for x/d = 1 (black), x/d = 10 (blue), and x/d = 30 (red),
from case BL. Left and center: every time step is shown; the vertical dotted lines represent
every data file. Right: entire simulation time; the vertical dotted lines represent every tenth
data file.
A convective flow through time may be defined as
τ ≡
∫ Lx
0
dx
〈U (x)〉 ≈ 79.1
(
d
Ujet
)
= 0.0313 s, (5.8)
where 〈U (x)〉 is the mean centerline velocity, and Lx is the longitudinal domain
length. The averaging time of each simulation in τ units is reported in Table 5.2.
In the analysis carried out in Ch. 3, it was shown that for small chemical mod-
els (tens of species and hundreds of reactions) and three dimensional DNS, the
computational cost associated with mixture-averaged transport properties is only
marginally greater than using constant Lewis numbers. That is why for all four
cases considered in this chapter, mixture-averaged transport properties are consid-
ered.
The instantaneous and averaged temperature field for case BL is shown in Figs. 5.3a
and 5.3b, respectively. All averages considered in this chapter are carried out both
in time and in the azimuthal direction, which is statistically homogeneous. In the
next sections, comparisons between case BL and the refined cases are carried out
along the centerline, and the cross-stream planes shown in Fig. 5.3b.
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Figure 5.5: Solid lines: two-time auto-correlation for the centerline U for x/d = 1 (black),
x/d = 10 (blue) and x/d = 30 (red). Dashed lines: osculating parabolas.
5.5 Convergence of statistics
The high cost of DNS often leads to relatively short running times, and as a result,
sampling errors for the statistics may be of the same order as or even larger than
discretization errors [164]. In this section, the estimation of sampling errors for
sample means is discussed. Figure 5.4 shows time series of the centerline U and the
OH mass fraction at r/d = 1, which is close to the radial location of its peak mass
fraction, for several downstream stations. As can be seen, for the same downstream
locations, the two quantities present significantly different fluctuation levels, and
the oscillations occur with a much different frequency. Further, the behavior of
each quantity changes qualitatively and quantitatively moving downstream. Thus,
for different quantities at different locations, achieving the same sampling error will
require different simulation running times.
5.5.1 Randomness and time-correlation
When assessing sampling errors, it is desirable to have independent samples, and
a direct way to estimate the sample decorrelation distance is through the two-time
autocorrelation function [147]
ρcorr(lag) ≡
〈
X ′(t)X ′(t + lag)
〉
〈X ′(t)2〉 , (5.9)
where X is some quantity of interest, and X ′= X − 〈Z〉. Figure 5.5 shows ρcorr for
U at three downstream locations along the centerline.
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Figure 5.6: τlag for U (centerline) and YOH (r/d = 1) for several downstream stations up to
x/d = 45.
From Eq. (5.9), an integral length scale may be computed as
τint ≡
∫ ∞
0
ρcorr(lag)dlag. (5.10)
Typically, samples are considered decorrelated if the separation time is at least
τint [173]. However, directly computing ρcorr through its definition tends to be
noisy [174] due to the short running time of the simulations, which may lead to
large errors when evaluating Eq. (5.10). As an alternative approach, one can extract
a time scale from the curvature of ρcorr for zero lag, since for small lag ρcorr can be
considered to be converged. More precisely, the time scale may be computed as the
x-axis intercept of the osculating parabola
ρ(lag) ≈ 1 − lag
2
λ2lag
. (5.11)
Osculating parabolas to ρcorr are shown in Fig. 5.5, and Fig. 5.6 shows λlag for both
U (at the centerline) and OH (at r/d = 1), for x/d < 45. As expected, λlag for both
quantities is found to increase with axial distance. Figures 5.5 and 5.6 also show the
data file saving rate for the baseline and refined cases. As can be seen, the chosen
data file saving rate for the baseline case is larger than the largest λlag for both
U and YOH, suggesting that the data files with that separation may be considered
independent up to x/d ≈ 45.
As an alternative approach to investigate sample independence for a quantity of
interest X , one may consider the convergence of the sample standard deviation
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(a) Mean centerline streamwise velocity. (b) Mean OH at r/d = 1.
Figure 5.7: Average of σN/〈X〉N with the normalized sample separation time, for the
centerline U (left) and the OH mass fraction at r/d = 1 (right). Four downstream locations
are considered: x/d = 1, black; x/d = 15 , blue; x/d = 30, red; x/d = 45, green. Solid lines
and full symbols: N = 9; dashed lines and empty symbols: N = 18. The vertical dashed line
represents the separation time between data files.
relative to the sample average
σN
〈X〉N ≡
1
〈X〉N
√√
1
N − 1
N∑
i=1
(Xi − 〈X〉)2, (5.12)
where
〈X〉N ≡ 1N
N∑
i=1
Xi, (5.13)
for increasing sample separation distances. In Eq. (5.12), the sum is carried out over
N samples generated by the simulation. Here, two sample sizes are considered,
including N = 9 and N = 18. Equation (5.12) is then computed for every set of
9 and 18 samples obtained with the given time separation distance, and then an
average is plotted. This is shown in Fig. 5.7, for U and OH. For both quantities,
the average of the ratio σN/〈X〉N initially grows with the sample separation time,
and then plateaus when the separation time is greater than the decorrelation time.
As expected, for large sample separation times, the standard deviation becomes
independent of the sample size and the separation distance. More specifically, for
both the centerline U and OH at r/d = 1, data files stored at the baseline saving
rate may be considered decorrelated for all downstream stations considered. In
Fig. 5.7b, the average σN/〈X〉N values for x/d = 1 and x/d = 10 are much lower
than the other stations. That occurs because for these stations, the flame is likely to
be embedded within a laminar mixing region, and the rms of YOH is much lower
than further downstream (see Fig. 5.4).
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5.5.2 Confidence intervals
The sampling error for the mean can be defined as
eN ≡ 〈X〉N − E[X], (5.14)
where E[X] is the true mean. For independent and identically distributed random
variables (i.i.d.), the classical central limit theorem (CLT) states that the error eN
approaches a centered Gaussian distribution with variance σ2/N , where σ is the
standard deviation of the random variables {Xi}. In other words, the sampling error
eN is fully characterized by its variance. Hence, if N is the number of independent
samples being considered, then the 95% confidence interval for 〈X〉N is(
〈X〉N − 1.96σN√
N
, 〈X〉N + 1.96σN√
N
)
, (5.15)
where σN is the sample standard deviation.
It is important to note however, that if the random variables {Xi} are not indepen-
dent, then correlations between the samples must be taken into account [164]. A
large body of work exists to estimate the effect of such correlations, and extensions
of the CLT for correlated data may be used. However, that is beyond the scope of
the present work.
For the present configuration, the statistics are computed by averaging in time and
in the statistically-homogeneous azimuthal correlation. For a cylindrical grid, the
effect of azimuthal-averaging grows with distance from the centerline axis, and the
statistics are expected to be the least converged at the axis. That is why in the
following sections, 95% confidence intervals for the mean will be provided only
along the centerline.
5.6 Grid independence
Comparing simulations with different levels of grid refinement is the ultimate a
posteriori test for grid independence. Yet, this is rarely if ever done, when DNS of
laboratory-scale flames are considered. In this section, an a posteriori analysis of
the grid described in Sec. 5.3 is carried out. First, The chosen grid resolution for
case BL is analyzed at the base of the jet, where the smallest scales are expected to
be found. Then, comparisons between the baseline and refined grids will be carried
out along the centerline and for the cross-stream planes shown in Fig. 5.3b. Both
means and standard deviations of the streamwise velocity U and mass fractions of
the two radical species, OH and CH, will be considered.
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(a) ∆x/η. (b) ∆r/η. (c) r∆θ/η. (d) ∆/η.
Figure 5.8: Contour maps of ∆x/η (a), ∆r/η (b), r∆θ/η (c), and ∆/η (d), for the base of
the jet (case BL). White contour: stoichiometric iso-surface.
It should be noted that for the goal of the present thesis, the computational grid
should be sufficiently refined to resolve low order statistics of velocities and scalar
quantities.
5.6.1 A posteriori analysis of the base of the jet
As a first step towards the assessment of the chosen grid resolution for the base-
line case, the base of the jet is considered. Ensuring that this region is adequately
resolved is fundamental for the correct development of the jet. The axial, radial,
azimuthal, and mean grid size are compared to the Kolmogorov length scale in the
region x/d < 11. To assess if the chemistry is adequately resolved, the mass frac-
tions of OH and CH are considered.
Figure 5.8 shows contour maps of ∆x/η; ∆r/η; r∆θ/η; and ∆/η for the base of
the jet. The Kolmogorov length scale is computed using Eqs. (4.24) and (5.1).
The contour maps clearly show that there are regions for which ∆x, ∆r and r∆θ
do not satisfy Eq. (5.3). More specifically, values of ∆x/η ≈ 4.2 are found around
x/d = 10, ∆r/η ≈ 4.0 are found in the burner exit region along the centerline, and
r∆θ/η ≈ 7 are found again in the burner exit region for r/d ≈ 0.5. However, from
Fig. 5.8d it can be seen that the largest values of ∆/η are around 3 and are located
around the burner exit region, as estimated from the design of the grid. As will
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(a) Normalized YOH. (b) Normalized YCH. (c) Grid points through the radical layers.
Figure 5.9: Left and center: contour maps of YOH (a) and YCH (b) for the base of the jet
(case BL). Black contour: stoichiometric iso-surface; horizontal white lines: downstream
locations of the velocity and scalar comparisons shown in Figs. 5.10, 5.11 and 5.13. Right:
number of radial grid cells through the OH and CH layers (black and red, respectively). A
threshold of 10% of the peak value is considered.
be shown in the following sections, and in the following chapter, the chosen grid
resolution is adequate for low order statistics. However, using the mean grid size
∆ to satisfy Eq. (5.2), is neither necessary nor sufficient to design grids, and more
work should be carried out to investigate the validity of this approach.
As mentioned previously, several grid resolution requirements for the chemistry are
available in the literature. For example, Lignell et al. [172] reports that a mini-
mum of 10 grid points are necessary across the thinnest radical species structures.
Hawkes et al. [114] suggests to have at least 20 grid points per OH layer, defined
through its source term. Figures 5.9a and 5.9b show the average OH and CH mass
fractions for the base of the jet, normalized by their maximum value. More quan-
titatively, Fig. 5.9c shows the number of radial grid points through the OH and CH
layers. Here, the layers are defined considering a threshold of 10% of the peak mass
fraction at each downstream location. As can be seen, the number of grid points is
always in excess of 10.
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Figure 5.10: Radial profiles of mean axial velocity from case BL (solid line) and cases Res-
x (dot-dashed line), Res-r (dashed line), and Res-z (dotted line) for x/d = 1, 5, 10 (left) and
x/d = 15, 30, 45 (right) downstream of the burner exit plane. The insets show confidence
intervals for the mean at the centerline, for cases BL and Res-x at x/d = 10 and x/d,= 45.
5.6.2 Unconditional statistics
In this section, unconditional statistics for the baseline and refined cases are com-
pared. As discussed in Sec. 5.2, for case BL, 192 data files are considered, for a
total time of 243d/Ujet. For each of the refined cases, 180 data files are considered,
which corresponds to a total time of 45.5d/Ujet. It should be reminded that data
files for the refined cases were stored five times more frequently than for the base-
line case. Averaging for the three refined cases is carried out over the same physical
time.
Radial profiles
Figure 5.10 shows radial profiles of the mean and the rms streamwise velocity com-
ponent. Small differences are observed for the base of the jet (x/d = 1, 5 and 10),
with practically no differences at x/d = 1, and small differences for x/d = 5 and
x/d = 10. Moving downstream the velocity decays rapidly, and the mean and rms
radial profiles for x/d = 15, 30, 45 show larger differences. Further, these differ-
ences are often largest near the centerline, since the effect of azimuthal averaging
decreases moving towards the centerline. For example, at x/d = 45, the rms pro-
files for all three refined cases underestimate case BL near the centerline. This
suggests that, for x/d = 45, the simulation time for the three refined cases may not
be sufficient to have converged standard deviations at the centerline. 95% confi-
dence intervals for the centerline mean are also provided for cases BL and Res-x,
at x/d = 10 and x/d = 45. For case BL, the confidence intervals are estimated con-
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Figure 5.11: Instantaneous (left), mean (center), and rms (right) radial profiles of YOH
for x/d = 1, 5, 10 (top) and x/d = 15, 30, 45 (bottom) downstream of the burner exit plane.
Solid line, BL; dot-dashed, Res-x; dashed, Res-r; dotted, Res-z. The instantaneous profiles
are taken from a slice of a single data file.
sidering N = 192 in Eq. (5.15), for both stations. For case Res-x, N is set to 180 for
x/d = 10, but N = 36 is used for x/d = 45, as a conservative estimate (see Sec. 5.5).
These confidence intervals suggest that most of the difference between case BL and
Res-x at the centerline is due to sampling errors, as will be discussed below for
centerline profiles.
Figure 5.11 shows instantaneous, mean, and rms radial profiles of the OH mass
fraction. The instantaneous profiles are generally narrower than the averaged ones.
Yet, there are always well over 20 grid points across the OH layer for all down-
stream stations, suggesting once more that the chosen grid is adequate to resolve
the chemistry. At x/d = 45, two peaks for the instantaneous radial OH mass frac-
tion profile are visible. The reason is self-evident from Fig. 5.12, from which the
instantaneous radial profile is taken. Mean and rms values for the first station are
in excellent agreement. However, some differences are found further downstream.
More precisely, at x/d = 5 and x/d = 10, mean and rms profiles from the baseline
and refined cases have a similar shape, yet a shift in the radial location and small
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Figure 5.12: Instantaneous cross-section of normalized YOH (the max value is 0.0053),
from which the instantaneous profiles in Fig. 5.11 are taken. The white dashed line repre-
sents the station at x/d = 45.
magnitude differences are also evident. The maximum shift is limited to about
0.15d. Some differences are also evident for x/d = 15, 30, and 45. The centerline
rms values are zero for the refined cases at x/d = 45, and non-zero for case BL. It
should be reminded that the three refined cases were carried out for about the same
physical time, and for a total time of about 1/5 of case BL. Thus, it is likely that
the flame never intersects the centerline during the limited run time of the refined
cases. To investigate if these differences are grid effects, the flame structure will be
considered in Sec. 5.6.3.
Radial profiles for the CH mass fraction are shown in Fig. 5.13. As can be seen,
the CH radical layer is significantly narrower than OH. Nonetheless, the instanta-
neous profiles show that there are always at least 10 grid points across the layer.
While the mean profiles are in excellent agreement for x/d = 1, a shift is present for
x/d = 5 and x/d = 10. Standard deviations for the first three stations show shape
and magnitude differences. For the last three stations, the mean and rms values
show somewhat larger differences. These differences may be the result of grid res-
olution effects as well as sampling errors associated with the limited run time of the
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Figure 5.13: Instantaneous (left), mean (center), and rms (right) radial profiles of YCH for
x/d = 1, 5, 10 (top) and x/d = 15, 30, 45 (bottom), downstream of the burner exit plane.
Solid line, BL; dot-dashed, Res-x; dashed, Res-r; dotted, Res-z. The instantaneous profiles
are taken from a slice of a single data file.
refined cases. In Sec. 5.6.3, conditional statistics will be considered in an attempt
to decouple the two effects.
Centerline profiles
Centerline velocity and mixture fraction statistics for case BL and the three refined
cases, are compared in Fig. 5.14. Unless otherwise stated, centerline profiles shown
in this and the following chapters are computed at a distance r/d = 1/20 away from
the axis, to take advantage of azimuthal averaging (for the baseline grid, r/d = 1/20
is located between the second and third row of cells). For both U and Z, both mean
and rms profiles are in excellent agreement for x/d/ 15, while small differences
are observed in the region 15/ x/d/ 45. 95% confidence intervals are shown for
case BL and case Res-x, which show the greatest differences. Case Res-x presents
a larger rms than the other cases, for 20/x/d/ 30. While the confidence intervals
account for most of the difference between these two cases, it cannot be concluded
from these comparisons alone that grid effects are not present. Yet, as will be
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Figure 5.14: Centerline mean and rms velocity (left) and mixture fraction (right). Solid
black, BL; green, Res-x; red, Res-r; blue, Res-z. 95% confidence intervals for the mean are
shown for cases BL and Res-x.
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Figure 5.15: Effect of total averaging time on the centerline velocity statistics. Solid black,
BL; dashed black, BLshort; red, Res-r.
discussed in the following sections, conditional species profiles from case BL and
the refined cases show an almost perfect agreement, at least up to x/d = 45.
The centerline rms profiles are in good agreement up to x/d ≈ 40, after which
case BL departs from the three refined cases, which remain close up to the do-
main outflow. Beyond x/d ≈ 45, the centerline mean and rms profiles show signifi-
cant differences between the baseline and the refined cases. That is not surprising,
since statistics for the refined cases were computed averaging only for 45.5d/Ujet,
whereas 243.0d/Ujet units of simulation time were considered for the baseline case
(see Sec. 5.4). The statistics for the three refined cases are computed over the same
physical time, which explains why they agree so well for x/d > 45. To investigate
this further, the statistics for case BL are recomputed considering the same physical
time used for the refined cases (case “BLshort”). Unsurprisingly, both mean and rms
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Figure 5.16: Centerline H2 (left) and H2O (right) mean (solid lines) and rms (dashed lines)
mass fraction profiles. Black, BL; green, Res-x; red, Res-r; blue, Res-z.
profiles from case BLshort are found to be in excellent agreement with the refined
cases up to the end of the computational domain, as shown in Fig. 5.15.
In Ch. 7, optimal flamelet parameters will be extracted from the DNS data by com-
paring flamelet solutions to conditional mean species profiles, computed for sev-
eral downstream locations between x/d = 7.5 and x/d = 45, similarly to what was
done for experimental data in Ch. 4. In Ch. 7, the only statistic considered be-
yond x/d = 45 is the stoichiometric flame tip location, xF . Hence, it is important
to ensure that the conditional mean species profiles up to x/d = 45 are statistically
converged and grid independent. Grid independence will be assessed in Sec. 5.6.3
by comparing case BL with the refined cases. In the next chapter, the convergence
of unconditional and conditional statistics for stations up to x/d = 45 will be inves-
tigated for the two cases RAD and UL.
Centerline oscillations
Small oscillations are visible for centerline statistics of all quantities stored in data
files, namely the species mass fractions, the temperature, the velocity, the pressure,
and the mixture fraction. This can be seen, for example, from the centerline velocity
and mixture fraction statistics shown in Figs. 5.14 and 5.15, respectively, as well as
from Fig. 5.16, which shows the H2 and H2O mass fractions up to x/d = 45. It is
also observed that all quantities show similar oscillations, as is exemplified by the
comparison of 〈U〉 and 〈Z〉 shown in Fig. 5.17.
While all simulations show these centerline oscillations, their amplitude and wave-
length is observed to depend on the data file saving rate, as well as the local mean
velocity. To investigate this further, Fig. 5.18 shows a close-up of the mean cen-
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Figure 5.18: Comparison of mean centerline velocity profiles computed using different
∆tsave. Solid lines: statistics computed using all available data files; dashed lines: statistics
computed considering every fifth data file. The data file saving rate for the refined cases is
five times that of the baseline case (see Sec. 5.4).
terline velocity profile for 10 ≤ x/d ≤ 35. In that close-up, it can be seen that the
oscillations from case BL are much larger (in both amplitude and wavelength) than
for the refined cases. The refined cases are much smoother, yet oscillations at
a wavelength approximately equal to 1/5 of the wavelength of case BL are visi-
ble. It should be reminded that for the baseline case, data files were stored every
1.26d/Ujet, while five times that rate was considered for each of the refined cases.
Thus, if every fifth data file from the refined cases is considered, the same oscilla-
tions should be evident from each of the refined cases. This is shown in Fig. 5.18,
where it can be seen that the oscillations of case BL can be reproduced by all three
refined cases, if the statistics are computed using every fifth data file. Since data
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Figure 5.19: Radial decay of the oscillations for the mean streamwise velocity compo-
nent from case BL, for three radial locations. Averaging is carried out in time and in the
azimuthal direction.
files from cases RAD and UL were stored at the same rate of case BL, their center-
line statistics show the same oscillations of case BL.
These oscillations show some independence from the total number of data files used
to compute the statistics, as shown in Fig. 5.15. In this figure, 243d/Ujet units of
simulation time are used for case BL, while only 45.5 for case BLshort (192 and
36 data files, respectively), with practically no differences on the centerline oscilla-
tions. Furthermore, Fig. 5.19 shows that the magnitude of these oscillations rapidly
decays for increasing radial distance from the axis, which might be due to the effect
of azimuthal averaging. For reference, at x/d = 20, the average radial location of
the stoichiometric mixture fraction, rF/d ≈ 1.3 (see Ch. 7). It is suggested here that
these oscillations are a result of the relatively large data file saving rate (especially
for cases BL, RAD, and UL). More specifically, a link is observed between the sav-
ing rate for the data files which are used to compute the statistics, and the spatial
wavelength of these oscillations. It is observed that at the downstream location x,
the wavelength λos (x) of these oscillations is approximately
λos (x) ≈ 〈U (x)〉∆tsave, (5.16)
where 〈U (x)〉 is the mean centerline velocity, and ∆tsave is the data file saving pe-
riod.
Based on the previous observations, these oscillations should be removed by de-
creasing ∆tsave, which is not possible, unless the simulations are re-run. However, to
investigate if these oscillations have any impact on the analysis discussed in Ch. 7,
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the refined cases may be used. More specifically, centerline oscillations for the re-
fined cases were observed to be practically absent, compared to cases BL, RAD,
and UL. Yet, it was shown that each of the refined cases can reproduce the same
oscillations of these three cases, when only every fifth data file is used to compute
the statistics. This observation can be used to assess the impact of these oscilla-
tions. Unconditional and conditional species profiles from cross-stream planes are
computed from the refined cases using every data file and every fifth data file. This
is shown in Figs. 5.20 and 5.21, respectively, for x/d = 15 and x/d = 30, which is
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within the downstream region where centerline oscillations are more evident. For
both figures, both sets of profiles are virtually indistinguishable, suggesting that
these oscillations have no impact on the present analysis.
5.6.3 Flame structure
Assessing grid independence using unconditional statistics requires that the simu-
lations be carried out long enough to “average-out” even the relatively slow, large
scale structures. That can be extremely expensive, making the comparison with re-
fined simulations impractical. One approach to avoid this difficulty is to compare
conditional statistics. More precisely, scalar profiles may be compared in mixture
fraction space instead of physical space. With this approach, large scale structures
are effectively decoupled from the flame structure. The assumption of this approach
is that the large scale structures do not impact the small-scale dynamics.
In this chapter and in the following, conditional means,
〈φ|ψ〉, (5.17)
and conditional standard deviations,
〈(φ − 〈φ|ψ〉)2 |ψ〉 12 = (〈φ2 |ψ〉 − 〈φ|ψ〉2) 12 , (5.18)
are computed from the DNS data base, where φ is either the temperature or a
species, and ψ is either Z or ZTNF. For a given downstream location, conditional
means and standard deviations of the quantity of interest are computed considering
the entire cross-stream plane. Conditional mean and standard deviations shown in
the present and following chapters are computed using 101 bins.
Centerline
To investigate if the differences between case BL and the refined cases shown in
Fig. 5.16 are grid resolution effects, centerline conditional mean and rms profiles for
the same species are considered in Fig. 5.22. These centerline conditional statistics
are computed considering x/d ≤ 60. As can be seen, the conditional mean and rms
profiles are in very good agreement.
Cross-stream
In Ch. 7, optimal flamelet parameters are extracted from conditional mean species
profiles computed from cross-stream planes between x/d = 7.5 and x/d = 45. Thus,
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Figure 5.23: Conditional mean (solid lines) and standard deviation (dashed lines) of YOH
(top) and YCH (bottom), for x/d = 1, 15, 45, downstream of the burner exit plane. Black,
BL; green, Res-x; red, Res-r; blue, Res-z.
it is important to ensure that grid independence is achieved for cross-stream condi-
tional mean profiles. In this section, conditional statistics are considered for several
species and downstream locations. More specifically, the OH and CH radicals are
considered, as well as H2 and H2O, which are two of the species used in the error
map analysis discussed in Ch. 4. In Fig. 5.23, the OH and CH mean and rms mass
fractions are shown, for the three downstream locations x/d = 1, 15, and 45. As can
be seen, the conditional means are in excellent agreement for all downstream sta-
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Figure 5.24: Conditional mean (solid lines) and standard deviation (dashed lines) of YH2
(top) and YH2O (bottom), for x/d = 1, 15, 45, downstream of the burner exit plane. Black,
BL; green, Res-x; red, Res-r; blue, Res-z.
tions, for both OH and CH. The rms profiles for OH are in excellent agreement for
all stations. For the rms CH mass fraction profiles, some differences are observed
for x/d = 1 and x/d = 15, while the agreement is very good for all cases at x/d = 45.
Figure 5.24 shows the conditional mean and standard deviation of the H2 and H2O
mass fractions, for the three downstream locations x/d = 1, 15, and 45. For both
quantities, both the mean and rms profiles show an excellent agreement between
case BL and each of the refined cases.
These observations suggest that the differences for the unconditional profiles dis-
cussed in Sec. 5.6.2 may be simply due to the limited running time of the refined
cases, which is not be sufficient to “average-out” the relatively slow, large scale
structures of the jet. The only quantity that may be show some grid effects is the
rms of CH, for which some differences between case BL and the refined cases were
observed even when considering mixture fraction-conditioned profiles. Regardless,
the comparisons shown above suggest that the conditional mean species profiles
for stations up to x/d = 45 are virtually grid-independent. That is important for the
analysis carried out in Ch. 7.
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5.7 Summary
In this work, a campaign of DNS of Sandia flames B was carried out. The chosen
test cases include a baseline case, three cases with twice the grid resolution is the
axial, radial or azimuthal directions, respectively, a case with unity Lewis numbers,
and a case with radiation heat losses. The last two cases will be discussed in the
following chapters.
The computational grid was designed to ensure that the ratio ∆/η is at most equal
to three. An posteriori analysis for the base of the jet, where the grid resolution
requirements are the most stringent, showed that this criterion is satisfied, and that
enough grid points were used to represent layers of the radical species OH and CH,
following suggestions from the literature.
Unconditional means and standard deviations along the centerline and for the down-
stream planes at x/d = 1, 5, 10, 15, 30, and 45, were considered. For the streamwise
velocity component, an excellent agreement with the refined cases was found at the
base of the jet (x/d/ 15). However, small differences were observed moving down-
stream up to x/d ≈ 45, and large differences between case BL and the refined cases
were observed beyond that location. For x/d < 45, where radial profiles are con-
sidered, differences were found to be largest at the centerline, where the effect of
azimuthal averaging is absent. The largest differences were observed between cases
BL and Res-x. While the estimated 95% confidence intervals for the sampling er-
rors account for most of these differences, small grid effects cannot be excluded.
To assess this further, conditional statistics were considered, as discussed below.
To assess if the large differences observed beyond x/d ≈ 45 are due to the limited
run time of the refined cases, the mean and rms centerline velocity from case BL
was recomputed using only 45.5d/Ujet units of simulation time (case “BLshort”),
the same averaging time as for the refined cases, spanning approximately the same
physical time. As expected, case BLshort was found to be in excellent agreement
with case Res-x up to the end of the computational domain, confirming that the re-
fined cases were not run for long enough to “average-out” the large scale structures
beyond x/d ≈ 45.
Centerline mean and rms profiles were observed to have oscillations. It
was observed that the wavelength of these oscillations is approximately
λos (x) ≈ 〈U (x)〉∆tsave. For the refined cases, the data file saving rate is five times
that of the baseline case, and oscillations are observed at a much reduced amplitude
and with a wavelength of approximately 1/5 of the baseline case. However, it was
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shown that the same oscillations of the baseline case can be recovered from each of
the refined cases, when every fifth data file is considered to compute the centerline
statistics. These oscillations were found to rapidly decay with radial distance from
the centerline, which may be due to the effect of azimuthal averaging. The com-
parison of unconditional and conditional species profiles for cross-stream planes
from case Ref-x, using all data files and every fifth data file, showed no differences.
Further, axial and cross-stream conditional statistics from case BL and the refined
cases were found to be in excellent agreement. To conclude, all these test suggest
that these centerline oscillations have no impact on the present analysis.
While the observations discussed in this chapter suggest that these oscillations are
simply a result of the averaging procedure, and have no impact on the analysis dis-
cussed in Ch. 7, it is nonetheless important to ensure that they do not represent some
unwanted forcing mechanism that changes the behavior of the jet to an unphysical
state. In the following chapter, the DNS database will be extensively validated using
available experimental data. As will be shown, a very good agreement with mea-
surements is achieved, suggesting once more that these oscillations have no impact
on the present analysis.
Radial comparisons of OH and CH, showed an excellent agreement for the first
downstream location. However, further downstream, both the OH and CH layers
showed some differences with the refined cases. More specifically, the mean OH
and CH from the baseline and refined cases showed a lateral shift and similar magni-
tude. The comparison of the rms values for OH from the baseline and refined cases
showed a similar profiles with a radial shift. Some shape and magnitude differences
were observed for the rms CH.
To investigate if these differences were a result of the relatively short run time of
the refined cases, conditional means and standard deviations of the two radicals OH
and CH, as well as the two intermediates H2 and H2O (used for the error map anal-
ysis described in Chs. 4 and 7), were analyzed. The comparisons suggest that the
conditional mean species profiles are grid-independent for the entire downstream
region of interest for the analysis carried out in Ch. 7 (7.5< x/d < 45).
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C h a p t e r 6
VALIDATION OF THE DNS WITH EXPERIMENTAL DATA
In this chapter, comparisons with available experimental data are carried out. The
purpose is to validate the DNS database, and to isolate the effects of radiation heat
loss and differential molecular diffusion. Towards these goals, cases BL, UL, and
RAD are considered. In App. C, the effect of the choice of several additional pa-
rameters is investigated for flame A, which is laminar.
6.1 Assessment of the optically-thin assumption for case RAD
As was discussed in Ch. 2, for case RAD radiation heat transfer is considered by
means of a radiation source term, q˙rad/cp, which is added to the energy equation.
The term q˙rad is modeled using an optically-thin radiation assumption, where the
radiative properties are based on the RADCAL model of Grosshandler [84]. RAD-
CAL is the recommended radiation model for the target flames of the TNF Work-
shop [72], and is quite popular, due to the simplicity with which radiative heat
transfer can be included in simulations. However, there is some evidence that this
model over predicts radiative losses for the Sandia flames [72], due to strong ab-
sorption by the 4.3 µm wavelength of CO2 [87–89]. Thus, it is expected that the
correct radiative case is in “between” cases BL and RAD. Yet it will be shown in
Ch. 7 that optimal flamelet parameters extracted from the two cases BL and RAD
are close, and the same conclusions can be drawn from either simulation.
The validity of the optically-thin assumption may be assessed as follows. Here the
gas is considered to be gray. Over an elemental distance ds, the spectral intensity I
is attenuated through absorption by the amount
dI = −apIds, (6.1)
where ap is the absorption coefficient. Similarly, attenuation by scattering is
dI = −σs Ids, (6.2)
where σs is the scattering coefficient. The extinction coefficient is
β = ap + σs . (6.3)
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The optical thickness τo is defined as
τo =
∫ s
0
βds, (6.4)
so the ratio of transmitted and incident radiant intensities, can be estimated using
I
I0
= exp(−τo) (6.5)
Thus, for τo 1, the optically-thin assumption is not valid.
For gaseous non-luminous flames, such as Sandia flame B, scattering can be ne-
glected [89, 175]. The absorption coefficient can be computed as
ap =
∑
i
piap,i, (6.6)
where the summation is carried out over the four species CH4, H2O, CO2, and
CO. The coefficients ap,i are curve fits for the Plank mean absorption coefficients
for each of the four species. More details may be found on the TNF Workshop
website [72]. Figure 6.1 shows ap computed using a slice of a data file from case
RAD, where it can be seen that the largest values are around 2¶. Consequently, the
right hand side of Eq. (6.5) is far from unity only over distances that are comparable
to the flame length. For example, taking ap = 2 as a worst-case scenario, and either
lp = d or lp = xF , Eq. (6.5) is approximately 0.99 or 0.43, respectively.
6.2 Unconditional statistics
A comparison of unconditional averages is useful to assess global flow-field effects.
In this section, radial and centerline Favre-average profiles will be discussed. Here
the emphasis is placed on the effects of radiation on the global flow-field, and only
cases BL and RAD are considered. For a quantity φ, the Favre-mean is defined as
φ˜ =
〈ρφ〉
〈ρ〉 , (6.7)
and the rms of the Favre-fluctuation, φ′′ = φ − φ˜, is√
φ˜′′ 2 =
√
φ˜2 − φ˜ 2. (6.8)
In Eqs. (6.7) and (6.8), 〈·〉 denotes Reynolds-averaging, which is carried out by
averaging in time and in the statistically-homogeneous azimuthal direction.
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Figure 6.1: Plank mean absorption coefficient from RADCAL, computed from a slice of a
single data file from case RAD.
6.2.1 Radial profiles
As mentioned in Ch. 5, due to the initialization transient for case RAD, only the last
200d/Ujet units of simulation time are considered. This initialization transient can
be seen in Fig. 6.2, where the peak value of the azimuthally-averaged temperature
is shown for the stations at x/d = 1, 5, 10, 15, 30, and 45. Case RAD is initial-
ized from a data file from case BL. As expected, the peak temperature is found
to decrease, before oscillating around a plateau. Periodic structures repeating ev-
ery 48d/Ujet are visible up to x/d = 15. It should be reminded that this periodicity
¶It should be noted that ap ≈ 0.6 in the oxidizer stream, which is due to a small concentration of
H2O present in the coflow (YH2O = 0.006, see Sec. 5.2).
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Figure 6.2: Peak temperature for x/d = 1, 5, 10, 15, 30, 45 from case RAD (data files are
averaged in the azimuthal direction). The initial time represents a data file from case BL.
is caused by the fuel pipe inflow, which has a period of 48d/Ujet, as discussed in
Ch. 5. The plateau is reached faster for stations that are closer to the burner exit
plane. The initialization transient, which is longest for the last station, is at most
about 100d/Ujet units of simulation time. That is why, for the statistics consid-
ered in the present and following chapters, only the last 200d/Ujet (158 data files)
are considered, to ensure that for all stations up to x/d = 45 the transient is not
included.
To assess convergence of unconditional statistics for case RAD, radial and center-
line mean and rms profiles are evaluated using two averaging intervals. Figure 6.3
shows Favre-average radial temperature mean and rms profiles at x/d = 7.5, 15, 30
and x/d = 45, computed using data files corresponding to the last 200d/Ujet and
100d/Ujet (158 and 79 data files, respectively). As can be seen, both mean and
rms profiles show virtually no difference for the first three stations, and only small
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Figure 6.3: Comparison of Favre-average and rms radial temperature profiles for
x/d = 7.5, 15, 30, 45. To assess convergence of the statistics, the mean and rms values
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of simulation time.
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Figure 6.4: Comparison of Favre-average radial profiles of temperature for x/d = 30 (top)
and x/d = 15 (bottom). Solid lines and full symbols: mean quantities; dashed lines and
empty symbols: rms values. Black lines, BL; red lines, RAD; symbols, experiments. The
vertical bars represent the estimated uncertainties for the temperature [46].
differences for x/d = 45. Thus, the last 200d/Ujet units of simulation time for case
RAD will be considered in this and the following chapter.
Next, cases BL and RAD and the experiments are compared. Figures 6.4 and 6.5
show radial profiles of Favre-average temperature and species mass fractions, re-
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spectively, for case BL, case RAD, and the experiments, for x/d = 15 and x/d = 30.
The comparisons show that case RAD is in good agreement with the measured
mean and rms values, at both locations. It is also evident that the temperature dif-
ferences due to the radiative heat losses have a major impact on the mixing field
for Sandia flame B. More specifically, the radial mean and rms temperature profiles
for case RAD are shifted outwards compared to the non-radiating case. Further, at
x/d = 30, case RAD shows a higher centerline temperature than case BL.
6.2.2 Centerline profiles
In this section, centerline mixture fraction profiles are analyzed. The purpose is to
assess if the statistics are sufficiently converged up to x/d = 45, to assess the impact
of radiation heat loss on the flame, and to carry out comparisons with experimental
and LES data.
Figure 6.6 shows centerline mean mixture fraction profiles from case RAD. These
profiles were computed using data files corresponding to the last 200d/Ujet and
100d/Ujet units of simulation time, to assess convergence. As can be seen, only
small differences are visible starting from x/d ≈ 45. The error bars represent 95%
confidence intervals computed for the case with 100d/Ujet units of simulation time,
where it is assumed that the data files are independent.
Regular oscillations along the centerline are visible, as was discussed in Ch. 5.
It was shown in the previous chapter that the magnitude and wavelength of these
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Figure 6.6: Centerline mixture fraction profiles from case RAD. To assess convergence, the
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lines) units of simulation time. The error bars are 95% confidence intervals computed
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oscillations can be greatly reduced by reducing the data file saving period. Further,
tests carried out in that chapter suggest that these oscillations have no impact on
centerline and cross-stream conditional statistics.
Figure 6.7 shows centerline profiles of Favre-average Z˜TNF from cases BL and
RAD, compared to available measurements for flames B-E, and the LES of flame
D from Mueller et al. [148]. The experimental measurements include flame B, for
which a single data point at x/d = 30 is available (the centerline value at x/d = 15
is not available), and profiles for flames C, D, and E. As can be seen, case RAD
presents an elongated structure compared to the higher Reynolds number flames.
Differences between case RAD and flames C-E suggest that radiative heat losses
only partially account for this elongated structure. The single centerline experi-
mental data point existing for flame B is located between case RAD and the exper-
imental profiles for the higher Reynolds number flames. The confidence intervals
shown in Fig. 6.6 do not explain this difference.
Flame B is expected to have an elongated structure for several reasons. For flames
C-E, the Reynolds number is large enough that some self-similarity is achieved.
However, flame B is often referred to as transitional [71], and it is expected that the
stoichiometric flame tip for this flame should be located further downstream than for
the higher Reynolds number flames. As described by Hottel & Howthorne [176],
by increasing the nozzle velocity of a jet flame, the flame height should initially
increase almost linearly in the laminar regime; after the transition occurs, the flame
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Figure 6.7: Centerline Favre-average measured mixture fraction profile. Black solid line,
BL; solid red line, RAD; dashed red line, LES of Mueller et al. [148]; lines with sym-
bols: measurements for flames C (green), D (red), and E (blue) [72]. Black empty circle:
measured centerline Favre-average ZTNF for flame B with the reported uncertainty [123].
height should then decrease, and eventually plateau once the jet is a fully developed
turbulent flame. Flame B is also characterized by a higher pilot mass flow rate
relative to the main jet. More precisely, the ratio Upilot/Ujet (m˙pilot/m˙jet, where m˙ is
the mass flow rate) is about 37% (30%) in flame B, and only 23% (18%) for flames
C-E. Hence, flame B has a larger effective momentum diameter.
The LES of Sandia flame D from Mueller et al. [148] is also shown. The centerline
LES data is initially in good agreement with cases BL and RAD up to x/d ≈ 15 and
x/d ≈ 20, respectively, and is then found to approach the centerline measurements
for flame D. The good initial agreement between cases BL and RAD, and the LES,
suggests that for these simulations the inlet conditions were modeled similarly. Un-
fortunately, inlet velocity data is not available for flame B (see App. B), and a better
assessment of the impact of the inlet modeling cannot be carried out.
6.3 Conditional statistics
When comparing unconditional statistics from different simulations, one should
ensure that the simulation time is sufficient to “average-out” the relatively slow,
large spatial structures. That may be impractical when DNS are considered, due
to the high computational cost. One approach to overcome this difficulty is sim-
ply to condition the statistics on a transported scalar, such as the mixture fraction.
This effectively decouples the large scale hydrodynamic fluctuations from the flame
structure. As discussed in Ch. 5, the assumption of this approach is that the large
scale structures do not impact the small-scale dynamics.
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Figure 6.8: Conditional mean and standard deviation temperature profiles from case RAD
(top row) and case UL (bottom row), for x/d = 7.5, 15, 30, 45. Top row: comparison of
statistics computed using the last 200d/Ujet (solid lines) and 100d/Ujet (dashed lines) units
of simulation time. Bottom row: comparison of statistics computed using the last 100 data
files (solid lines) and the last 50 data files (dashed lines).
Both radiation heat loss and differential molecular diffusion are expected to have
an impact on the flame structure. That is why in this section, all three cases BL,
RAD, and UL are considered. As was discussed in Ch. 5, for each of the down-
stream locations where comparisons are carried out, the entire cross-stream plane
is considered to compute conditional statistics from the DNS.
It should be reminded that the conditional statistics are computed from the simula-
tions considering 101 bins. For the experimental measurements, 50 bins are used.
6.3.1 Scalar profiles
Convergence of statistics
Before carrying out the comparisons with experiments and case BL, it is useful to
assess the convergence of the conditional mean and rms profiles for the cases RAD
and UL. Figure 6.8 shows the conditional mean and standard deviation temperature
for cases RAD (Fig. 6.8a) and UL (Fig. 6.8b) at x/d = 7.5, 15, 30 and 45. It should
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Figure 6.9: Comparison of temperature conditioned on ZTNF, from case BL (black lines),
case UL (blue lines), case RAD (red lines), and the measurements (symbols), for x/d = 30
(top) and x/d = 15 (bottom). Solid lines and the full symbols: conditional mean quantities;
dashed lines and empty symbols: conditional rms values. The rms values are multiplied
by a factor of 10 for clarity. The vertical dotted line represents the stoichiometric mixture
fraction. The horizontal and vertical bars represent the reported uncertainties [46, 123].
be reminded that, with the exception of the stoichiometric flame tip location, only
stations up to x/d = 45 will be considered in Ch. 7. For case RAD, the statistics
are computed using the last 200d/Ujet and 100d/Ujet units of simulation time (158
and 79 data files, respectively). For case UL, a comparison is carried out between
statistics computed using the last 100 and 50 data files. All profiles are in excellent
agreement, showing that the statistics of interest are sufficiently converged.
Comparisons with experiments
Conditional mean and rms temperature profiles from cases BL, UL, and RAD, are
compared to experiments in Fig. 6.9. For the conditional statistics, 50 bins are
used for the experimental data, and 101 for the DNS data. As can be seen from
the conditional mean profiles, case RAD is in excellent agreement the experiments.
Significant differences between case BL and case RAD are observed on the rich
side of the mixture. Further, the comparison with case UL shows that neglecting
differential diffusion effects leads to an over-prediction of the temperature. Con-
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Figure 6.11: Conditional standard deviation for temperature (left) and YH2 (right), from
experimental measurements [72]. Symbols: green, flame A at x/d = 5; red, flame A at
x/d = 10; blue, flame B at x/d = 15; black, flame B at x/d = 30.
ditional temperature standard deviations from the DNS are found to systematically
underestimate the experiments. The reason will be clarified below.
Comparisons of conditional mean species mass fractions are shown in Fig. 6.10.
Two product species (H2O and CO2) and two intermediates (CO and H2) are con-
sidered. For the two product species, there is little difference between cases RAD
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and BL. However, for CO and H2, which present a greater sensitivity to temper-
ature variations, significant differences are observed between cases RAD and BL
on the rich side of the mixture. More specifically, case RAD is in excellent agree-
ment for both intermediates, while case BL is not. As expected, case UL greatly
over-predicts the H2 mass fraction. For unity Lewis numbers, the diffusivity of H2
is much smaller than for the non-unity Lewis number case, and the diffusion of H2
away from the fuel consumption region is greatly reduced, resulting in higher con-
centrations on the rich side of the mixture. Case UL is also found to over-predict
the H2O and CO mass fractions, while only modest changes are observed for CO2.
Conditional standard deviations for the four considered species, are also found to
generally underestimate the corresponding experimental profiles. The reason is
likely to be the relatively high measurement noise [46]. More specifically, when
conditional statistics are considered, the large flow-field fluctuations are effectively
decoupled from the flame structure. As a result, conditional standard deviation
are found to be generally smaller than unconditional ones, and measurement noise
may very well be dominating over fluctuations of the flame structure, especially
for low turbulence intensities, such as those found in flame B. This may be seen in
Fig. 6.11, where the experimental conditional standard deviations from flame B are
similar to the values found in flame A. Flame A is laminar, and the fluctuations in
this flame are mainly caused by photon shot noise in the Raman measurements [46].
In the following section, the noise from flame A will be used to correct conditional
probability density functions for several scalars.
6.3.2 Probability density functions
Conditional probability density functions (cpdf’s) of temperature, and H2 and H2O
mass fractions are shown in Fig. 6.12. The cpdf of each scalar is computed consider-
ing samples within a conditioning window around the peak conditional mean value
of that scalar. The conditioning windows for the temperature, and the H2 and H2O
mass fractions, are 0.33< ZTNF < 0.43, 0.48< ZTNF < 0.58 and 0.35< ZTNF < 0.45,
respectively. These conditioning windows are consistent with those used by Barlow
& Frank [71]. Four downstream stations are considered, namely 7.5d, 15d, 30d and
45d. For x/d = 15 and x/d = 30, experimental measurements are available.
As previously discussed, the conditional mean values for case RAD are in excel-
lent agreement with experiments. Yet the conditional standard deviations generally
underpredict the experimentally measured values. Here, case RAD is considered to
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investigate if measurement noise can be taken into account to represent the experi-
mental cpdf’s [71].
For all scalars, the cpdf’s from case RAD show a progressive broadening moving
downstream. The most probable H2 and H2O values are found to increase with
downstream distance.
The experimental profiles are found to be wider than case RAD: that is likely a con-
sequence of the measurement noise discussed in Sec. 6.3.1. To take this effect into
account, a noised radiative case, “RAD+noise”, is considered using the following
procedure. For each downstream station, only the points within the chosen condi-
tioning window are considered. Samples are then assembled considering all data
files from case RAD. Then, for each scalar, white Gaussian noise is added to the
samples, and the cpdf is computed. This approach assumes that the measurement
noise is decorrelated from the DNS data. The variance of this noise is taken from
fits to the conditional mean variance found in flame A at x/d = 5 and x/d = 10,
within the same conditioning window (the average of the fit across the conditioning
window is considered). This choice is motivated by the assumption that all fluctua-
tions for that flame at that location are a result of measurement noise only [46]. The
fits, which are shown in Fig. 6.13, are obtained through local regression smoothing
(LOESS), with a span ZTNF = 0.25. As can be seen from Fig. 6.12, the width of the
cpdf’s corresponding to the noised cases is in good agreement with the experimental
profiles, for all scalars.
6.3.3 Differential diffusion parameter
Following Barlow et al. [46], a differential diffusion parameter is computed as
z ≡ YH − YH,2
YH,1 − YH,2 −
YC − YC,2
YC,1 − YC,2 , (6.9)
where, as discussed in Ch. 4, the subscripts “1” and “2” refer to the fuel and oxidizer
streams, respectively; YH and YC represent the hydrogen and carbon mass fractions,
respectively, which are computed from the measured species only. The reported
values for the fuel and oxidizer feeds are YC,1 = 0.1170, YC,2 = 0.0, YH,1 = 0.0393,
and YH,2 = 0.0007 [72].
The conditional mean of Eq. (6.9), 〈z |ZTNF〉, is compared to measurements in
Fig. 6.14. Four downstream stations are considered, namely x/d = 7.5, 15, 30, and
45. Cases BL and UL are shown for all stations. Case RAD is shown for the two
intermediate stations. As can be seen, cases BL and RAD are both in excellent
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Figure 6.12: Conditional probability densities of temperature (top), YH2 (center), and YH2O
(bottom), for x/d = 7.5 (a, e, i), x/d = 15 (b, f, j), x/d = 30 (c, g, k), x/d = 45 (d, h, l). Solid
red line: RAD; dashed red line with symbols, noised RAD case; black line with symbols:
experiments [72].
Figure 6.13: Conditional standard deviation for H2O (left), YH2 (center), and temperature
(right) from experimental measurements of flame A [72]. Symbols: green, flame A at
x/d = 5; red, flame A at x/d = 10. Solid line: local regression smoothing (LOESS), with
span ZTNF = 0.25. Vertical dashed lines: scalar conditioning window.
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Figure 6.15: Conditional three-dimensional scalar dissipation rate normalized by its sto-
ichiometric value, vs. x/d, for case RAD, and flames C, D, and E [132], for stations
x/d = 7.5, 15, 30. Green, RAD; red, flame C; blue, flame D; black, flame E. Vertical dashed
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agreement with the measurements for x/d = 15. A good agreement is also found
for x/d = 30, where some differences between cases BL and RAD are evident on
the rich side. As discussed above, z is computed only using the measured species,
and is not strictly a measure of differential diffusion alone. The effect of the missing
species on z can clearly be seen by comparison with case UL, which is nonzero.
6.3.4 Scalar dissipation
In this section, statistics of χ are discussed, and comparisons to measurements
available for flames C-E are also provided.
Conditional means
Figure 6.15 shows profiles of χTNF conditioned on ZTNF for case RAD, and the
measurements for flames C, D, and E [132], for the three stations x/d = 7.5, 15, 30,
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for case RAD (green), and flames C (red), D (blue), and E (black) [132], for stations
x/d = 7.5, 15, 30.
for which measurements are available. All profiles in Fig. 6.15 are normalized by
their stoichiometric value. The stoichiometric scalar dissipation rate is expected
to scale approximately with the jet Reynolds number. Two different normaliza-
tions are considered, including (Ujet −Upilot)/d and Ujet/d (see Ch. 4), which lead
to qualitatively similar results, as can be seen in Fig. 6.16. For all three stations
considered, flames C, D, and E have similar shapes for the 〈χTNF |ZTNF〉 profiles.
The normalized profile from case RAD shows a more pronounced peak on the rich
side of the mixture. The values of χTNF,st shown in Fig. 6.16 are roughly within
a factor of 2 of each other, which is the reported uncertainty associated with the
experiments [132]. The two normalizations lead to qualitatively similar results.
In Karpetis & Barlow [132], the three-dimensional scalar dissipation profiles were
constructed from the one-dimensional (radial) profiles, using knowledge of the
flame orientation, which is computed from the OH signal. Unfortunately, this
methodology is affected by a number of uncertainties, which make any compar-
ison to simulations difficult. That is why Fig. 6.17 shows a comparison of one-
dimensional (radial) scalar dissipation profiles. While the shape of the profiles is
qualitatively similar to its three-dimensional counterpart, case RAD is generally
closer to the higher Reynolds number flames. Figure 6.18 shows the normalized
stoichiometric scalar dissipation rate with axial distance. While flames C and D
are within a factor of 2 from case RAD, flame E is significantly lower than the
corresponding three-dimensional values, which is consistent with significant ex-
tinction observed for this flame [46]. As explained by Karpetis & Barlow [132],
the three-dimensional measurement technique relies on the presence of OH, and is
consequently biased against flame extinction.
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Probability density functions
Figure 6.19 shows the probability density function of χTNF within the conditioning
window 0.3< ZTNF < 0.4, the same as that used by Karpetis & Barlow [132]. Case
RAD is compared to the measured values for flames C, D, and E [132]. To assess
the impact of this conditioning window, a smaller one with half the range is also
considered for case RAD, with negligible impact. The profiles show a reduction
of peak height and increase in width with increasing jet Reynolds number. The
three flames C, D, and E have roughly the same profile at x/d = 30, while flame B
remains substantially narrower. The conditional standard deviations from Gaussian
fits to the probability density functions are presented in Fig. 6.19 (d). These stan-
dard deviations are found to collapse when plotted against Rejet(x/d)1/2, as shown
in Fig. 6.20. The normalization that collapses the data is proposed based on the ob-
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Figure 6.19: Probability densities of the logarithm of χTNF conditioned on the stoichio-
metric ZTNF for x/d = 7.5 (a), x/d = 15 (b) and x/d = 30 (c). Experimental data from
Karpetis & Barlow [132]. Two conditioning windows are considered for case RAD,
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Figure 6.20: Standard deviation of the Gaussian fits to the profiles in Fig. 6.19, plotted with
Rejet(x/d)1/2. Green, case RAD; red, flame C; blue, flame D; black, flame E.
servation that the standard deviations shown in Fig. 6.19 (d) increase monotonically
both with the jet Reynolds number, and with downstream distance from the burner
exit plane.
6.4 Summary
In this chapter, comparisons to available experimental data were carried out to val-
idate the DNS database. The effects of radiation heat loss and differential diffusion
were systematically isolated by comparing cases BL and RAD, and BL and UL,
respectively.
Comparisons of Favre-mean and -rms of scalar quantities at x/d = 15 and x/d = 30
show an excellent agreement between case RAD and the experiments. This sug-
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gests that the choice of the chemical model, the grid resolution, and the boundary
conditions, are adequate. Differences between cases BL and RAD show that, for
flame B, radiation heat loss has a non-negligible impact on the mixing field.
Centerline Favre-average mixture fraction profiles from cases RAD and BL were
compared to experimental data for flames B-E (a single data point is available for
flame B), and the LES data of Mueller et al. [177] for flame D. Compared to the
higher Reynolds number flames, case BL was found to have an elongated struc-
ture, and this difference is only partly accounted for when radiation heat losses are
included. For x/d/ 15, cases BL, RAD and the LES were found to be in good
agreement, suggesting that the inlet conditions were modeled similarly. The LES
profile was found to over-predict the measurement for flame D up to x/d ≈ 30, and
to be in excellent agreement downstream of that station.
Conditional mean temperature and species profiles at x/d = 15 and x/d = 30
showed an excellent agreement between case RAD and the experiments. Neglect-
ing radiation heat losses was found to result in an increase of the peak temperature
of about 70K, and over-prediction of the CO and H2 mass fractions. Neglecting
differential diffusion effects was found to result in higher temperatures (the peak
temperature increased by about 110K with respect to the baseline case), and over-
prediction of the H2O, CO, and H2 mass fractions. Differential diffusion was found
to have a greater impact on the flame structure than radiation heat loss.
The comparison of conditional probability densities showed that case RAD is in ex-
cellent agreement with experimental measurements, once the effect of measurement
noise is taken into account.
Following Barlow et al. [46], a differential diffusion parameter z was considered.
The comparisons with experiments showed an excellent agreement for x/d = 15 and
a good agreement for x/d = 30.
Scalar dissipation statistics from case RAD were compared to measurements avail-
able for the higher Reynolds number flames (flames C-E), showing significant shape
differences on the rich side of the mixture. However, once normalized, the stoichio-
metric scalar dissipation rate was found to compare well with flames C-E. For the
one-dimensional scalar dissipation rate profiles, case RAD was found to be gener-
ally closer to the measurements. The normalized stoichiometric one-dimensional
scalar dissipation rate values from case RAD were found to be closer to flames C
and D (the one-dimensional values for flame E are affected by extinction, and were
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found to be significantly lower). Finally, probability density functions of the loga-
rithm of the scalar dissipation rate from case RAD were compared to flames C-E.
The scalar dissipation in flame B was found to be approximately log-normal, with
a shape that remains more peaked than for flames C-E, as downstream distance is
increased. Standard deviations from the log-normal fits to these pdf’s were found to
increase with downstream distance and Reynolds number. Further, these standard
deviations are found to collapse when plotted against Rejet(x/d)1/2.
To conclude, the results presented in this chapter show that the choice of grid reso-
lution, chemical model, and boundary conditions for the DNS is adequate to repro-
duce experimental measurements with high fidelity, once radiation heat losses and
differential diffusion are included.
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C h a p t e r 7
ANALYSIS OF EFFECTIVE LEWIS NUMBERS FROM THE
DNS OF SANDIA FLAME B
In Ch. 4, a methodology was introduced to extract effective Lewis numbers from ex-
perimental or numerical data of turbulent non-premixed flames. This methodology
was applied to the Sandia flames, a set of well-characterized experimental measure-
ments of non-premixed jet flames at varying jet Reynolds numbers. In that analy-
sis, the effective Lewis numbers were shown to transition from their laminar values
close to the burner exit plane, to unity further downstream. Previously-suggested
scalings for γ were then analyzed.
However, limitations in the experimental data set, including large uncertainties and
the relatively few measured quantities, were shown to introduce large biases and
prevent a conclusive assessment of the transitioning behavior of the flame structure,
as well as the correct modeling approach.
In Ch. 4, turbulence and flame parameters, including the radial flame location rF ,
the jet half-width, r12, the rms velocity, u′, and the integral length scale, l, were
estimated assuming independence across flames B-E. While expected to be valid
for the higher Reynolds number jets, this approach may not hold for low turbulence
intensities. In particular, flame B can be considered to be a worst-case scenario,
since it has the lowest Reynolds number. Fortunately, flame B is also the easiest to
simulate through DNS, as was discussed in the previous chapters. Here, the analysis
carried out in Ch. 4 is extended to the DNS data of flame B. Flame independence
for the turbulence and flame parameters is assessed, and the scalings for γ are re-
computed for flame B using case RAD.
7.1 Extracting effective Lewis numbers
In this section, the steady-state non-unity Lewis number flamelet equations are ap-
plied to the DNS data to extract optimal χst and γ values, for several downstream
locations.
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7.1.1 Methodology
As was discussed in Chs. 2 and 4, the scalar dissipation rate, χ, is a parameter
that must be specified when solving the flamelet equations. Here, for consistency
with the approach used in Ch. 4, the same a priori model for χ is used. That
is, the shape of χ in mixture fraction space is evaluated from the solution of the
mixture fraction transport equation, Eq. (1.6), for counterflow diffusion flames [133,
134] and unsteady mixing layers [65]. Thus, the only free parameter for χ is its
stoichiometric value, χst , which is used to scale the magnitude. In other words,
the optimal χst is still computed as a solution to the two-dimensional minimization
problem given by Eq. (4.9).
In the expression for the ith species effective Lewis number (introduced in Ch. 1)
Lei,eff =
1 + γ
1
Lei
+ γ
, (7.1)
it is assumed that the Lewis number of species i, Lei, is constant in mixture fraction
space. This assumption is retained in the analysis of cases BL and RAD, since
approximating mixture-averaged transport properties with a set of constant non-
unity Lewis numbers was found to be a good approximation in Ch. 3. It should
be reminded that the species’ Lewis numbers in Eq. (7.1), are pre-computed from
flamelet solutions, at the location of maximum temperature. A further assumption
is to assume that γ is constant in mixture fraction space, as was done in Ch. 4.
7.1.2 Error maps
The optimal flamelet parameters represent the solution of the optimization problem
given by Eq. (4.9). Given the low cost of obtaining a single steady-state solution,
the flamelet equations (Eq. (4.4)) are solved for a range of χst and γ values. The
pair ( χst, γ) whose corresponding flamelet minimizes the error given by Eq. (4.8),
is called optimal. The χst values theoretically span the range [0, χq], where χq is
the extinction scalar dissipation rate. However, solving the flamelet equations for
the entire range is not practical, and a discrete set of values in the range [2, 260] is
chosen instead (χq ≈ 265 s−1). This range represents most of the burning branch
of the S-shaped curve for the laminar Lewis number limit (γ = 0). In Eq. (7.1),
the parameter γ spans theoretically the range [0,∞). Practically, a discrete set of
values is chosen, spanning the range [0, 120]. It should be reminded that Eq. (7.1)
presents a small sensitivity to γ, for values much larger or much smaller than one.
For example, considering the Lewis number of hydrogen, LeH2 ≈ 0.3, the difference
between LeH2,eff for γ = 100 and γ = 1000 is only approximately 0.02.
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(a) x/d = 7.5. (b) x/d = 15. (c) x/d = 30.
Figure 7.1: Contour maps of the L2 error, given by Eq. (4.8), for case RAD, at x/d = 7.5
(left), x/d = 15 (center), and x/d = 30 (right). The white dashed lines intersect at the opti-
mal flamelet (minimum L2 error).
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Figure 7.2: Comparison of conditional mean mass fractions of YCO (left), YH2O (center),
and YH2 (right), from case RAD at x/d = 30, with the flamelet solutions corresponding to
effective Lewis numbers (black line), unity Lewis numbers (red line), and laminar Lewis
numbers (blue line). The vertical dashed line represents the stoichiometric mixture fraction.
While all species in the chemical model may be used to compute the error maps,
only the measured ones are used, for consistency with the analysis carried out in
Ch. 4. More precisely, only the mass fractions of O2, CH4, CO, CO2, H2O, and H2
are considered. Further, the same measured mixture fraction, ZTNF, is computed,
where the interference correction given by Eq. (4.2) is used.
Figure 7.1 shows error maps for case RAD at x/d = 7.5, 15, and 30. The white
dashed lines intersect at the location of the optimal solution. As can be seen, the
γopt values are found to increase with downstream distance, while the χoptst values
decrease. For the three stations considered, the effective Lewis number of H2 is
0.34 at x/d = 7.5, 0.38 at x/d = 15, and 0.46 at x/d = 30.
7.1.3 Optimal flamelet parameters
Figure 7.2 shows a comparison of the conditional mean mass fractions of CO, H2O,
and H2 from case RAD at x/d = 30, against three flamelet solutions: the effective
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Figure 7.3: χoptst (left), and γopt (right) as a function of the downstream direction x/d.
Green with open symbols, RAD; green with full symbols, flame B; red, flame C; blue,
flame D; black, flame E. See caption of Fig. 4.4 for a more complete description.
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Figure 7.4: χoptst normalized by (Ujet − Upilot)/d (left) and Ujet/d (right), as a function of
downstream direction for flames B, C, D, and E and case (RAD).
Lewis number solution (γ = γopt), the unity Lewis number case (γ→∞), and the
laminar Lewis number solution (γ = 0). The χst value in all three flamelet solutions
is set to χoptst . The optimal flamelet is found to be generally in good agreement with
the DNS. For CO, all three flamelets are found to over-estimate its concentration on
the lean side; moving towards the richer mixture, case RAD is found to move from
the optimal flamelet, to the laminar Lewis number one. For both H2O and H2, the
optimal flamelet is generally well representative of case RAD.
These results show that the optimal flamelet can be well representative of the
data, especially given the assumptions associated with representing the conditional
mean flame structure with a single steady-state, constant non-unity Lewis number
flamelet.
Comparison of case RAD and the experiments
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In this chapter, the results discussed in Ch. 4 are compared to the DNS, with the
goal of highlighting similarities and differences.
Figure 7.3 shows the optimal flamelet parameters from the experiments, compared
to those from case RAD. The χoptst values from case RAD are found to be generally
decreasing, similarly to the profiles extracted from the measurement data of flames
B-E. The values extracted from case RAD are lower than the values extracted from
the measurements of flame B. More specifically, at the two downstream locations
where experiments are available, i.e., x/d = 15 and x/d = 30, the χoptst values ex-
tracted from the experiments are 70s−1 and 60s−1, respectively, while the values
found from case RAD are 40s−1 and 25s−1, respectively. It is interesting to note
that, for x/d < 30, the values of χoptst from case RAD and those extracted from
flames C-E, are ordered according to their respective jet Reynolds numbers. To as-
sess this further, Fig. 7.4 shows the χoptst values normalized by (Ujet −Upilot)/d and
by Ujet/d. While being close, the profiles do not show a perfect collapse, with ei-
ther normalization. For both normalizations, the χoptst values from the experiments
of flame B are generally higher than those for flames C-E for x/d > 30. The slope
of χoptst from case RAD differs from flames C-E for x/d > 30. That may be caused
by the elongated shape of flame B compared to the higher Reynolds number flames,
as was discussed in Ch. 6.
Figure 7.3b shows that the γoptst values from case RAD are generally increasing with
downstream distance, similarly to the profiles extracted from the measurement data
of flames B-E. The values extracted from case RAD are lower than those from the
measurements of flame B. More specifically, the γopt values for flame B at x/d = 15
and x/d = 30 are 0.6 and 2.6, respectively, while the values computed from case
RAD at the same locations are 0.4 and 1.0, respectively. Interestingly, while flames
C and D have practically the same γopt values for x/d < 30, both case RAD and
flame B are lower. As previously discussed, the stoichiometric flame tip for flames
C-E is located at x/d ≈ 45, and large differences are observed for the γopt values
from those flames, at that location.
Multiple reasons could explain the discrepancies between the values of χoptst from
case RAD, and those from measurements of flame B, including experimental uncer-
tainties, and biases introduced by the models used (e.g., the chemical model). The
fact that both the χoptst values and the γ
opt values for case RAD are lower than those
extracted from the measurements of flame B is consistent with the shape of the er-
ror maps shown in Fig. 7.1. The shape of the error contours around the optimal
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Figure 7.5: χoptst (left), and γopt (right) as a function of the downstream direction x/d.
Green, RAD; blue, BL; red, UL. The shaded region corresponds to values of χst above the
laminar Lewis number extinction limit.
solution is approximately oriented at 45o. In other words, small error differences
are associated with the simultaneous increase or decrease of χoptst and γ
opt . That
means that χst and γ generally have opposing effects, which tend to offset each
other. For example, for the three species shown in Fig. 7.2, an increase in γ will
result in higher mass fractions (the red lines are always above the blue lines). On
the other hand, increasing χst values will cause the mass fractions to decrease.
Comparison of cases BL, RAD, and UL
Figure 7.5 shows a comparison of optimal flamelet parameters from cases BL, UL
and RAD. Figure 7.5a shows that, for all three cases, the χoptst profiles are gener-
ally decreasing with axial distance, i.e., the qualitative behavior is the same. For
x/d < 10, cases RAD and BL are partly overlapping, and lower than case UL. All
three profiles remain within a factor of 2 of each other. Figure 7.5b shows that the
γopt profiles for cases BL and RAD remain close for the entire range 7.5<x/d < 45.
This suggest that not including radiation heat loss, and not considering the condi-
tional temperature profiles in the error map analysis, has a small impact on γopt .
As expected, the γopt values for case UL are much higher than the other two cases
for the entire range 7.5< x/d < 45. As previously discussed for the optimization
analysis presented in Ch. 4, the chosen range for γ was [0, 120], where γ = 120 is
considered a proxy for γ→∞. While the γopt values for case UL remain high for
the entire range 7.5< x/d < 45, they are not always equal to 120. That is not sur-
prising, since the expression for the effective Lewis numbers, Eq. (7.1), presents a
small sensitivity to γ for large values of this parameter. For example, the effective
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Figure 7.6: Comparison of 〈χ(Z ) |Z〉/〈χ |Zst〉 computed from case RAD (no symbols), and
Eq. (4.5) with Eq. (4.6) (symbols). The vertical line represents the stoichiometric mixture
fraction. “Zp” is the pilot feed mixture fraction.
Lewis number of H2 is 0.98 for γ = 120 and 0.93 for γ = 30. The values of γopt close
to the burner exit plane are likely affected by the pilot flame. The pilot strongly af-
fects the scalar dissipation rate at the base of the jet, and acts as an additional feed
(in the flamelet framework discussed in Ch. 4, non-premixed jet flames are modeled
as a two-feed system). The effect of the pilot flame can be seen in Fig. 7.6, where
the 〈χ(Z ) |Z〉/〈χ |Zst〉 profiles from case RAD at several downstream locations, are
compared to the shape of χ(Z ) used to solve the flamelet equations (Eq. (4.6)).
One approach to include the effect of the pilot, could be to use the following closure
for the scalar dissipation rate in the flamelet equations [23]
χ(Z, x) = 〈χ |Z〉(x), (7.2)
where 〈χ |Z〉(x) is computed from available data. This approach is not pursued
here.
Comparison of optimal parameters using Z and ZTNF
In Ch. 4, the optimal parameters were extracted from the data through an error
map analysis based on six measured species (including O2, CH4, H2O, H2, CO2,
and CO), as well as a measured mixture fraction, ZTNF. Moreover, to take into
account interference in the measured CH4 signal, a correction was considered for
this species (see Sec. 4.2). Figure 7.7 compares the optimal parameters χoptst and
γopt extracted by performing the error map analysis with either Z or ZTNF. The
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Figure 7.7: χoptst (left), and γopt (right) as a function of the downstream direction x/d,
obtained from case RAD, with optimization carried out considering either ZTNF (empty
symbols) or Z (full symbols).
comparison shows that two approaches lead to qualitatively and quantitatively very
similar results.
Comparison of χoptst and 〈χ |Zst〉
Figure 7.8 compares the optimal χst values extracted from case RAD, with 〈χ |Zst〉
computed from the same simulation. Consistently with the observations discussed
in Ch. 4, the optimal χst values are found to be systematically larger than the mea-
sured 〈χ |Zst〉. Once again, the two sets of values are not expected to be the same in
a turbulent flame, since in the present approach, a single, one-dimensional, steady-
state flamelet is used to represent the conditional mean flame structure. In other
words, it is expected that both optimal parameters χst and γopt are also representa-
tive of any effect not adequately represented by this approximation. As previously
suggested, it is likely that multi-dimensional effects, including convective and dif-
fusive transport along the mixture fraction iso-surfaces, are essentially lumped into
the χoptst values.
7.2 Scalings for γ
In Ch. 4, previously-suggested scalings for γ were assessed. First, a standard k-ε
argument was used to derive the Reynolds number-based scaling given by
γ =
αT
α
= aReT ReT, (7.3)
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Figure 7.8: Comparison of the optimal scalar dissipation rate, χoptst with the values 〈χ |Zst〉
from case RAD, as a function of the downstream direction x/d.
where aReT is a scaling coefficient. Next, flame length and time scales were used to
suggest the two Karlovitz number-based scalings given by
γ = alFKa
2
3 , (7.4)
and
γ = aτFKa2, (7.5)
where alF and aτF are scaling coefficients. In the following sections, these scalings
will be assessed for case RAD.
7.2.1 Turbulence and flame quantities
The evaluation of the local Reynolds number requires estimates for several turbu-
lence and flame quantities, namely the rms velocity, u′, the integral length scale,
l, and the jet half-width, r12. Further, these quantities should be computed at the
radial flame location, rF , for each downstream location.
In Secs. 4.5 and 4.6 it was assumed that the quantities rF , r12, and the ratios u′/Ujet
and l/r12 are all flame-independent. While that is expected to be valid for the higher
Reynolds number flames, significant uncertainties could be introduced for flame B,
due to its low Reynolds number (in the original work of Barlow et al. [71], this flame
was characterized as “transitional”). That is why the validity of these assumptions
for flame B is analyzed here using case RAD.
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Figure 7.9: Radial flame location rF for flames B through E (green, red, blue, and black,
respectively) with downstream distance in jet diameters (left) and normalized by the sto-
ichiometric flame tip location (right). Symbols: measurements [72]. Solid lines: green,
RAD; blue, LES of Mueller et al. [148]. In (b), the downstream location of the measured
points for flame B is normalized by the stoichiometric flame tip location from case RAD
(xF ≈ 59.3d).
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Figure 7.10: Jet half-width r12 for flames B, D and E (green, blue and black, respectively)
with downstream distance in jet diameters (left) and normalized by the stoichiometric flame
tip location, xF (right). Symbols: measurements of Schneider et al. [129]. Solid lines:
green, RAD; blue, LES of Mueller et al. [148].
Radial flame location and jet half-width
Figure 7.9 shows the radial flame location rF for the experimental data [72], the LES
of Mueller et al. [148], and case RAD. The profiles are plotted with downstream
distance in jet diameters (Fig. 7.9a), and relative to the stoichiometric flame tip
location xF (Fig. 7.9b), which is defined as 〈Z〉(xF, r = 0) = Zst . Figure 7.9a shows
that case RAD is elongated, when compared to the measurements for flames C-E.
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However, when normalized by the stoichiometric flame tip, the profiles are found
to be in excellent agreement. Thus, the assumption of flame-independence for rF
in Secs. 4.5 and 4.6 is valid for flame B only after proper normalization of x.
Figure 7.10 shows the jet half-width, r12, for the measurements of Schneider et
al. [129], the LES [148], and case RAD. The downstream distance is shown both
in jet diameters (Fig. 7.10a), and relative to the stoichiometric flame tip location
xF (Fig. 7.10b). Once again, the agreement between case RAD and the higher
Reynolds number flames improves once the downstream distance is normalized
by the flame tip location. The quality of the agreement is good, considering the
relatively low Reynolds number of flame B. Case RAD and the LES are practically
identical up to about 60% of the flame tip location, after which the differences
remain small. These results suggest that the assumption of flame independence for
r12 is valid in flame B, once the flame tip location is taken into account.
Velocity fluctuations and integral length scale
Given the flame-independence of rF and r12, in Ch. 4 the same was assumed for
u′/Ujet and l/r12, both evaluated at the radial flame location. More precisely, if
the jet Reynolds number is sufficiently high, and both rF and r12 are Reynolds
number-independent, then, at each downstream location, u′ should depend only on
the jet Reynolds number, and l/r12 should asymptotically approach some constant
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Figure 7.11: Rms velocity for flames B, D and E (green, blue and black, respectively),
at the radial flame location rF , normalized by the bulk velocity of the respective jet. Full
symbols, experimental data [72, 129]; green line, case RAD; blue line, LES [148]; solid
black line, fit given by Eq. (4.18), which only considers the experimental data for flames D
and E, and the LES.
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Figure 7.12: Comparison of u′ at the radial flame location for case RAD, computed using
either u′= [(u2rms + v2rms + w2rms)/3]1/2 (black) or u′= [(u2rms + 2v2rms)/3]1/2 (red).
value [147]. It should be reminded that this assumption was necessary to estimate u′
and l at the radial flame location for all flames, since velocity data is only available
for a subset of the flames and downstream locations (see App. B). However, two
issues can be identified. First, the validity of this assumption could not be tested for
flames B and C, due to the missing velocity data. For flame B in particular, this as-
sumption will be shown to not be valid, due to its relatively low Reynolds number.
Second, the base of all jets is strongly affected by the presence of the pilot flame,
and the flame is likely located within a low-ReT region. That is why in the follow-
ing sections, the analysis is carried out considering only stations beyond x/d = 7.5.
Figure 7.11 compares the ratio u′/Ujet at rF from case RAD, the experimental mea-
surements [69, 72] (flames D and E) and the LES of Mueller et al. [148] (flame D).
The rms velocity from case RAD is computed as
u′ =
[
u2rms + v
2
rms + w
2
rms
3
] 1
2
, (7.6)
while
v2rms + w
2
rms ≈ 2v2rms (7.7)
is assumed for the experiments, as was done in Ch. 4. This approximation is quite
good, as shown in Fig. 7.12, where u′ is computed at the radial flame location for
case RAD, using either Eq. (7.6), or the approximation given by Eq. (7.7). As
shown in Fig. 7.11, case RAD presents much lower u′/Ujet values than flames D
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Figure 7.13: Normalized radial profiles of mean streamwise velocity (solid line and full
symbols), and rms velocity (dashed line and empty symbols), for x/d = 7.5, 15, 30, 45.
The profiles are normalized by the centerline mean velocity. Green, case RAD; blue, flame
D; black, flame E [129]. The vertical dashed line is the radial flame location from case
RAD. The vertical bars represent the reported uncertainties [129].
and E, for x/d < 40. That is consistent with the much lower Reynolds number for
flame B, and suggests that the flame may initially lie within a laminar mixing layer.
Figure 7.13 shows a comparison of radial profiles of the mean streamwise velocity
and the rms velocity for case RAD and the measurements for flames D and E. The
location of rF is also shown. From this figure, it can be seen that for the first two
stations, u′ at rF from case RAD is much lower than the peak value, suggesting
once again that for those stations the flame lies within a laminar region.
Figure 7.14 shows the estimated integral length scale at rF . Values from case RAD
are computed using the definition used in Ch. 4 directly
l ≡ u
′3
ε
, (7.8)
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Figure 7.14: Estimated integral length scale at the radial flame location. Blue symbols,
flame D; black symbols, flame E; green line, RAD; black line, fit given by Eq. (4.22).
For case RAD, l is computed from the definition, Eq. (7.8), directly. However, for the
experiments, scalings from self-similar round jets are used [151, 152].
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Figure 7.15: Integral length scale l ≡ u′3/ε, normalized by r12, for case RAD at x/d = 7.5
(green), x/d = 15 (red), x/d = 30 (blue), and x/d = 45 (solid black). The black dashed line
is computed using fits from measurements of iso-thermal self-similar round jets [151, 152].
The blue and red dashed lines represent Eq. (7.8) computed from the turbulent pipe flow
DNS data of El Khoury et al. [178].
while experimental values are estimated using scalings from self-similar iso-
thermal round jets [151, 152] in Eq. (7.8). As expected, a significant difference
is observed. While using scalings for self-similar jets is expected to be valid for
the higher Reynolds number flames, that might not be the case for flame B, due
to its relatively low Reynolds number. To investigate this further, Fig. 7.15 shows
a comparison of Eq. (7.8) computed from case RAD, compared to the expected
scaling for self-similar iso-thermal jets [151], and the scaling for turbulent pipe
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Figure 7.16: Evolution of γopt with Reynolds number. The gray band represents aReTReT
with the estimates for aReT discussed in Sec. 4.5.1. The first two stations of flame E are
not shown, as their γopt values are 0. The open red symbol represents flame C at x/d = 45,
for which the average stoichiometric flame length is 45.4 diameters downstream of the
burner exit (see Sec. 4.3.4); flame E at x/d = 45 has also been marked with an open symbol
to highlight the large difference in γopt values obtained with the L1 and L2 norms (see
Sec. 4.4.4). The green symbols represent case RAD between x/d = 7.5 and x/d = 45.
flows. For the pipe flows, the data of El Khoury et al. [178] is used for two DNS
at Reτ ≡ (uτd)/(2ν) of 180 and 360 (for the present configuration, the Reτ for the
fuel pipe flow is approximately 267. Unsurprisingly, for the four stations consid-
ered, the profiles are found to be between the scalings for pipe flows and the profile
for self-similar jets. More specifically, the first three stations are found to be rel-
atively close to the pipe flow scalings, with x/d = 7.5 being the closest, while the
l/r12 profile at x/d = 45 is found to be closer to the jet scaling.
These observations will be used in the following sections to recompute the local
Reynolds and Karlovitz numbers for flame B using case RAD.
7.2.2 Scaling based on the Reynolds number
Having computed u′ and l, ReT for case RAD can be calculated directly, i.e., with-
out the fits given by Eqs. (4.18) and (4.22). The γopt and ReT values computed
for case RAD, are compared to those estimated from the experiments in Fig. 7.16.
As previously discussed, optimal parameters from case RAD are extracted between
x/d = 7.5 and x/d = 45, which is the same range used for experimental measure-
ments. It should be reminded that stations before x/d = 7.5 are not considered due
to the influence of the pilot flame, and stations beyond x/d = 45 are not considered
due to the limited convergence of the statistics, as was discussed in Ch. 5. Similar
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to the data points extracted from the experiments, a positive correlation is found
between the γopt values and ReT . The slope of the points computed from case RAD
is less than what is observed for the experiments. That is not surprising, given the
differences between flame B (case RAD) and the higher Reynolds number flames,
concerning u′ and l. Finally, similar to the points extracted from the experiments,
the values computed for case RAD do not fall within the range estimated from the
coefficient of Eq. (7.3). That is expected, since the turbulent Reynolds number
does not take into account directly any flame length scale, and is not expected to
adequately represent turbulence-chemistry interaction, as was discussed in Ch. 4.
7.2.3 Scaling based on the Karlovitz number
In this section, the optimal γ values are plotted against a local Karlovitz number
computed from case RAD.
Estimating the flame thickness for case RAD
First, the flame thickness lF should be computed. Considering the self-similar solu-
tion of a laminar unsteady mixing layer, the following definition of flame thickness
may be derived (see App. A)
lF ≡ 4Z (1 − Z )|∇Z | . (7.9)
Equation (7.9) may be applied to the turbulent non-premixed jet flames considered
in this work following several approaches. In Ch. 4, Eq. 7.9 was estimated at the
stoichiometric mixture using the following approximation
|∇Z | = *,
χ
opt
st
2αst
+-
1/2
. (7.10)
Here, this estimate will be referred to as lexpF . However, for case RAD, lF may be
computed without the assumption given by Eq. (7.10). One approach to compute
lF , is to consider the thickness of the averaged mixture-fraction profile,
lF,1 = 4
〈Z〉(1 − 〈Z〉)
|∇〈Z〉| . (7.11)
This expression may be interpreted as the thickness of the turbulent flame brush.
One could also consider the average of the instantaneous flame thickness,
lF,2 = 4
〈
Z (1 − Z )
|∇Z |
〉
. (7.12)
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(a) lF,1. (b) lF,2. (c) lF,3. (d) lF,4.
Figure 7.17: Two-dimensional field of lF computed using Eq. (7.11) (a), Eq. (7.12) (b),
Eq. (7.13) (c), and Eq. (7.14) (d). The solid black line represents the stoichiometric mixture
fraction.
As an intermediate expression, one may also evaluate
lF,3 = 4
〈Z〉(1 − 〈Z〉)
〈|∇Z |〉 . (7.13)
Finally, the following expression can also be considered
lF,4 = 4
〈Z〉(1 − 〈Z〉)
〈|∇Z |2〉1/2 . (7.14)
Equation (7.14) evaluated at the stoichiometric mixture fraction is the closest to lexpF .
More specifically, if 〈|∇Z |2〉1/2st is replaced by χoptst /(2αst ), then lexpF is recovered.
It should be reminded that 〈·〉 represents averaging carried out in time and in the
azimuthal direction. In this section, these expressions are compared and used to
compute the local Karlovitz number, Ka ≡ (lF/η)2.
In Fig. 7.17, two-dimensional maps of Eqs. (7.11), (7.12), (7.13), and (7.14) are
shown, where it can be seen that the four expressions lead to qualitatively similar
estimates for lF . More quantitatively, the values of l
exp
F , lF,1, lF,2, lF,3, and lF,4, eval-
uated at the stoichiometric mixture fraction, are shown in Fig. 7.18. As expected,
all five expressions show that the flame thickness increases with downstream dis-
tance, which is consistent with the progressive spreading of the jet. The profiles for
lF,1, lF,2, lF,3, and lF,4, are found to be essentially the same up to x/d ≈ 10. That is
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Figure 7.18: Comparison of different expressions for lF evaluated at the stoichiometric
mixture fraction. Solid black, lexpF ; blue, lF,1, green, lF,2; cyan, lF,3; dashed black, lF,4.
consistent with the low fluctuation levels found at the stoichiometric mixture frac-
tion close to the burner exit plane. Moving downstream, the four expressions are
found to progressively diverge. The values of lexpF are much smaller than the those
computed from the other expressions. That is expected since for each downstream
location, the extracted χoptst parameters are larger than the corresponding 〈χ |Zst 〉
values, as discussed in Secs. 4.3.4 and 7.1.3.
To evaluate the quality of the previous expressions for lF , normalized cross-stream
cuts of 〈Z〉 are considered for several downstream locations in Fig. 7.19. These
profiles are compared to the hyperbolic tangent approximation to the self-similar
solution of the one-dimensional unsteady laminar mixing layer, Eq. (A.2)
〈Z〉(x, r)
〈Z〉(x, 0) ≈
1
2
[
1 − tanh
(r − rZ12
h
)]
, (7.15)
where
h =
lF
2
, (7.16)
lF is computed using the five previous expressions, and rZ12 is defined as
〈Z〉(x, rZ12)
〈Z〉(x, 0) = 0.5. (7.17)
As expected, lF,1, lF,2, lF,3, and lF,4, are close up to x/d ≈ 30, and only deviate
for the last station considered. The profile obtained using lexpF if found to be in
relatively good agreement with the normalized 〈Z〉 shape for the first two stations,
but performs poorly for the last two stations. Given these observations, lF,2 appears
to be the best expression.
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Figure 7.19: Comparison of radial profiles of normalized 〈Z〉 (solid black), at x/d = 7.5
(top left), x/d = 15 (top right), x/d = 30 (bottom left), and x/d = 45 (bottom right), with
Eq. (7.9) (dashed black), Eq. (7.11) (red), Eq. (7.12) (blue), and Eq. (7.13) (green).
Estimating the Kolmogorov length scale for case RAD
Next, the Kolmogorov length scale is computed at rF using Eq. (4.24), i.e.,
η ≡ (ν3/ε)1/4, where the average kinematic viscosity 〈ν〉 is used, and the dissipation
rate of turbulent kinetic energy, ε, is computed using the definition introduced in
Ch. 5 (Eq. (5.1))
ε ≡
〈
σ′ik
∂u′i
∂xk
〉
〈ρ〉−1. (7.18)
With lF and η known, the Karlovitz number at rF may be computed for case RAD.
γopt and the local Karlovitz number
Figure 7.20 shows the γopt values with the Karlovitz number at the flame location.
It should be reminded that only stations in the range 7.5 ≤ x/d ≤ 45 are consid-
ered. The two points estimated for flame B in Ch. 4, have now been replaced by
case RAD. The Karlovitz numbers for case RAD are computed using all five ex-
pressions discussed above. While the profile from case RAD with lexpF presents
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(a) Case RAD using lexpF .
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(b) Case RAD using lF,1-4.
Figure 7.20: Evolution of γopt with Karlovitz number. The first two stations of flame E are
not shown, as their γopt values are 0. The open red symbol represents flame C at x/d = 45,
for which the average stoichiometric flame length is x/d = 45.4 (see Sec. 4.3.4); flame E at
x/d = 45 has also been marked with an open symbol to highlight the large uncertainty of
the γopt value at that location (see Sec. 4.6.4). Left: case RAD computed using lexpF ; Right:
case RAD computed using lF,1 (blue), lF,2 (green), lF,3 (cyan), and lF,4 (black). The solid
black line represents the scaling given by Eq. (4.34).
a similar trend to the higher Reynolds number flames, significant differences are
observed when the four expressions lF,1, lF,2, lF,3, and lF,4 are considered. More
specifically, for all four expressions, the observed slope is much closer to the scal-
ing γ ∝Ka2/3, obtained from the flame length scale-based model for γ (see Ch. 4),
with lF,2 potentially being the closest. The reasons for this agreement should be
investigated further using additional numerical data sets spanning a wide range of
conditions.
7.3 Summary
In this chapter, the flamelet-based methodology to extract effective Lewis numbers
discussed in Ch. 4, was applied to the DNS data base discussed in Chs. 5 and 6, and
optimal flamelet parameters were extracted from cases BL, UL, and RAD.
The χoptst and γ
opt values extracted from case RAD were found to follow the same
trends observed for the parameters extracted from experimental data. Both the χoptst
and γopt values were found to under-estimate the corresponding experimental ones.
Interestingly, the χoptst values extracted from case RAD and flames C-E, were found
to be ordered according to their respective jet Reynolds numbers.
The optimal χst values extracted from cases BL, UL, and RAD, were found to be
all decreasing with axial distance, and to have a similar behavior. For the optimal γ
values, cases BL and RAD were found to remain generally close. Unsurprisingly,
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the γopt values for case UL were much larger than those for the other two cases.
More specifically, γopt was found to increase rapidly from x/d = 5, and to reach its
maximum value at x/d = 15, after which γopt remains large (it should be reminded
that only discrete values in the range [0, 120] were considered for γ).
Next, the radial flame location, rF , and the jet half-width, r12, were analyzed for
case RAD. While the rF values for flames C-E can be considered to be flame-
independent, the comparison with case RAD shows that this assumption is valid in
flame B, only after normalization with respect to the stoichiometric flame tip. For
r12, case RAD, flames D and E, and the LES of Mueller et al. [148] (flame D),
show once again that flame independence may be assumed in flame B if the down-
stream distance is normalized by the stoichiometric flame tip. While no velocity
data is available for flame C, flame independence of r12 may be assumed, since its
Reynolds number is intermediate between flame B and flames D and E.
Significant differences were found for u′/Ujet from case RAD, when compared to
flames D and E (experiments and LES of Mueller et al. [148]). That is unsurprising,
given the low Reynolds number in flame B. To assess this further, radial profiles of
the mean and rms velocity from case RAD were compared to available measure-
ments for flames D and E. The radial profiles of mean velocity from case RAD
were found to be close to flames D and E, once normalized by the centerline value.
However, the comparison of the radial profiles of rms velocity, showed that the fluc-
tuation levels in case RAD at rF are substantially lower than in flames D and E, up
to x/d = 30.
In Ch. 4, the integral length scale, l ≡ u′3/ε, was computed at rF for all flames from
a linear fit to values estimated for flames D and E, using scalings for self-similar
jets. These values were then used for flames B-E. To investigate the validity of
this assumption for flame B, the integral length scale was computed for case RAD,
using directly its definition. A comparison of l/r12 at rF from case RAD with the
fit showed substantial differences, especially for x/d/ 30. To investigate this fur-
ther, radial profiles of l/r12 were computed from case RAD for several downstream
stations. As reference, the l/r12 values expected for fully developed turbulent pipe
flows and self-similar round jets, were considered. The first three stations were
found to be relatively close to the pipe flow scalings, with x/d = 7.5 being the clos-
est, while the l/r12 profile at x/d = 45 was found to be closer to the jet scaling.
Given the differences between case RAD and the higher Reynolds number flames,
the local Reynolds number was re-computed for flame B using case RAD. The γopt
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values from case RAD were plotted with the ReT values, at the radial flame location
rF . As a result of the differences for the u′ and l values from case RAD compared
to the fits for the higher Reynolds number flames, the slope of γopt was found to be
lower than that of flames C-E. Similarly to the trends from the experiments, these
values were found to not fall within the range estimated from the coefficient of
Eq. (4.15).
Several approaches were considered to compute the flame thickness. While the γopt
vs. Ka profile obtained from case RAD using lexpF was found to present a similar
trend to the higher Reynolds number flames, significant differences were observed
when the four expressions lF,1, lF,2, lF,3, and lF,4 were considered. For all four ex-
pressions, the observed slope was much closer to the scaling γ ∝Ka2/3 (see Ch. 4),
with lF,2 potentially being the closest. The reasons for this agreement should be
investigated further using additional DNS data sets spanning a wide range of con-
ditions.
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C h a p t e r 8
CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
In this work, progress was made towards the correct modeling of differential diffu-
sion, both for resolved simulations, and for reduced-order combustion models.
8.1 Assessment of the constant Lewis number assumption
The validity of the constant non-unity Lewis number assumption in chemically re-
acting flows was investigated by considering three different flames, spanning a wide
range of conditions and displaying strong differential diffusion effects. The chosen
flames were the following. First, a thermo-diffusively unstable, premixed H2/air
flame with an equivalence ratio φ= 0.4 was considered. The fuel Lewis number for
this flame is less than one. Two geometries were investigated, including a laminar
two-dimensional flame and a moderately turbulent three-dimensional one. Second,
a highly turbulent, premixed n-C7H16/air flame, with a fuel Lewis number larger
than one was investigated. Finally, a laminar N2-diluted C2H4/air-coflow pressur-
ized diffusion flame was selected, with the goal of investigating the effect of the
constant non-unity Lewis number approximation on the formation and evolution of
key soot precursor species. For this flame, the fuel Lewis number is close to one.
For all flames, four cases were considered, including one with unity Lewis num-
bers, two with constant non-unity Lewis numbers, and a benchmark case with
mixture-averaged properties. For the two constant non-unity Lewis number cases,
the Lewis numbers were pre-computed using the solutions to the flamelet equa-
tions. Two methods were suggested to pre-compute the constant Lewis numbers
from flamelets, including the peak species mass fraction location, and the peak
temperature location.
For all configurations, it was shown that a good agreement with mixture-averaged
transport properties can be achieved by using a set of constant non-unity Lewis
numbers. For the chosen flames and the numerical framework, using a set of pre-
computed constant Lewis numbers was found to have a minimal impact on the
computational cost. Finally, the two constant non-unity Lewis number methods
were shown to perform well, with neither consistently better than the other.
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8.2 Effective Lewis numbers in turbulent non-premixed flames
A flamelet-based methodology was proposed to extract effective Lewis numbers
from experimental and numerical data sets of turbulent non-premixed flames. This
technique was applied to the “Sandia flames”, a set of turbulent non-premixed
methane/air jet flames of varying jet Reynolds numbers, with the exception of
Sandia flame B. Effective Lewis numbers were extracted by comparing measured
species mass fractions with solutions of the non-unity Lewis number flamelet equa-
tions. For each flame and each downstream location, two optimal flamelet param-
eters were extracted, including a stoichiometric scalar dissipation rate, χoptst , and
the ratio γopt ≡ αT/α. The effective Lewis numbers for all species were computed
using Lei,eff = (1 + γopt )/(1/Lei + γopt ).
For the four turbulent flames considered, the χoptst values were found to decrease
with axial distance, and to increase with jet Reynolds number. The optimal χst val-
ues were found to be systematically larger than the available measured values. The
effective Lewis numbers (γopt) were found to transition from their laminar values
at the burner exit plane (γopt ≈ 0), towards unity further downstream (γopt→∞).
Previously-suggested correlations for the parameter γ with both Reynolds and
Karlovitz numbers were then compared to the extracted γopt values. However, large
experimental uncertainties and the limited number of measured quantities prevented
a conclusive assessment of these models.
8.3 Direct Numerical Simulation of Sandia flame B
A campaign of DNS of Sandia flame B (Rejet ≈ 8200) was carried out. The choice of
Sandia flame B was motivated by three reasons. First, Sandia flame B has the lowest
Reynolds number among the Sandia flames, while still being turbulent. Second,
fewer measurements are available for this flame than the higher Reynolds number
flames. Third, in Ch. 4, flame independence was assumed for several parameters,
for the four flames B-E. The validity of this assumption could not be assessed for
flames B and C, due to the limited data. This is particularly important for flame B,
due to its relatively low Reynolds number.
To design the baseline computational grid, consisting of a cylindrical mesh with
1120× 224× 128 (≈ 32× 106) grid points, both turbulence and the chemistry reso-
lution requirements were considered. For the former, the jet was divided in a “pipe
flow region” and a “main jet region”. The grid was designed to satisfy ∆/η / 3,
where ∆≡ (r∆x∆r∆θ) 13 is a mean grid size. For the latter, a reaction zone thickness
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based on the OH and CH radicals was defined, and chemistry resolution criteria
available in the literature were considered.
A total of six simulations were carried out, including a baseline case (BL), three
cases where the grid was refined twice in the axial (Res-x), radial (Res-r), and
azimuthal (Res-z) directions, respectively, a unity-Lewis number case (UL) and a
radiating case (RAD). The latter two cases were considered to isolate differential
diffusion and radiation effects, respectively.
An a posteriori assessment for the base of the jet, where the smallest scales are
expected to be found, showed that the ratio ∆/η is approximately less than 3. For
the same region, the number of grid points through the averaged OH and CH layers
(defined using a 10% of the peak value) was found to satisfy criteria suggested in
the literature.
Comparisons of radial velocity profiles from the baseline and refined cases, showed
a good agreement for the base of the jet. Moving downstream, some differences in
the centerline region were observed. 95% confidence intervals for the mean values
at the centerline, suggest that most of these differences can be attributed to the
limited run time of the refined cases compared to the baseline case (45.5d/Ujet and
243.0d/Ujet units of simulation time, respectively).
A comparison of the radial profiles of the OH and CH mass fractions was also
carried out. For all downstream locations considered, the instantaneous profiles
suggest that a sufficient number of grid points was used. Comparisons of mean
and rms profiles of OH from case BL and the refined cases showed an excellent
agreement for x/d = 1. Moving downstream, small shape and magnitude differ-
ences were observed, for both mean and rms profiles. The largest differences were
observed near the centerline for the last station considered, x/d = 45. While the
mean CH profiles are in excellent agreement for the first station, some shape and
magnitude differences were observed for the other stations. The rms profiles for the
CH mass fraction showed some differences for all stations considered.
Centerline velocity and mixture fraction statistics for case BL and the refined cases
were considered. The mean profiles were found to be in good agreement at the base
of the jet (x/d/ 15), and small differences were observed moving downstream
up to x/d ≈ 45. Beyond that location, large differences between case BL and the
refined cases were observed. For x/d < 45, the largest differences were observed
between cases BL and Res-x. While the estimated 95% confidence intervals for
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the sampling errors were observed to include most of these differences, small grid
effects could not be ruled out. To assess this further, conditional statistics were
considered, as discussed below. The large differences observed beyond x/d ≈ 45
were found to be due to the limited run time of the refined cases, compared to case
BL.
To assess if the differences between case BL and refined cases observed for the
unconditional statistics are caused by grid effects, conditional means and standard
deviations for several species were considered along the centerline and for cross-
stream planes. These include the radicals OH and CH, and two of the species con-
sidered in the error map analysis discussed in Ch. 4. The conditional mean statistics
from case BL and the refined cases, were found to be in excellent agreement for all
stations considered. Small differences were visible only for the CH conditional
standard deviations from case Ref-x, compared to the other cases. These compar-
isons suggest that the chosen grid resolution is adequate for the analysis carried out
in Ch. 7.
Centerline statistics for all quantities stored in data files were observed to have os-
cillations whose wavelength was found to be approximately λos (x) ≈ 〈U (x)〉∆tsave.
For the refined cases, whose ∆tsave was set to be 1/5 of that used for cases BL,
RAD, and UL, centerline oscillations at a much reduced amplitude and wavelength
were observed. More precisely, λos (x) for the refined cases was found to be ap-
proximately 1/5 of λos (x) for case BL (λos (x) for all three cases BL, RAD, and
UL was found to approximately the same). However, it was shown that the same
oscillations of the baseline case can be recovered from each of the refined cases, if
every fifth data file is considered to compute the statistics. These oscillations were
found to rapidly decay with radial distance from the centerline, which was ascribed
to the effect of azimuthal averaging. Finally, conditional statistics from the refined
cases, computed using every data file and every fifth data file, showed not differ-
ences, suggesting that these centerline oscillations have no impact on the analysis
carried out in Ch. 7.
8.4 Validation with experimental data
The DNS data was then validated using available experimental data. The impacts of
radiation heat loss and differential diffusion were systematically isolated by com-
paring cases BL and RAD, and BL and UL, respectively.
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Favre mean and rms scalars from case RAD at x/d = 15 and x/d = 30 were found
to be in very good agreement with the experiments, suggesting that the boundary
conditions are correct, and that the modeling of the pilot flame through a top-hat ve-
locity profile is adequate. Further, differences between cases BL and RAD showed
that, for flame B, radiation heat loss impacts the mixing field.
The centerline Favre-average mixture fraction from cases RAD and BL was com-
pared to experimental data for flames B-F (a single data point is available for flame
B), and the LES data of Mueller et al. [177] for flame D. Compared to the higher
Reynolds number flames, flame B was found to have an elongated structure. The
effects of radiation heat loss were not sufficient to explain this elongated structure.
Comparisons of cases BL, RAD, and UL, and the experiments were carried out
for x/d = 15 and x/d = 30. Both both stations, case RAD was found to be in very
good agreement with the experiments. Neglecting radiation heat losses was found
to result in an increase of the peak temperature of about 70K, and over-prediction of
the CO and H2 mass fractions. Neglecting differential diffusion effects was found
to result in an increase of the peak temperature of about 110K, and over-prediction
of the H2O, CO, and H2 mass fractions. Differential diffusion was found to have a
greater impact on the flame structure than radiation heat loss.
The comparison of conditional probability densities showed that case RAD was
found to be in good agreement with experimental measurements, once the effect of
measurement noise is taken into account.
Following Barlow et al. [46], a differential diffusion parameter z was computed for
the four downstream locations x/d = 7.5, 15, 30, 45. For the sake of comparison to
experiments, the same species mass fractions were considered, including the inter-
ference correction discussed in Ch. 4. The comparisons with experiments showed
an excellent agreement for x/d = 15 and a good agreement for x/d = 30. Cases BL
and RAD were found to have negligible differences at x/d = 15, and small differ-
ences at x/d = 30. Due to the effect of the missing species, case UL was found to
be non-zero at all four downstream locations.
Scalar dissipation statistics were also compared to measurements available for the
higher Reynolds number flames (flames C-E). Significant shape differences were
found between case RAD and flames C-E. However, once normalized by the fuel
pipe inner diameter and jet bulk velocity, the stoichiometric scalar dissipation rate
was found to compare well with flames C-E. The one-dimensional scalar dissipation
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rate profiles were found to be generally closer to flames C-E. Finally, conditional
probability densities of the logarithm of the scalar dissipation from case RAD were
compared to flames C-E. The scalar dissipation in case RAD was found to be ap-
proximately log-normal, with a shape that remains more peaked than for flames
C-E, as downstream distance is increased. Standard deviations from the log-normal
fits to these cpdf’s were found to increase with downstream distance and Reynolds
number. Further, these standard deviations were found to approximately collapse
onto a single curve, when plotted with Rejet(x/d)1/2.
To conclude, the choice of grid resolution, chemical model, and boundary condi-
tions for the DNS was found to be adequate to reproduce experimental measure-
ments with high fidelity, once radiation heat losses and differential diffusion were
included.
8.5 Analysis of effective Lewis numbers for the DNS of Sandia flame B
The flamelet-based methodology to extract effective Lewis numbers discussed in
Ch. 4 was applied to the DNS data base. Optimal flamelet parameters were ex-
tracted from cases BL, UL, and RAD, and compared to those extracted from the
experimental data of flames B-E.
The χoptst and γ
opt values extracted from case RAD, were found to follow the same
trends observed for the optimal parameters computed from the experimental data.
More specifically, the χoptst values were found to decrease with downstream dis-
tance, and the γopt values were found to increase. A comparison between the opti-
mal flamelet solution and case RAD at x/d = 30 was found to generally be in good
agreement with the flame structure. Both optimal parameters from case RAD were
found to under-estimate the corresponding values computed from the experimental
data of Sandia flame B. Interestingly, the χoptst values from case RAD and flames
C-E, were found to be ordered according to the respective jet Reynolds number.
The comparison of the optimal χst extracted from cases BL, UL, and RAD shows
the same behavior across all three cases. For the optimal γ values, cases BL and
RAD were found to remain generally close, suggesting that radiation heat losses
have a secondary effect. Unsurprisingly, the γopt values for case UL were much
larger than those for the other two cases.
In Ch. 4, flame-independence was assumed for both the radial flame location rF
and the jet half-width r12, across all four flames B-E. However, the validity of this
assumption could not be investigated for flame B, for which scalar measurements
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are available only for x/d = 15 and x/d = 30, and no velocity data is available. To
assess the validity of this assumption for flame B, case RAD was compared to ex-
perimental and LES data for the higher Reynolds number flames. The comparisons
showed that flame independence for both rF and r12 may be assumed in flame B
only after normalization by the stoichiometric flame tip.
Flame independence was also assumed for u′/Ujet and l/r12, both evaluated at rF .
The u′/Ujet profile from case RAD was found to differ significantly from the values
for flames D and E (measurements of Schneider et al. [129] and LES of Mueller et
al. [148]). That is surprising, given the low Reynolds number of flame B. While
the mean radial velocity profiles from case RAD were found to be close to flames
D and E, once normalized by the centerline value, the normalized rms velocity pro-
files were found to be significantly different for the first three stations considered
(x/d = 7.5, 15, 30). More specifically, the rms values in case RAD at rF were sub-
stantially lower than in flames D and E, up to x/d = 30.
In Ch. 4, the l ≡ u′3/ε values at rF were estimated for flames B-E using scalings
for self-similar isothermal jets. In Ch. 7, the validity of this assumption for flame
B was assessed by computing l directly from its definition, using data from case
RAD. As expected, the comparison showed substantial differences, especially for
x/d/ 30. Radial profiles of l/r12 from case RAD were found to be significantly
different from the reported scalings for self-similar round jets.
Given these observations, the local Reynolds number was re-computed for flame
B using case RAD directly, instead of the fits for u′/Ujet and l/r12 discussed in
Ch. 4. Similarly to the values extracted from experiments, the γopt values from
case RAD were found to be positively correlated with the local Reynolds number.
Yet, a collapse within the range of values estimated from the γ = aReTReT scaling
was not observed.
Several approaches were considered to compute the flame thickness. In Ch. 4,
the flame thickness was estimated for all flames using the extracted χoptst values.
This estimate for the flame thickness, referred to as lexpF , was found to significantly
underestimate the values computed using the four expressions lF,1, lF,2, lF,3, and
lF,4, which were observed to be generally more representative of the normalized
〈Z〉 radial profiles found in the jet flame.
While the γopt vs. Ka profile obtained from case RAD using lexpF was found to
present a similar trend to the profiles for the higher Reynolds number flames, sig-
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nificant differences were observed when the Karlovtiz number for case RAD was
recomputed using the four expressions lF,1, lF,2, lF,3, and lF,4. For all four expres-
sions, the observed slope was much closer to the scaling γ ∝Ka2/3 (see Ch. 4), with
lF,2 potentially being the closest. While encouraging, the reasons for this observa-
tion should be investigated further using additional numerical data sets spanning a
wide range of conditions.
8.6 Limitations and directions for future work
In this section, directions for future work are proposed.
8.6.1 Direct Numerical Simulations of Sandia flame B
In Chs. 5 and 6 a campaign of DNS of Sandia flame B was discussed. The analysis
revealed several difficulties associated with the grid design process. First, there
is a lack of DNS studies of jet flames with detailed a priori discussions of the
grid design, combined with extensive a posteriori assessments. Second, there is
limited work towards the development of general grid resolution criteria which can
be applied to the present configuration.
The a posteriori tests carried out in Ch. 5 suggest that satisfying the criterion
∆/η < 3 is sufficient for the goals of the present work. However, it is not sug-
gested here that this approach is valid in general. For instance, a potential issue
of using the mean grid size ∆ to design non-uniform grids, is that it masks the as-
pect ratio of the cells. This issue should be investigated as part of future work.
The impact of the ∆/η criterion on statistics of interest should also be analyzed,
and alternative definitions for the mean grid size should be considered, such as
∆≡ [∆x2 + ∆r2 + (r∆θ)2]1/2.
8.6.2 Assessment of the flamelet assumptions
The flamelet-based methodology developed in Ch. 4 relies on several important as-
sumptions. In that framework, it is assumed that a single one-dimensional, flat,
steady-state, adiabatic, non-unity Lewis number flamelet can represent the condi-
tional mean flame structure of a turbulent non-premixed flame, provided that the
two parameters χst and γ are chosen properly. These assumptions are briefly re-
viewed, and directions for future work are proposed.
Mixture fraction-dependence of the optimal flamelet parameters
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The cross-stream dependence of the optimal flamelet parameters is prescribed a
priori. Two issues can be identified. First, γ and Lei,eff are assumed to be constant
in mixture fraction space, and only vary with downstream distance for a given flame.
While this may be valid as a first approximation, significantly different turbulence
levels are expected to be found across the mixture fraction range at any downstream
location of a turbulent non-premixed jet flame. Consequently, γ and Lei,eff should
be representative of this. Analogously, the shape of the scalar dissipation rate χ(Z )
was prescribed a priori in Eq. (4.4), and only its stoichiometric value was allowed
to vary with downstream distance. While this approach should be intended as a first
approximation for the present analysis, common expressions used for the χ(Z )
profiles are not fully representative of piloted jet flames [23, 179]. Thus, future
work should investigate this issue further. As a possible next step in the analysis,
the conditional mean Favre scalar dissipation rate profiles from experimental or
numerical data should be used.
Species-dependence of the optimal flamelet parameters
In Ch. 4, six measured species were considered to extract the optimal flamelet pa-
rameters. These same species were also considered when analyzing the DNS data
in Ch. 7, for consistency. As part of future work, the effect of the choice of the
species on the error map analysis should be investigated further.
In this work, as a first step, it is assumed that the γopt values are species-
independent. In other terms, for each flame and each downstream location, a single
γopt value is used to determine the effective Lewis numbers for all species. The
validity of this assumption should be assessed as part of future work.
Multi-dimensional terms in the flamelet equations
The optimal χst parameters were found to be systematically larger than the
〈χ |ZTNF,st〉 values (see Ch. 4). While multiple reasons could explain this differ-
ence, it should be reminded that, in the present approach, a single, one-dimensional,
steady-state flamelet is used to represent the conditional mean flame structure.
Thus, it is expected that both optimal parameters χst and γopt are also representa-
tive of any effect not adequately represented by this approximation. For instance, it
is expected that multi-dimensional effects, including convective and diffusive trans-
port along the mixture fraction iso-surfaces, are essentially lumped into the effec-
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tive χopt . These multi-dimensional effects should be systematically characterized
through a budget analysis using DNS data.
Representing the conditional mean flame structure
Even without considering multi-dimensional effects, there remains the issue of rep-
resenting the conditional mean flame structure using a single flamelet. If χ is pa-
rameterized by χst , then an average of flamelet solutions corresponding to a distri-
bution of χst values should be compared to the conditional mean flame structure.
As discussed by Peters [10], an alternative approach is to replace this distribution
with a delta function at the Favre mean value χ˜. The validity of this assumption
should also be systematically assessed through a budget analysis using DNS data.
Flamelet modeling of radiation effects
In the present flamelet formulation, radiation heat losses are not included. While
Fig. 7.5 suggests that the impact of radiation on the present analysis is secondary, it
should nonetheless be quantified more systematically.
8.6.3 A posteriori assessment of models for γ
The purpose of the analysis carried out in Chs. 4, 5, 6, and 7, is to make progress
towards the correct a priori modeling of differential diffusion effects in turbulent
non-premixed flames. As part of future work, these models should be assessed a
posteriori in several steps. First, tabulated chemistry DNS of the same flames used
to develop these a priori models, should be carried out. The flamelet tables should
contain an additional dimension to account for γ. Next LES of flames at varying
Reynolds numbers should also be considered.
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A p p e n d i x A
FLAME THICKNESS AND TIME SCALE
To define a flame thickness, lF , a one-dimensional unsteady laminar mixing layer
is considered, where infinite amounts of fuel and oxidizer, initially separated, are
allowed to diffuse [10]. The corresponding similarity solution is
Z (ξ) =
1
2
erfc
(
ξ
)
, (A.1)
where ξ is the similarity variable. The profile given by Eq. (A.1) can be approxi-
mated as
Z (y) ≈ 1
2
[
1 − tanh
(
y
h
)]
, (A.2)
where y is a flame-normal coordinate and h is a scaling length such that Eq. (A.2)
approximates Eq. (A.1). A flame thickness may be defined as
lF ≡ 2h, (A.3)
which can be rewritten as
lF = 4
Z (1 − Z )
|∇Z | . (A.4)
A flame time scale, τF , is defined such that lF =
√
4ατF , which leads to the follow-
ing expression
τF = 8
Z2(1 − Z )2
χ(Z )
. (A.5)
It should be noted that Eqs. (A.4) and (A.5) are independent of Z .
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A p p e n d i x B
OVERVIEW OF MEASUREMENT DATA FOR THE SANDIA
FLAMES
B.1 The TNF Workshop
The International Workshop on Measurement and Computation of Turbulent Non-
premixed Flames (TNF) has been established to better coordinate research efforts in
turbulent non-premixed and partially premixed combustion [72], with an emphasis
on turbulence-chemistry interaction [180]. As such, a growing set of burners and
flames with well defined boundary and operating conditions has been developed
and organized within the framework of the Workshop.
One of the more popular datasets is represented by the so-called “Sandia flames”,
a set of six non-premixed piloted CH4/air jet flames of increasing Reynolds num-
ber (labeled A-F), from laminar to turbulent [71]. The burner was developed by
Flame A B C D E F
Rejet
∼1100 ∼8200 ∼13400 ∼22400 ∼33600 ∼44800
(laminar) (transitional) (turbulent) (turbulent) (turbulent) (turbulent)
x/d
type
scal. vel. scal. vel. scal. vel. scal. vel. scal. vel. scal. vel.
1/7.2 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 3 7 3 7 3
1 7 7 7 7 3 7 3 3 3 7 3 3
2 7 7 7 7 3 7 3 3 3 7 3 3
3 7 7 7 7 3 7 3 3 3 7 3 3
5 3 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7
7.5 7 7 7 7 3 7 3 3 3 7 3 3
10 3 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7
15 7 7 3 7 3 7 3 3 3 3 3 3
30 7 7 3 7 3 7 3 3 3 7 3 3
45 7 7 7 7 3 7 3 3 3 3 3 3
60 7 7 7 7 3 7 3 3 3 7 3 3
75 7 7 7 7 3 7 3 7 3 7 3 7
centerline 7 7 7 7 3 7 3 3 3 3 3 3
Table B.1: Synoptic table of scalar and velocity experimental data for the Sandia
flames [72]. Available data: 3; missing data: 7. It should be noted that the same ve-
locity measurements are reported for flames D-F [129], but only the ones shown above are
available.
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Bilger and co-workers at Sydney University [126, 127] with the intent of isolat-
ing turbulence-chemistry interaction effects [180], using a simple geometry and
chemistry. This well-characterized dataset is often the target of choice in modeling
studies, as it spans a wide range of jet Reynolds numbers, and has well-defined
boundary and operating conditions [61].
Model development has typically focused on the higher Reynolds number flames
(D-F), for which neglecting differential diffusion effects was found to be a reason-
able approximation [23, 46, 180]. As a result, a richer set of experimental data exists
for these flames, while fewer measurements are available for flames A-C [72].
B.2 Scalar and velocity measurements
Scalar and velocity measurements available for the Sandia flames [72] are listed in
Table B.1. As can be seen, velocity data [129] is available for the higher Reynolds
number flames (D-F), but not for flames (A-C). Further, most scalar measurements
are available for flames (C-F). The measured scalars and the respective uncertainties
are shown in Table 4.2.
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A p p e n d i x C
SANDIA FLAME A
Sandia flame A is laminar and steady, and can be easily simulated. It has the same
chemistry and the same burner geometry of the higher Reynolds number flames,
and can be used to investigate the effect of modeling choices. In this appendix,
Sandia flame A is considered to investigate the effects of radiation heat loss, ther-
mal diffusion, and an alternative choice for the chemical model. For this flame,
experimental measurements are available for x/d = 5 and x/d = 10 only [71]. For
each plot the reported scalar uncertainties are shown [46, 123].
C.1 Chosen test cases
The chosen test cases are listed in Table C.1. These include a baseline case, ABL,
a radiating case, ARAD, a case with the CaltechMech2.4 [111] chemical model,
ACM, a case with thermal diffusion, ATD, and a case with both radiation and ther-
mal diffusion, ARAD+TD.
In the following sections, each of the cases ARAD, ACM, ATD and ARAD+TD will
be compared to the baseline case. The comparisons will include the temperature,
two product species, H2O and CO2, and two intermediates, CO and H2. Favre-
average profiles will be considered to investigate the effect on the hydrodynamic
field, and conditional averages will be used to assess the effect on the flame struc-
ture.
Case
Model ABL ARAD ACM ATD ARAD+TD
GRIMech3.0 3 3 3 7 3
Radiation 7 3 7 7 3
CaltechMech2.4 7 7 3 7 7
Soret & Dufour 7 7 7 3 3
Mix.-av. transp. prop. 3 3 3 3 3
Table C.1: Sandia flame A test cases: ABL, baseline case; ARAD, radiation case; ACM,
CaltechMech2.4 case; ATD, thermo-diffusion case; ARAD+TD, radiation and thermo-
diffusion case.
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Figure C.1: Comparison of Favre-average temperature (left) and species mass fractions
(right). Symbols: experiments; black line, ABL; red line, ARAD.
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Figure C.2: Comparison of temperature (left) and species mass fractions (right), condi-
tioned on the measured mixture fraction, ZTNF. Symbols: experiments; black line, ABL;
red line, ARAD. The vertical dashed line represents the stoichiometric mixture.
C.2 Effect of radiation heat loss
In this section, the effect of radiation is isolated by comparing case ARAD to case
ABL. Figure C.1 compares Favre-average radial profiles of temperature and species
mass fractions at x/d = 5 and x/d = 10. For the first station, both cases predict the
radial location of the flame, with case ARAD generally in better agreement with the
experiments than case ABL. At x/d = 10, both cases predict a narrower flame than
the experiments. Case ARAD better predicts the peak mass fractions of CO and H2.
Figure C.2 shows comparisons of conditional mean temperature and species mass
fraction profiles. As can be seen, the temperature from case ARAD is in excellent
agreement with the experiments. Including radiation also improves the prediction
of the conditional species profiles, at both downstream stations.
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Figure C.3: Comparison of Favre-average temperature (left) and species mass fractions
(right). Symbols: experiments; black line, ABL; red line, ACM.
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ACM.
C.3 Comparison of chemical models
To investigate the effect of the choice of the chemical model, Sandia flame A is
simulated both using GRIMech3.0 [135] and a version of the CaltechMech2.4 [111]
chemical model without the soot chemistry, which includes a total of 171 species
and 1894 reactions (forward and backward reaction counted separately). From
Figs. C.3 and C.4 it can be seen that the two chemical models lead to very simi-
lar results, with only minor differences.
C.4 Effect of thermal diffusion
Thermal diffusion includes the species flux due to temperature gradients (Soret ef-
fect), and the energy flux due to species gradients (Dufour effect). In simulations of
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Figure C.5: Comparison of Favre-average temperature (left) and species mass fractions
(right). Symbols: experiments; black line, ABL; red line, ATD.
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ATD.
hydrocarbon flames, it is common practice to neglect thermal diffusion. Here, the
impact of this assumption is assessed for flame A.
C.4.1 Modeling of thermal diffusion
Using the mixture-averaged model of Chapman and Cowling [181], thermal diffu-
sion is included by means of an additional term to the species diffusion flux ji
− DTi
∇T
T
, (C.1)
where the DTi are the species thermal diffusion coefficients. Following Paul and
Warnatz [182], the coefficients DTi can be rewritten as
DTi = ρ
Wi
W
Di,mkTi, (C.2)
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Figure C.7: Comparison of Favre-average temperature (left) and species mass fractions
(right). Symbols: experiments; black line, ABL; red line, ARAD+TD.
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where kTi is the ith species thermal diffusion ratio [181]. A more detailed descrip-
tion of the coefficients kTi may be found in Schlup & Blanquart [183]. With the
extra flux given by Eq. (C.2), an additional term must be considered for the correc-
tion velocity given by Eq. (1.4) [183]
uTc =
1
ρ
∇T
T
∑
i
DTi . (C.3)
C.4.2 Comparisons
Figure C.5 shows Favre-average radial profiles, where it can be seen that thermal
diffusion has only a small impact on the scalars. As excepted, the largest effect is
on the rich side of the mixture, where H2 has the largest concentration. This can
be seen more clearly from the conditional averages shown in Fig. C.6. The scalar
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profiles in cases ABL and ATD differ for ZTNF' 0.7, and the largest impact is for
H2.
C.5 Effect of radiation and thermal diffusion
In this section, the combined effects of radiation and thermal diffusion are investi-
gated. Figure C.7 shows a comparison of Favre-average scalar profiles, and Fig. C.8
shows the same quantities conditioned on the measured mixture fraction. As can
be seen, including radiation and thermal diffusion generally improves comparisons
with experiments. The H2 mass fraction from case ARAD+TD significantly under-
estimates the experimental measurements for ZTNF' 0.5.
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A p p e n d i x D
QUASI STEADY STATE ASSUMPTION
For DNS on turbulent jet flames, it is common to reduce the cost associated with the
chemistry thorough various mechanism dimension reduction techniques [8], such
as skeletal reduction [184], lumping of chemical species, reaction pathways and
species diffusivities [185], quasi-steady-state (QSS) and partial equilibrium reaction
(PE) approximations [186], to name a few. However, these techniques require some
form of error propagation control, and were not adopted in this work.
In Ch. 5, the OH and CH layers are considered to assess the grid resolution. How-
ever, for many species with small chemical timescales (such as radicals), the Quasi
Steady State Assumption (QSSA) proves to be a valid approximation [187]. For
these species, which typically are present only in thin layers, transport equations
need not be solved. This removes stiffness from the integration of the chemi-
cal source term [8], and allows the use of coarser meshes. For all these rea-
sons, the QSSA is a common mechanism reduction technique for DNS of turbulent
flames [172].
With the QSSA, algebraic expressions can be found for the species. In Fig. D.1
the expression for the OH mass fraction is compared to the values from case BL
(a) x/d = 1. (b) x/d = 10.
Figure D.1: Scatter plots of OH mass fraction computed using the QSSA against its value
from case BL. Species for which the QSSA is valid are expected to collapse onto the line
y = x.
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for the two stations x/d = 1 and x/d = 10. The base of the jet, where diffusion and
convective time scales are expected to be the smallest, can be considered as a worst-
case-scenario to test the QSSA. As can be seen, this approximation is valid for OH
(that is also the case for CH).
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